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Introduction
From

Harry Ward

When I was asked by your Captain to write this history I had no hesitation in saying yes, partly 
because I enjoy researching club histories, but also partly because the Lochend Golf Club is one 
of the few surviving club’s along with the Honourable Company at Muirfield, to have played 
on the old Leith Links, the original home of golf. Because of this unique situation I decided to 
begin the book with some information regards the old Leith Links Club and their demise which 
led ultimately to the end of the Seafield and Leith club’s, and the birth of the Lochend Golf Club. 

The two things which have alluded me in my quest for new information on Lochend Golf Club are:

1. The actual formation meeting of the club in 1891, which we know was brought about with 
the dissatisfaction of some of the members of the old Leith Golf Club, and,

2. The actual demise of the Seafield club, who joined with the Lochend club in the battle for 
a new course. The Lochend club still retain some of the old trophies from the Seafield Club 
which would suggest some sort of amalgamation, but as a historian I dislike conjecture, so 
the task of finding this information will carry on.

Getting to know some of the members during my visits to the club, it has struck me how 
friendly everyone seems to be, and of the Artisan nature of the membership, both gents and 
ladies. I was also fortunate to be present at a Christmas bash last year and as a qualified P.G.A. 
Coach and former junior convenor, was both delighted and amazed to see first hand the club’s 
involvement with local kids from the community. The children at these functions will no doubt 
grow up to be junior members of the club, and in the long term, who knows. My personal 
thanks must go to the many members who contributed their memories, photo’s, stories, etc 
for inclusion in this publication and due to the expense and lack of space it has been impossible 
to include them all for which I apologise wholeheartily. I would like to express my gratitude for 
being given the honour of writing this short history and also take this opportunity to wish the 
Lochend Golf Club and its members good health, a long life, and a prosperous future in the 
years ahead. (Keep On Swinging)

Harry Ward,  
Golf Historian
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Captains Message
When I became Captain of Lochend golf club in 2013 I realized that we did not have a written 
down history of the club since its beginnings in 1891 until the present. This was something I 
felt should be rectified, so when Harry Ward, a golf historian arrived at the club a number of 
months later to enquire about the history of the club it started the ball rolling. He is, as well as 
being a historian also an author of golfing books. This was too good an opportunity to miss so 
I asked Harry if he would be willing to write a book about Lochend Golf Club. 

He explained that he was in the process of writing his own golf book at that time, but we 
agreed that with the club’s 125th anniversary due to be celebrated in 2016 that this would 
give us time to work on a book as part of the celebrations. My part in this was to co-ordinate 
the membership to help with photographs, stories etc.

The response has been great from some sections of the club, gents, seniors, ladies, and juniors. 
There was also some work done in 1960 tracing the club’s beginnings by a former Captain, J.B. 
Roche, and this has been a great help. 

From a personal point of view it has been very rewarding getting to know the origins of the 
club and all the trials and tribulations it has went through to get us to where we are now. It has 
been very gratifying seeing the older members of the club being so enthusiastic and I am sure 
you will see some of their efforts in this book. Being involved with this has made me realize just 
how important this club has been over the years in contributing to the golfing scene in Leith 
and Craigentinny.

As someone wrote in our centenary year (1991): to be a member of Lochend is like being a 
member of a large family, and, like any family, it will have its squabbles. In any time of crisis, 
however, the ranks will close and the spirit which has taken Lochend all the way from Leith 
Links through its various by-ways to its current place in the golfing firmament will endure. The 
club continues to thrive thanks to the work of its members and committee and I am sure that 
we will be part of the heritage of this area for many more years.

Brian Ross,  
Captain, Lochend Golf Club
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From The Secretary
I moved to Edinburgh from the Borders in 1988 and joined Lochend in 1989. I had not played 
golf for nearly 7 years having played Rugby however a new house, job, and young family meant 
I could no longer risk injury. I worked with Jimmy Mason who at that time was Captain of 
Lochend and he advised me that I should join, as I would meet people outside of work and get 
back into the game again. Little did I know then that I would still be a member 27 years later 
and that the club would have played such a big part in my social life.

I became secretary in 2004, a role although time consuming I have enjoyed. Over that time 
there have been many changes. All committee members are volunteers and over the years 
the club could not operate without members volunteering personal time. Probably the biggest 
frustration is that as we don’t really have any control over the course this means that we are 
restricted in what we would really like to do. The same issues that have been there over many 
years still remain. 

But it’s not just the course or the building that makes a golf club, it’s the members. Over the 
years I have made lifelong friends. I have lost count the number of times members have said to 
me what a great place with great people Lochend is. Lochend is as much a social club as a golf 
club and the members bar is a great place to relax after your round. The club has welcomed 
people from all walks of life and many members who later joined private clubs have remained 
members. The more mature members tell some great stories of the past and some of the 
characters who made Lochend what it is. Unfortunately some of these stories are not really 
suitable for this publication! 

The club probably offers something a bit different to course owning clubs and has a unique 
place in modern golf. True, to survive the club needs to attract new members, particularly the 
younger generations but this is no different to any golf club or sport. The club has survived 
and prospered whilst other clubs in Edinburgh have had to close their doors. Yes there will be 
challenges in the future however after surviving for 125 years there is no reason to doubt the 
club will prevail as long as golf is still played.

All members past and present should be proud of an institution which has provided so much to 
the area over the last 125 years.

Alex Ferguson
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Foreword
As one of the oldest golf club within Edinburgh and the Lothians, this book has been written 
to celebrate 125 years of Lochend Golf Club and is a unique tribute to members both past 
and present. Our golf history is long but over the years it is the members who have built a 
strong foundation within the golfing and local community and given the club its character. 
I am sure you will find many stories in this book that will bring back memories of good and 
difficult times and also of achievements. Winning the Dispatch Trophy must rank as a high in 
our long history. For the lesser golf mortals the story of that missed birdie and the putts left 
out on the course will, I am sure, provoke further banter.     

I have been member of this club for over 45 years and have held many committee positions, 
and I am honoured to be your club President. Over the years I have witnessed many changes 
for the benefit of the club and we have held firm during difficult periods. However, we 
continue to flourish and survive and should rightly be recognised as the best small golf club 
in the Edinburgh and Lothians area. This book is an opportunity to thank past members for 
supporting the club over the years and to the current membership who will take the club 
forward in meeting the challenges that lie ahead. The history detailed in the book shows 
Lochend Golf Club has a strong foundation and character to survive for another 125 years. 

I hope you enjoy this book and thank you to all who have taken their time to contribute. 

Tom Galloway,  
President, Lochend Golf Club                             
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1. Early Golf At Leith Links
Leith Links.  Golf on Leith Links can be traced back as early as 1552 when an dispute 
between the Cordiners or Cobblers of the Cannongate and the Gouf ball makers of North 
Leith arose about who had the rights to make golf balls. This suggests that they were making 
feathery balls.

Although then a separate burgh from Edinburgh, Leith was close enough to attract golfers 
from its much larger neighbour. While the High Kirk in Edinburgh was railing against golf on 
the Sabbath, Leith was much more relaxed and, indeed, records show that Edinburgh Burgh 
Council was perturbed by the number of its citizens going to Leith to play golf on Sundays. 
But this was not without its dangers. David Hamilton, in his book, Early Golf at Edinburgh 
and Leith, describes an incident on 10th December 1571, a period when Scotland was 
racked by civil unrest and armed militia roamed the land. Nine Burgesses, prominent citizens 
of Edinburgh took themselves to Leith and were playing at golf, when armed horsemen 
appeared and attacked the golfers, slaying three of them. Then in 1575 golfers on the Links 
were attacked but managed to repel their assailants.

 

 

A sketch of the once rural location of Leith Links

Nevertheless, notable golfers continued to play on Leith Links. The Earl of Galloway is reputed 
to have played there in 1619; King Charles is also reputed to have been playing on the Links in 
1641when he received news of the Irish Rebellion, although neither story has been verified. Sir 
John Foulis of Ravelston recorded playing in 1672, and a few years later Thomas Kincaid, who 
wrote the first instruction book on how to play golf, was a frequent visitor.

A notable event occurred when the Duke of York and John Paterstone (Representing Scotland) 
accepted the challenge of a match by two English nobles, the Duke and his unlikely partner 
won the day, which was in essence the first ‘international’match.
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However, the most significant event took place in 1774 
when the City of Edinburgh presented a silver club to be 
played for in competition and the Gentleman Golfers of 
Edinburgh – later to become The Honourable Company 
of Edinburgh Golfers – came into being. A committee of 
the club drafted the first rules, 13 in all, under which the 
competition was first played on 2nd April 1744. 

One of the problems of playing on the Links, as was 
to become the case with most inner city courses, was 
that the open space it provided within an urban area 
was frequently used by the populace for a wide variety 
of purposes. In addition to other sports being practiced, 
the public used it as a thoroughfare, and a ground for 
other leisure activities, These inevitably impinged on 
both playing golf, keeping the course in good condition, 
which in the end, would prove insurmountable. The 
Honourable Company along with other clubs, were 
active at Leith until the 1830s, when, because the 

course had deteriorated so much, the clubs ran into financial difficulties. Most of the assets of 
the Honourable Company, including the clubhouse, were sold, consequently no golf was played 
by its members until 1836 when it reformed at Musselburgh. 

Leith and Edinburgh newspapers were assiduous in recording the activities of all the local golf 
clubs. It is strange, therefore, that virtually nothing of the like appears after 1831 for almost 
thirty years, nor have any records been found to explain why this should be or precisely what 
occurred. It appears that the deterioration of the course affected all the other clubs playing on 
the Links and they, like the Gentleman Golfers of Edinburgh, also went into abeyance about the 
same time. This is confirmed by reports of the resuscitation of both the Leith Golf Club and Leith 
Thistle Golf Club in 1863 and 1866 respectively.

It would be reasonable to assume that the condition of Leith Links was so bad that no golf was 
played there until 1863. However, while there is no record of the first meeting of Portobello Golf 
Club, it’s first competition was held in 1856 on Leith Links. A cup was presented by a Leith lawyer 
and accountant, Mr John Smellie. As was the tradition in those days the winner of the cup had to 
entertain all the competitors in the Royal Hotel, Portobello, and present a cup for the next year’s 
competition. The winner of the Smellie Cup, David Craig, presented a silver medal for half yearly 
competition in 1857 which was played twice a year until 1870 on Leith Links, after which all the 
clubs activities stopped. There is no record of the reason; perhaps a significant number of the 
members joined other clubs and moved to Musselburgh as the quality of the greens in Leith Links 
and Brighton Place declined. But the presence of Portobello playing on the Links six years before 
the Leith clubs returned indicates that the state of the course had recovered from its bad period 
and was beginning to improve. Why the Leith clubs were slow to reform is not known.

For some reason, again unrecorded, the condition of the Links appear to have improved sufficiently 
that in 1863 the clubs returned and resumed playing their normal golfing activities. The first club 
to be resuscitated at Leith was the old Leith Golf Club which was re-formed in 1863. The next, 
was the Leith Thistle Golf Club (first formed in 1815) but now re-formed in April 1866. In order 
to let the world know that they were truly back in business the Thistle club decided to hold a 
tournament with all the top names of the day competing.
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The Big Guns Appear

Edinburgh Evening Courant Saturday May 18th 1867.

Golf Tournament On Leith Links
Early in April last year the Thistle Golf Club (Leith) which was originally established in 1815, 
but had been in abeyance from 1830, was resuscitated by a few of it’s old members, headed 
by it’s present Captain Mr Thomas Hay, a gentleman who donned the golfers jacket as a 
member of this club as long ago as 1824. The movement was crowned with success, and 
the ‘Thistle’has now a membership of eighty one, including some of the finest players in the 
district. At the last annual meeting of the club, the idea of holding a grand golfing competition 
among professional players on Leith links was proposed by the Captain, and being heartily 
agreed to by all the members, it was resolved that such a meeting should be held yesterday, 
and that the sum of £25 taken from the club’s funds, should be offered as prizes. Twenty-two 
‘Professionals’resident in the great golfing ‘Centres’of Scotland, and including nearly all of any 
note, accepted the invitation, and many of them have been engaged during the past week in 
practising the ‘Leith Ground.’

  

The 22 players who took part in the match. Little did they know that they would be immortalised in golf history.

Left to right, Kneeling, T. Hunter, J. Hutchison, Wm Park, D. Park (Partly Hidden), R. Ferguson 
(Eventual Winner) Bob Kirk, Geo. Paterson (Partly Hidden), Wm. Dunn, Jas. Campbell, Tom 
Morris Jnr, T. Brown, Jas. Anderson, Geo. Morris, W. Dow, A. Greig, Bob Andrews, A. Strath, 
Alex Brown, Wm McDonald, TomMorris, (Addressing The Ball), Rob. Dow, Jamie Dunn (Sitting) 

Another club to emerge at Leith at this time was the Seafield Club, which was not returning to 
the links, it was being formed for the first time, which duly happened in 1879. This club was 
to have an influence on the Lochend club at a later date, indeed, the Lochend club now retain 
some of the old beautiful trophies and medals of the Seafield club. It is fitting, therefore, that 
the following information on the Seafield tournament is included in this book.
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The Edinburgh Evening News Saturday December 27th 1879.

Golf Tournament At Leith
A golf tournament, open to all professionals, is being played over Leith Links today. The prize 
amount to £20, and the tournament has been got up by the Seafield Golf Club, and will 
doubtless have the effect of making this game more popular in Leith. Considerable interest 
was manifested in the event. The wind was blowing strongly across the course, and the ground 
at some of the putting greens was rather soft, which rendered good playing difficult. Twelve 
couples started from the top hole, a number of people following the players. The interest 
was principally centered in some of the local players and Bob Ferguson, Muselburgh, and 
Jamie Anderson, Champion, St Andrews. All the players got away with good swipes, with the 
exception of Martin, of St Andrews. Ferguson topped his first drive, but Anderson drove well 
away. The playing in the first round was very good, though the wind sometimes blew the balls 
considerably out of line with the holes, Sanderson’s and Ferguson’s handling of the iron was 
very efficient, but at some of the putting greens, and especially at the Seafield hole their play 
received but scant justice, owing to the softness of the ground. At the end of the first round 
the scores were - for Anderson, 40; Ferguson, 39; Cosgrove 38. The veterans, Tom Morris, 
St Andrew, and Willie Park, Musselburgh, were coupled together, and the first named had 42 
for the first round, and the latter 43. Bob Martin, St Andrews, played well, and in the second 
round scored 36.

The Golfing Annual 1888-1889 Stated that:

‘(Leith Links) as a golfing green has an ancient history, and at one time was regularly 
frequented by the best golfers of the day. The course some time ago suffered considerably 
from the introduction of football, but this game having been prohibited by the Municipal 
Authorities’recent Provisional Order, and the links having been greatly given up to golfers for 
eight months in the year, a pleasant enough game can still be enjoyed. On Saturday, however, 
there is always overcrowding.’  

‘they (the links) have long since lost their charm as a golf course. Play is restricted to certain 
hours, and is barred altogether in the months of June, July, August, and September.

In 1891, the year that Lochend was formed, golf was prohibited on the Links before 9am during 
the four Summer months of June until September. This was later extended to a complete ban 
in these months because of the Cricket season, and to enable local children to play on the links 
in safety. This situation did not deter the members of Lochend as they simply planned their 
summer competitions elsewhere.

With regard to the inner workings of the club during this period, it is unfortunate that the club 
records for the years 1891 to 1898 have gone astray and a history of the club’s activities 
during this time is therefore not available.  An early newspaper article, however, indicates that 
the first captain of the club was a Mr. Peter Stoddart who appears to have served the club 
in that capacity for a number of years.  Any account of the club’s activities must, therefore, 
commence after his term of office with the Annual General Meeting for 1898 which was 
held in the clubhouse at Lochend Road. Twenty-three members were present and George 
Mauchline was elected captain with a committee of six to run the club for the following twelve 
months.
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From the Minutes of this Meeting it is noted that reference is made to a smoking concert, 
apparently an annual event, the charge for which was fixed at one shilling which included a 
refreshment, a far cry indeed from the charges obtaining today and a point which is emphasised 
time and time again in the Minutes.

It is during 1898 that reference is first made to monthly medal competitions and it is off now 
to recall the discussion which took place when one considers that monthly medals are now an 
accepted part of the club’s activities.  At that time medal competitions were played over two 
days, Friday and Saturday, and because they were drawn medals, were inclined to be looked 
upon with a little more regard than our present day competitions.  As proof of this point it falls 
to be told that complaints were made about the standard of golf balls supplied as prizes and 
after discussion it was agreed to supply Silvertons in the future.

The year ended with discussion of the prizes for New Year’s Day (1/1/99) which included 
‘Baffy Spoon’, ‘2 Bottles of Whisky’, ‘Driving Cleek’and ‘One dozen Cunningham Golf Balls’, 
prizes which are beyond the reach of most clubs of today.

In September of 1899 Mr. John R. Clark was elected captain and one of the first tasks tackled 
by the new committee was the assessment of a Standard Scratch Score for Leith Links.  After 
much argument it was agreed that the par of the course should be set at eighty.  Whether this 
was due to the implements in use at the time, or the length and condition of the Links, is not 
clear.

The club entered a team this same year for the ‘Dispatch Trophy’, the first year for which the 
present trophy was played, and was represented by Messrs. Mauchline, flint, McKenzie and 
Clark.  Despite the financial position of the club, it was agreed that each player be given two 
golf balls. The club would have to wait another 95 years to record success in this tournament.

The year 1898 saw the first reference made to the question of a bar in the club premises.  
Quotations were asked for from a number of  Leith firms, two of whom, Messrs. Carstairs 
and Robertson and A. Rutherford submitted samples.  At a committee meeting of the club 
the samples were duly ‘sampled and appreciated’and the committee decided that wines and 
whisky be obtained from Carstairs and Robertson and beers and waters from Wm. Petrie with 
effect from November 1898.  Prices at that time were, Edinburgh Ales 2d a pint bottle, and, 
surprisingly enough, lime juice at 3d a glass.

The proud possessors of a club-room with a bar, the club then had to face some of the problems 
that accompany such an acquisition.  First of all the clubmistress asked for an increase in pay 
and was eventually satisfied with the sum of 1/6d per week.  This was followed, before the end 
of the year, by the clubmaster’s resignation, which was submitted because of allegations that 
the beer was being tampered with.

Then followed the resignation of James Mauchline who had been filling the role of treasurer.  
Imputations against his honesty had prompted this action but the committee refused to 
consider the resignation, having full confidence in Mr. Mauchline and his handling of club funds.
The year commencing January 1899 was to prove one of the club’s poorer years.  Financial 
difficulties prevented an increase in the yearly allowance of five pounds to the Seafield Golf 
Club for the upkeep of Leith Links, and forced the club to make some minor economies and 
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at length, on the fifteenth of September 1899 to decide that the time had come to vacate 
their clubhouse and make Mr. Polson’s Public-House in Duke Street their headquarters.  This 
decision was, however, reversed at a specially convened meeting held on the seventh of March 
1900 and the club continued to make full use of their premises, a point which was illustrated 
by the limiting of the amount of credit obtainable at the bar by any one member.  Interesting 
to note now that the limit was set at one shilling.

By 1901 the financial problems of the club were resolving themselves when further trouble  
was experienced regarding the clubmaster,.  Satisfaction was achieved when his allowance for 
the month was increased to ten shillings but this was followed by an attack on the clubmaster’s 
person by a member of the club.  A turbulent piece of history this! This assault apparently took 
place after hours and only a profuse apology from the offender saved the day and allowed the 
club to breathe again.

1903 saw the inception of a new Licensing Act and the club had perforce, to consider the 
drafting of new rules and by-laws.   It is interesting to note that closing times for the bar were 
eventually set at 11.30 on week days and midnight on Saturdays, which would indicate that 
the clubmaster had to work for his ten shillings per month. The committee decided, obviously 
in the absence of some of their number, that no drink would be sold on Sundays, a decision 
which was reversed the following week when a full number of committee members attended.

This was followed by suggestion from Wm. Petrie, who supplied the club with their beer, 
that the bad beer returned by the club was, in actual fact, the bottoms from the bottles. A 
suggestion which was stoutly denied.

The period ended ingloriously when the club was forced to close its clubhouse on the fifteenth 
of January 1905. A Number of complaints made by residents in Duke Street regarding the 
behaviour of members, in the early hours of the morning, was followed by objections to the 
renewal of the club’s license and, coming on top of the closure of Leith Links, this proved to 
be the last straw. The club’s furniture was sold off and number Seven, Lochend Road, was 
returned to relative quietude.

Number 7 Lochend Road
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Early Tournaments of The Lochend Club
at Leith Links

Leith Burgh Pilot June 4th 1892
All Clubs
Golfing on the links, The golfing season on the links was closed on Tuesday. The green will  
re-open for play on 1st October.

Leith Burgh Pilot October 7th 1893
Opening of the links
The close time of four months expired on Monday, when many players, both ladies and 
gentlemen, indulged in the game over the common. The Seafield club, headed by Captain 
Wm. Dougall, was strongly represented. The ranger of the links, Councillor Gibson, has had the 
grass over the course and putting greens cut, and the green at the present time is in a better 
condition than ever it was.

Leith Burgh Pilot January 6th 1894
Lochend Club
The club held a competition for prizes over Leith links on new years day when the following 
were returned winners: 1st R. Burns, scratch 72; 2nd J.A.R. Murray Jnr, 77 less 4 – 73; 3rd  
G. Mauchline, 82 less 6 – 76; 4th and 5th J. Paterson, Scratch 78 and W. Grant, 84 less – 78 
– tie; 6th J.A.R. Murray Snr, scratch 83.

Leith Burgh Pilot February 10th 1894
Lochend Club
The club held a competition for prizes over Leith Links on Saturday. The following were the 
prizewinners: A. Carstairs, 90 less 6 – 84; 2, R. Hogarth. 101 less 14 – 87; 3, J.A.R. Murray 
Jnr, 92 less 3 – 89.

Leith Burgh Pilot February 17th 1894
Lochend Club
Over the links last Saturday a large number of the members of this club played in a competition 
for the monthly medal and prizes. A high wing militated against low scoring. The medal and first 
prize was won by W. Grant with a score of 97 less 6 – 91; 2nd J.A.R. Murray Jnr, 96 less 3- 
93; 3rd J. Mauchline, 99 less 4 – 95. The prize for the lowest scratch score was also won by  
J.A.R. Murray, Jnr with the score of 96.

Leith Burgh Pilot April 21st 1894
Lochend Club
The monthly medal and prizes of this club were played for over Leith Links on Saturday, when 
about thirty members took part in the game. The following were returned prize winners: Medal 
and 1st prize, C. McLean, 84 less 6 – 78; 2nd John A.R. Murray, 87 less 4 – 83; 3rd D. Leitch, 
84 scratch. The course at present, owing to the recent weather, is rather difficult due to the 
long grass.
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Leith Burgh Pilot February 16th 1895
Lochend Club
This club held its competition for the monthly medals over the links last Saturday. The handicap 
medal was won by Mr G. McKenzie with a score of 94 less 7 – 87; and the scratch medal was 
gained by Mr D. Leitch with a score of 84.

Leith Burgh Pilot March 9th 1895
Lochend Club
A competition for prizes was held by the above club over the links last Saturday, when a good 
number of members took part. The result was: 1st T. Kirk 89 less 6 – 83; 2nd, J. McKenzie 
85 scratch; 3rd G. Mauchline 90 less 4 – 86; 4th and 5th (tie) D. Leitch 83 plus 4 – 87 and  
A. Macpherson 89 less 2 – 87.

Leith Burgh Pilot April 20th 1895
Lochend Club
The monthly medal competition of this club was held last Saturday over Leith Links, when the 
scratch medal was won by Mr J. McKenzie with the score of 81, and the handicap medal by  
Mr D. Hutchison with 93 less 6 – 87.

Leith Burgh Piloy February 22nd 1896
Lochend Club
The usual monthly competition for scratch and handicap medals was held over the links last 
Saturday. There was a good turnout of the members. Mr George Mauchline won the scratch 
medal with the scratch score of 86, and handicap medal with 86 less 4 – 82.

Leith Burgh Pilot June 13th 1896
Lochend v Bathgate
A foursome game between members representing the above clubs was played at Bathgate last 
Saturday. The green was heavy owing to recent rain, but throughout the game the weather 
remained fair. Scores: Lochend 11; Bathgate 18.

Leith Burgh Pilot July 11th 1896
Lochend Club
A prize competition of the above club was held over Musselburgh last Saturday.The prize 
winners were: P. Barrie 90 less 3 – 87; G. Mauchline 90 less 3 – 87; P. Anderson 99 less 11 – 
88; A. Carstairs 94 less 6 – 88; J. MacKenzie (scratch) 90; D. Coutts (scratch) 90; 

Leith Burgh Pilot July 18th 1896
Lochend v Edinburgh Thistle
The second half of a home and home match between these clubs took place last Saturday at 
the Braids. The game was played in foursomes, with twenty men-a-side. The Leith team had 
to start with three men short, while on the other hand the Thistle were strongly represented, 
with the result that the match finished in favour of the home team by 58 holes, or 60 on the 
double match. 
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Leith Burgh Pilot September 5th 1896
Lochend Club
A prize competition of the above club was held over Musselburgh on Saturday in rather 
boisterous weather. The prize winners were: H. Swaney 100 less 18 – 82; P. Anderson 94 less 
9 – 85; A. Murray 107 less 20 – 87; G. Machline 89 less 2 – 87.

Leith Burgh Pilot October 31st 1896
Lochend Club
The first monthly medals competition was played at Leith Links last Saturday, when the winners 
were: G. Mauchline Scratch 82, and P. Stoddart, 92 less 11 – 81.

Leith Burgh Pilot December 26th 1896
Lochend Club
The members of this club played their monthly competition for scratch and handicap medals 
over Leith Links last Saturday, when Mr James Mackenzie won both medals with a scratch 
score of 43.

Leith Burgh Pilot January 9th 1897
Lochend Club
The Lochend club held their new years prize competition on Leith links on new years day. The 
prize winners were: 1. A. Macpherson 87 less 6 – 81; 2. R. Bell, 89 less 6 – 83; 3. James 
Clark 90 less 6 – 84; 4. A. Murray, 101 less 17 – 84; 5. J.A. Murray, 93 less 8 – 85; 6.  
W. Cunningham, 105 less 20 – 85; 7. J. Mackenzie, 86 scratch – 86; 8. C. Brotherston, 96 less 
9 – 87; 9. James Webster, 97 less 7 – 90; 10. G. Mackenzie, 98 less 7 – 91; 11. J. Mauchline 
100 less 8 – 92; 12. R. Forrest, 104 less 11 – 93; 13. W. Stewart, 103 less 9 – 94; 14.  
H. Swaney, 108 less 14 – 94.

Leith Burgh Pilot January 23rd 1897
Lochend Club
The members of this club played their monthly competition for scratch and handicap medals 
over the links last week with the result: - Scratch Medal, George Mauchline, 41; Handicap 
Medal, James Clark, 42 less 2 ½ - 39 ½ .

This postcard may be a 
bit later but it takes a 
humorous look at how easy 
it would be to lose your 
balls on Leith Links and how 
difficult it was to find them 
again. The links at Leith 
were nothing short of a 
hayfield at times.
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Leith Burgh Pilot March 27th 1897
Lochend v Seafield
The Lochend and Seafield clubs played the first of a home-and-home match over Leith Links 
last Saturday, which resulted:

 Lochend Seafield
Jas Mackenzie and G. Mauchline ..................... 0 Captain Doig and J.S. Fraser ........................... 3
E.A. Rheade and D. Coutts ................................ 3 R. Robinson and J.H. Grant ............................. 0
A. Macpherson and Jas. Clark .......................... 0 A. Wilson and D. Henderson ........................... 0
J.R. Clark and R. Bell ............................................ 0 A.M. Johnston and M. Golder ........................ 9
G. Mackenzie and J. Machline .......................... 0 T. Mason and J. Drummond  .......................... 1
D. Thomson and P. Anderson ............................ 0 W. Hutchison and G. Sommerville ................ 1
C. Brotherston and W. Stewart........................ 6 J. Munro and J. Fairgrieve Sen ....................... 0
James Webster and J. Thomson ...................... 7 W. Gray and J. Fairgrieve ................................. 0
J. Murray and W. Grant ...................................... 6 J. Foster Snr and A. Foster Jnr ....................... 0
R. Forrest and P. Stoddart ................................. 0 A. Roger and A. Stoker .................................... 0
 22  14

Leith Burgh Pilot April 24th 1897
Lochend Club
On Monday Lochend golf club held their monthly competition for scratch and handicap medals 
over Leith Links. Mr Peter Barrie won both medals with the scratch score of 77 plus 1 – 78.

Leith Burgh Pilot July 3rd 1897
Lochend v Prestonpans
On the Prestonpans green last Saturday, The Lochend club beat the Thorntree club in a match 
by four holes; Prestonpans 22; Lochend 26

Note: The Thorntree club was another old Prestonpans club which was formed in 1856. The 
old golfers of Prestonpans, when they formed themselves into a club in 1856. very wisely gave 
their club a connection with the famous battle by naming it after the venerable thorn-tree 
which marks the spot where Colonel Gardiner fell, and from which he was carried into Tranent 
Manse to die. The name was also reminiscent of the Links of Leith where one of the holes went 
by that name. Not only had the Lochend club have links with Leith, but also links with this old 
venerable club. The recently demolished Cockenzie Power Station was built on top of the old 
course.

Leith Burgh Pilot October 16th 1897
Lochend Club
Scratch and handicap medals were played for over Leith links on Tuesday, sixteen couples 
competing. Scratch medal, Mr Barrie, 38: Handicap medal, Mr Flint, 39 less 4 ½ - 34 ½ .
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Club’s First Prizegiving Supper

December 6th 1897
Lochend Club
The first annual supper of the Lochend Golf Club was held on Saturday night in the Merchants 
Restaurant, Leith, over 40 members and friends being present. Mr P. Stoddart occupied 
the chair. Messrs Thallon and Rhand were croupiers. The prizes won during the season were 
presented, the prize winners being: Scratch Charm, Jas. Mackenzie; Handicap Charm, George 
Mauchline; Diamond jubilee cup and charm, Jas. Clark; Special prize for runner up of cup, Geo. 
Mackenzie.

The hon secretary, Mr Clark, received a presentation for his services to the club. A long and 
enjoyable programme was successfully carried through.

 

Leith Burgh Pilot February 19th 1898
Lochend Club
This club held a competition for scratch and handicap medals over the links last Saturday. 
Twenty couples entered. The following was the result: Scratch Medal, James Mackenzie and 
Peter Barrie (tie) 86. Handicap medal, Alex Geir, 98 less 18 – 80.

Leith Burgh Pilot March 26th 1898
Lochend Club
The monthly medal competitions were held over Leith Links last Saturday.Messrs P. Barrie and 
A. Macpherson tied for scratch medal. The latter won on playing off with 86. Mr Macpherson 
also won the handicap medal with 86 less 4 – 82.

This was once the Polson’s Public House
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Leith Burgh Pilot April 23rd 1898
Lochend Club
The scratch and handicap medals were played for over the links last Saturday with the following 
results: Scratch medal, Mr Barrie, 82; Handicap medal, Mr Scott, 89 less 10 – 79.

Leith Burgh Pilot December 10th 1898
Lochend Club
The monthly scratch and handicap medals of this club were played for over Leith links last 
Saturday, when Mr G. Mauchline won the scratch medal with a score of 43, and the handicap 
medal fell to Mr T. Gould with a score of 55 less 16 – 39.

Leith Burgh Pilot March 18th 1899
Lochend Club
Lochend v Edinburgh Thistle
The annual match between these clubs was played last Saturday over Leith links and resulted in 
a win for representatives of the port by ten holes. Scores, Lochend 18 holes, Thistle 8.

Leith Burgh Pilot March 25th 1899
Lochend Club
The club played their monthly competition over the links on Friday and Saturday last, when the 
following came out winners: Scratch medal, G. Mauchline, 81; Handicap Medal – G. Henderson 
90 less 26 – 64.

Leith Burgh Pilot September 16th 1899
Lochend Club
In the ‘Currie’cup competition of the above club the final tie was played over Musselburgh links 
between Messrs W. Scott and J. Mauchline. Mr Mauchline conceded his opponent two holes. 
After an exciting match Mr Mauchline won by one hole, but not until an extra nine holes were 
played.

Leith Burgh Pilot October 14th 1899
Lochend Club
The club held their first competition for the season for the monthly scratch and handicap 
medals over the links last Saturday. Eleven couples competed with the following results: 
Scratch medal, Mr P. Barrie 85; Handicap medal, Mr A. Gear 95 less 13 – 77; and  
Mr D. Lumsdaine, 97 less 20 – 77, tie.

Leith Burgh Pilot November 18th 1899
Lochend Club
This club held their monthly competition for the scratch and handicap medals over Leith links 
last Saturday with the following result: Scracth Medal, Mr James Mackenzie, 42 (scratch); 
Handicap medal, Mr D. Moffat, 53 less 14 – 39.
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Leith Burgh Pilot November 25th 1899
Lochend Club
The members of this club held a competition over the links on Friday and Saturday last for a 
prize presented by one of the members – Mr William Stewart. Mr R. Johnston was the winner 
with a score of 41 less 1.

Leith Burgh Pilot December 16th 1899
Lochend Club
The second annual supper of Lochend golf club was held in the Merchant’s restaurant, 
Bernard Street, last Friday night – Mr John R. Clark, presiding, and the croupiers being Messrs  
R. Forrest and Jas Welsh. After an excellent supper, the usual loyal and patriotic toasts were 
proposed and duly honoured. A lengthy and enjoyable programme was then gone into, varied 
with the presentation of prizes, the winners being: Petrie cup and charm, Wm Stewart; Currie 
Cup and charm. John Mauchline; Scratch aggregate charm, George Mauchline; Handicap 
aggregate charm, Geo. Henderson; Prize presented by Mr W. Stewart, R. Johnston; The 
following gentlemen contributed to the evening’s entertainment; Messrs Mackenzie, Clark, 
Tough, Cameron, Johnston, Grant, Couper, Henderson and Strang. Mr Boyd proved an efficient 
accompanist.

Leith Burgh Pilot April 20th 1901
Lochend Club
The Lochend club held its annual spring holiday prize competition over Archerfield Golf Course 
on Monday, in splendid weather, 37 members travelling down by brake to take part in it. The 
following are some of the best scores handed in: James Clark, 80 less 1 – 79; James Purves, 
84 plus 2 – 86; P. Barrie, 85 plus 2 – 87; W. Stowart, 86 less 2 – 84; H. Swaney, 87 less 
2 – 85; R. Gavin, 89 less 2 – 87; J. Cairns, 90 less 16 – 74; R. Bruce, 93 less 9 – 84; William 
Mackay, 94 less 8 – 86; C. Brotherston, 94 less 7 – 87; W.R. Anderson, 94 less 6 – 88; 
J.W. Gavin, 94 less 1 – 93; P. Stoddart, 96 less 13 – 83 ‘James Black, 98 less 10 – 88; A. 
Cummings, 98 less 15 – 83.

Leith Burgh Pilot June 1st 1901
Edinburgh Thistle v Lochend
The return half of the match between Lochend club and Edinburgh Thistle was played over the 
Braids on Saturday. The first half of this match at Leith resulted in a win for Lochend by 38 
holes, but on this occasion the Thistle won by 20 holes: Thistle, 36 holes: Lochend 16 Holes. 

Leith Burgh Pilot October 26th 1901
Lochend Club
Lochend club played their medal competition over Leith links on Saturday.The scratch medal 
was won by James Clark, with a score of 83, and the handicap medal by John R. Clark, with 99 
less 13 – 86.
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Leith Burgh Pilot November 16th 1901
Lochend Club
Lochend club played their monthly medal competition (9 holes) over Leith links on Saturday, 
and resulted as follows: Scratch medal, P. Barrie, 41; Handicap medal, J. Deas, 44 less 6 – 38.

Leith Burgh Pilot March 8th 1902
Lochend Club
Lochend and Edinburgh Thistle clubs played their annual match over Leith links on Saturday in 
splendid weather. Result: Lochend 36: Thistle, 8.

Leith Observer April 2nd 1902
Golf
The first half of the annual home-and-home match between teams representing the Edinburgh 
Thistle and Leith Lochend clubs was played over the links last Saturday when the visitors won 
by four holes. Scores: Thistle 15: Lochend 11.

Administration in any club can be difficult at times and the Lochend Club even as long ago 
as 1900 was no exception. One can, for instance, sympathise with the committee when 
reading of the Mr. Wishart case.  Mr Wishart took part in the competition for the Polson Medal 
(presented to the club by Mr. Polson of duke Street) and was unable to complete his round on 
the Friday evening.  He returned on Saturday, completed his round and handed in a winning 
score.  After much discussion the committee felt compelled upon to award Mr. Wishart his 
prize with the hope that such a situation would not arise again in the future. There was to be no 
rest, however, and the end of 1901 saw the result of the club’s first communication with the 
Royal and Ancient and the reply from the rules of Golf Committee makes interesting reading:  
‘I have to say that there seems to be no doubt that the player who does the first hole in six 

One of the last games to be played on Leith Links
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against eight strokes wins the hole, although he gives a stroke, and that, therefore, the players 
are all square.  The player giving the hole and stroke has the honour and the couple have eight 
holes to play even’.  This dispute arose because one player in receipt of one hole and one stroke 
was averse to losing everything on the first hole.

The practice of electing an Hon. President of the club was begun in the same year when Edward 
T. Salveson, Esq., Q.C., accepted the position.  Within the year the club was pleased to hear of 
his appointed as Sheriff of the Counties of Roxburgh, Berwick and Selkirk and congratulations 
were forwarded on behalf of the members.

In an endeavour to bring more competitive golf to the members, Bathgate, Newbattle, West 
Linton and Prestonpans Golf Clubs were approached regarding matches and reference is 
made at this time to what must have been one of the earliest of the club’s matches with 
the Edinburgh Thistle Golf Club.  Each member who took part in the match was charged one 
shilling, in return for which he would receive two drinks, pies and sausages. No evidence is 
available to suggest that this had any bearing on the price of beer but it is a fact that at that 
time beer was increased from twopence to threepence a pint bottle.

The Leith Burghs Pilot, June 13th 1896
Lochend v Edinburgh Thistle
The second half of a home-and-home match between these clubs took place last Saturday at 
the Braids. The game was played in foursomes, with twenty men a-side. The Leith team had 
to start with three men short, while on the other hand the Thistle were strongly represented, 
with the result that the match finished in favour of the home team by 58 holes, or 60 on the 
double match. Scores:

After the match the teams were entertained, under the presidency of Captain Barclay (Thistle.)

The new balls from America
Trouble with golf balls found a meeting of the club, during the latter part of 1902, deciding 
to put a ban on the use of Haskell and Kempshall golf balls in competition and extending the 
ban to include any gutta ball, a ban which was eventually taken off in 1903.  Despite the ban, 
however, some very fine scores are recorded and among the active members of this period 
were Edwin Sinclair and Edward Early who were both destined to serve in the ranks of the 
professional golfers.

 Lochend Thistle
J. M’Kenzie and P. Barry ..................................... 0 D. Bell and E. A. Rhead ..................................... 4
D. Coutts and T. Kirk ........................................... 0 R. Mitchell and D. Lynn ..................................11
G. Mauchline and J. Webster ............................ 0 D. Grant and R.S. Thomson ............................ 2
A. Carstairs and J. Clark ..................................... 0 G. Elder and W. Cunningham.......................... 8
G. Brotherstone and W. Stewart ..................... 0 J. Grant and W. Smail ....................................... 5
G. M’Kenzie and P. Anderson ............................ 0 W. Barclay and W. Muir ................................... 0
J. A. Murray and J. R. Clark ................................ 0 T. Brown and T. Kinnaird .................................. 8
J. Cairns and H. Swanney ................................... 0 J. Fowler and J. Paterson ...............................11
D. Milne .................................................................. 0 R. Harvey ............................................................ 9
 0  58
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Brief description of the Gutty and Haskell Ball
The guttie was made from dried sap of the Malaysian sapodilla tree. The sap had a rubber-like 
feel and could be made round by heating and shaping it in a round mould. Because gutties were 
cheaper to produce, and could be re-formed if they became out-of-round or damaged, and had 
improved aerodynamic qualities, they soon became the preferred ball for use. They first appeared 
around 1848. Accidentally, it was discovered that nicks in the guttie from normal use actually 
provided a ball with a more consistent ball flight than a guttie with a perfectly smooth surface. 
Thus, makers began intentionally making indentations into the surface of new balls using either 
a knife or hammer and chisel, giving the guttie a textured surface. Many patterns were tried and 
used. These new gutties, with protruding nubs left by carving patterned paths across the ball’s 
surface, became known as ‘brambles’ due to their resemblance to bramble fruit.  

The next breakthrough in golf ball development came in 1898. Coburn Haskell of Cleveland, 
Ohio had driven to nearby Akron, Ohio for a golf date with Bertram Work, the superintendent 

of the B.F. Goodrich Company. While he waited in the plant for 
Work, Haskell picked up some rubber thread and wound it into 
a ball. When he bounced the ball, it flew almost to the ceiling. 
Work suggested Haskell put a cover on the creation, and that 
was the birth of the 20th century wound golf ball that would 
soon replace the guttie bramble ball. The new design became 
known as the rubber Haskell golf ball. For decades, the wound 
rubber ball consisted of a liquid-filled or solid round core that was 

wound with a layer of rubber thread into a larger round inner core and then covered with a thin 
outer shell made of balata sap. The balata is a tree native to Central and South America and 
the Caribbean. The tree is tapped and the soft, viscous fluid released is a rubber-like material 
similar to gutta-percha, which was found to make an ideal cover for a golf ball. Balata, however, 
is relatively soft. If the leading edge of a highly lofted short iron contacts a balata-covered ball 
in a location other than the bottom of the ball a cut or ‘smile’will often be the result, rendering 
the ball unfit for play in most instances.                                    

Following its founding in 1891, The Lochend Golf Club. Although a separate club, combined 
their efforts with the Seafield Golf Club, and shared in the upkeep of their course on Leith 
Links, an arrangement which continued without great change until September of 1900, when 
Mr James Welsh was elected Captain of the club and found that one of his first duties was to 
attend to what was the beginning of a period of strife with Leith Town Council.

Obstructions, unfortunately of obscure dimensions, were being 
constructed on Leith Links and the two clubs were eventually 
forced to write to the Town Council, putting forward the complaints 
of all golfers using the Links. The Council was depositing dirt 
swept from the Streets on the East end of the Links with a view 
to levelling the area but only succeeded in giving the Links the 
appearance of a particularly large and unsavoury bunker. Lawyers 
for Lochend and Seafield duly made representation to the Council.
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Further trouble arose in 1902 when the two clubs jointly petitioned against the Leith Provisional 
Order which entailed closing the Links completely. ‘Subscription Sales’were organised to assist 
financing the clubs’resistance which was, in the end, to cost £30. All this activity was partly 
successful in that the closure of the Links was postponed for a time.

Such a running battle obviously hit hard the finances of both clubs and discussions between 
them resulted in Lochend taking over completely the running of the golf course. Seafield 
accounts for 1902 showed that the total annual sum was £24.5.6d. A Special General meeting 
of the Lochend Club decided to take on responsibility for the expense until April 1903, provided 
Seafield contribute £7.10 towards the costs, and that the greenkeeper’s wages should not 
exceed 10/- per week. Since any of the general public could play golf on the Links without 
charge, it was decided to erect a box into which non-members were asked to deposit fees 
which would go towards the upkeep of the course.
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2. Banned from the Links, The Provisional Orders
Provisional orders had been in place at Leith Links since the 1860s and were brought about due 
to various complaints from the public decrying the game as dangerous and a nuisance to the 

public etc, however, matters would 
worsen even further going into 
the new century, and the Lochend 
club would find themselves in the 
heat of battle for the future of the 
worlds oldest golf links.

The Leith Observer April 12th 
1902 - Golf On The Links
At a meeting of the Edinburgh Town 
Council on Wednesday, a letter was 
read from Messrs. Miller & Murray, 
S.S.C., on behalf of the Seafield and 

Lochend golf clubs, stating the Leith Town Council were applying for a provisional order which, 
if passed, would prohibit the playing of golf on Leith Links. For centuries the inhabitants of both 
Edinburgh and Leith had had the privilege of playing golf on Leith Links, and the Town Council 
were asked to look into the matter in the interests of the citizens. The Town Clerk said the 
terms of the provisional order would be duly considered. 

A meeting of representatives of the Seafield and Lochend golf clubs, and the Franklin, Albion, 
Nelson, and Eastern Cricket clubs was held on Wednesday night in the Seafield golf clubhouse 
– Mr McNab, presiding – for the purpose of considering what steps should be taken with 
regard to clause 56 of the Leith Burgh Provisional Order, in which the Leith Corporation seeks 
power to prohibit or restrict golf and other games on Leith Links. 

The representatives of the golf club stated that the respective committee’s had been 
empowered to take any steps they deemed necessary to oppose the clause. The cricketers, it 
was reported, had come to no definite decision, and the matter, so far as they are concerned, 
was delayed for further consideration.

Throughout this time Leith Links had been closed for golf during June, July and August, a 
measure brought on by the growth of Leith and the number of people who now used the Links 
as a short cut to work and as a place to picnic. The non-golfers of Leith eventually won the day 
when, in July 1904, the Act prohibiting golf on Leith Links was finally passed.

‘The Leith Burgh Order Confirmation Act, 1904 contained the following clause:

20. From and after the commencement of this Order it shall not be lawful to play football or 
golf or to kick hit or strike or propel as in either of these games any ball or other similar 
thing in or over Leith Links.’

Golf had finally came to an end 
on  Scotland’s Historic Links!

This Act came into force on 22 July 1904 (Leith Burgh Records)
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The following competitions and matches played at Leith are the last to be played on the famous 
links up to the ban in July 1904.

Leith Burgh Pilot April 12th 1902
Lochend Club
Lochend club played their monthly medals competition over Leith links on Saturday, 22 
members taking part. James Clark was the winner of both Scratch and Handicap medals with 
the fine score of 79 plus 1 – 71 – 80.

Leith Burgh Pilot April 26th 1902
Lochend Club
Lochend club played their annual spring holiday competition over Gullane links on the spring 
holiday, at which 28 players took part. The prize winners were: P. Stoddart, 91 less 7 – 84;  
T. Westwater, 92 less 7 – 85; J. Mauchline, 95 less 6 – 89; and James Clark, 87 plus 2 – 89 
(tie): J.W. Gavin, 93 less 3 – 90; J. Crichton, 110 less 20 – 90; and P. Barrie, 86 plus 4 – 90 
(tie); J. Daes, 101 less 10 – 91; C. Brotherston, 93 less 2 – 91; and E. Sinclair, 91, scratch 
(tie).

Leith Burgh Pilot May 17th 1902
Lochend Club
The final tie for the shield presented by Sheriff Salvesen to Lochend golf club was played over 
Leith links on Saturday between A. Cummings Jnr (9 holes) and J. Cummings (4 holes) and 
resulted in a win for the former by 8 up and 6 to play. This is the first season of this trophy for 
which there was record entry (54). It was keenly contested, the winner (above) having two 
ties in his rounds.

Leith Burgh Pilot June 21st 1902
Edinburgh Thistle v Lochend Club
A match between the above clubs was played over the Braid hills course on Saturday, when the 
result was a win for the Thistle by sixteen holes. Lochend 18 Thistle 34. 

Leith Burgh Pilot October 4th 1902
Bathgate v Lochend Club
Played over Bathgate course on Saturday, in splendid weather. Match won by Bathgate by fifty 
one holes against eight.

Leith Burgh Pilot October 11th 1902
Lochend Club
This club opened the season on Saturday with a match between teams representing the 
secretary and treasurer, the result being as follows: Secretary – Sinclair and Suthren, 4: 
Brotherston and Grant, 0; Forrest and Monaghan 0: Bruce and Cumming, 0; Flint and McRostie, 
0: Summers and Young, 0: Robertson and Moffat, 6 – 10.

Treasurer – R. Gavin and J. Clark 0: Stewart and Mauchline, 4: Henderson and Welsh, 3: 
Westwater and Petrie, 2: Borthwick and Deas, 1: Lumsden and Aitkenhead, 7: Phillips and 
Swaney, 0 – 17. Majority for Treasurer, seven holes.
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Leith Observer April 25th 1903
Golf
Those local clubs, the Seafield and Lochend, played a friendly match over the links last Saturday, 
with the following result:
 Lochend Seafield
E. Sinclair and J.W. Gavin ................................... 4 A.M. Johnston and G. Chambers................... 0
W. Stewart and C. Brotherston........................ 5 J. Rutherfors and J. McCabe .......................... 0
R. Gavin and E. Early ........................................... 6 T. McNab and A. Stoker ................................... 0
J. Clark and R. Forrest ......................................... 4 W. Morris and J. Farquhar ............................... 0
A. Monaghan and G. Henderson ...................... 2 R. Robinson and R. Rodger ............................. 0
W. Grant and J. Deas .......................................... 1 W. Adamson and G. Ridley .............................. 0
 22  0

Leith Burgh Pilot October 10th 1903
Lochend Club
This club opened their season on Saturday with a match over Leith links between teams 
representing the Captain and Vice Captain. The result was as follows: 
 Captain Vice Captain
Sinclair and Gavin ................................................ 2 J. Clark and Early ............................................... 0
Flint and Stewart ................................................. 0 Bannister and Knox ........................................... 2
Forrest and Brotherston .................................... 0 Mauchline and Monaghan .............................. 9
W. Suthren and Lumsden .................................. 0 A. Drummond and Cumming ......................... 0
Cummings and W. Young ................................... 5 Welsh and Grant ................................................ 0
Aitkenhead and Lumsdaine ............................... 0 Philips and Drummond .................................... 4
Bruce and J. Young .............................................. 0 Deas and Summers ........................................... 6
Robertson and J. Drummond ........................... 0 A. McKenzie and Geddes ................................ 3
Thallon and Cairns ............................................... 0 J. McKenzie and J.R. Clark .............................. 6
 10  29
Majority for Vice Captain 19 holes.

7 Vanburgh Place. The famous Leith Thistle club used No. 8 Next door
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Leith Burgh Pilot October 24th 1903
Lochend Club
The monthly medal competition in connection with this club took place on Leith links on 
Saturday. Forty members turned out. Scratch and handicap medal won by E. Sinclair with the 
score of 74, plus 6 – 80. Also a special prize of three rubber cored balls. J. Mauchline was 
second with 83 less 2 – 81.

Leith Observer April 9th 1904
The monthly medal and last competition among the members of the Lochend Golf Club took 
place on the links last Saturday. The scratch medal was won by Mr E. Sinclair with a score of 
76, and for the handicap medal Mr A. Mackenzie and Mr J. Drummond tied with 75 each – Mr 
Mackenzie 85 less 10, and Mr Drummond 77 less 2.

The First Club Falls – Seafield
It was at this time that the Famous Seafield club fell by the wayside, and although we do 
not have the exact details of the collapse, we do have this advert entry from The Edinburgh 
Evening News, May 7th, 1904, which confirms the club’s collapse by the selling of all their 
assests in order to cover any outstanding debt.

Wednesday evening 11th May at 8 – Within 7 Vanburgh Place, Leith
Golf House Club Fittings, Challenge cup, Medals, etc belonging to the

Seafield Golf Club, and comprising 8 feet telescope table, 3 small tables, 36 chairs, pictures.
8 day wall clock, 2 gold medals, Silver medal, Handsome challenge cup, 125 golf club boxes,

Lawn Mower, Roller, Overmantle mirror, Linoleum, Pair Steps, Umbrella stand etc.
On View Day Of Sale.

The above might explain how the Lochend club came to be in possession of the Seafield Medal.
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Note: As the ban on golf on Leith links came into force in July 1904, the above comp 
might well be the last game that Lochend golf club played on the links at Leith. All the 
club’s comps would now be played at Portobello or other courses until the opening of 
Craigentinny in 1908. What must the members have thought knowing that they were 
about to leave the historic links.

3. Forced Off The Links – Where do we go now?
Give us a golf course

At meeting of the club, it was decided that the course at Portobello be adopted as the 
home green.  At the same time it was decided to petition Leith Town Council regarding the 
construction of a new golf course and circulars were distributed round Leith in order that the 
townspeople as a whole could register their dissatisfaction with the existing state of affairs.
Deprived of their course and forced by circumstances to abandon their clubhouse, the club 
determined nevertheless to carry on and a location for the holding of committee meetings was 
sought.  Premises were found and the meeting of 27th January 1905 was held in Mr. Polson’s 
public-house at 142 Duke Street, Leith. This association with publicans and their premises was 
to continue for some time, until by the end of the First World War meetings had been held not 
only in the ‘Golf Tavern’but in Mr. Forbes’public-house in Lochend Road and subsequently in 
‘Mother Aitken’s’in the Seafield Road.  Whilst this association in itself might represent a mild 
form of ‘pub-crawling’, it did not materially affect the running of the club.  Every effort was 
made to keep the competitions going and time was found in 1907 to discuss the possibility 
of finding new premises that could be used as a club-room.  The seeds sown, however, would 
appear to have fallen on stony ground since a number of years must pass before further 
reference is made to the subject.

Having succeeded, by their militant action, in having a clause inserted in the Provisional Order 
closing Leith Links, to the effect that a substitute course should be made available as soon as 
possible, the club, having withdrawn all opposition to the Provisional Order on these grounds 
then began badgering candidates at election times. The Leith Town Council were offered 
ground at Craigentinny and the final chapter in the history of the club’s dispute with the Council 
was meeting of golf club secretaries at which a sub-committee was formed to prepare and 
distribute Memorial Forms throughout Leith in connection with the petition to the Council.   It 
was felt that the construction of a new course should be proceeded with, without a guarantee 
from Leith golfers and, for organisation purposes, the town was split into five wards and three 
or four members assigned the task of supervising each ward.

Leith Observer December 17th 1904

The Editor’s Note Book
While the bowlers of Leith are no doubt delighted to hear of the decision of the Town Council 
to place two new bowling greens on the links, the golfers are grumbling at their banishment 
from that old time resort. At the annual smoking concert of the Lochend Golf Club, held in the 
Commercial Hotel last Friday, reference was made to the way in which the recent Provisional 
Order had affected the interests of the players of the game. The chairman (Mr John Young) in 
responding to the toast of the club, said the golfers of Leith had fallen on evil days. The links 
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had been closed against them for all time, and there was now no place within the burgh 
where the game could be played. He contrasted the treatment Leith golfers had received with 
that of their brethren in Edinburgh, and pointed out that the City Corporation did everything 
in their power to foster the game and provide courses for the citizens. Leith people were 
now obliged to go to the City courses to get a game. He wondered how long that state of 
things was going to continue, and mentioned that the Provost and Judge Craig, when giving 
an account of their stewardship at a public meeting, has stated that golfers interests were 
not being lost sight of, hinting they had certain ground in view. Mr Young hoped they would 
endeavour to obtain it as soon as possible, and he thought Provost Mackie could leave no more 
enduring monument behind him when he vacated the office he so ideally filled than a public 
park where golf and other games could be played. Golfers, however, must organise and make 
their power felt at election times if nothing were done for them. They were loyal citizens and 
loved their old town, but they knew Edinburgh cast a longing eye towards Leith, and if the day 
ever came when amalgamation took place, he believed it would only occur through Leith Town 
Council having alienated the sympathies of a large and important section of the community. 
In other speeches made during the evening the feeling in favour of a Municipal Golf Course 
found expression.

A wandering we will go !
Note: The sad tale of the local golfers, compelled to seek an outlet for their energies elsewhere 
than in the burgh, is not one exactly to shed tears over. It was becoming plain that the links, 
owing to the increase of population round its borders, was not a suitable place for the exercise 
of the game, and the Town Council, having due regard for the safety of the public, could not 
do anything else than obtain powers to close the ground against the votaries of golf. I can 
sympathise with the lovers of the game thus compelled either to suspend their operations 
altogether or travel farther afield to obtain the opportunity of playing, but the rule of the 
greatest good to the largest number must prevail in things Municipal, and the pleasure of the 
comparatively few has to give way when the safety of the many fails to be considered. 

As to the formation of a Municipal course, the question will arise – where can suitable ground 
be found for the purpose? Leith is now so completely hemmed in by Edinburgh that it is almost 
impossible to put one’s foot upon a piece of vacant ground on the outskirts of the burgh 
that would be suitable for golf. It is true, the late Provost Bennet once described the Forth 
as the finest ‘Park’that Leith possessed, but I fear golfers would not obtain much satisfaction 
there, unless some adequate form of the game were to be invented. A Municipal golf course 
might be made self supporting, so far as working expenses were concerned; still, in the present 
state of the burgh finances, with the heavy liabilities involved in the purchase of the tramway 
undertaking and its conversion to electric haulage, I hardly think the Town Council would care 
to venture upon the acquisition of ground for the use of golfers. The latter must possess 
their souls in patience until such time as the corporation may be able to ‘pick up’a cheap little 
estate in the country, not too far off, where golfers could golf to their hearts content, and the 
residence of which be utilised as a rural retreat for jaded Town Councillors and – editors.

Leith Burgh Pilot April 22nd 1905
Lochend Club
The spring competition took place at Bathgate on Monday. Prize winners: Handicap medal and 
1st prize, G. Knox: 2, J. Summers: 3, J. McKenzie: 4, and 5 (a tie) E. Early and R. Bruce.
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Leith Burgh Pilot December 16th 1905
Lochend Club
A match was played over Portobello course on Saturday between teams representing the 
Captain, Mr J. Young and the Vice- Captain, Mr A. Cummings, and resulted in a win for the 
Captains team by three matches.

Leith Burgh Pilot April 28th  1906
GOLF

Lochend Club – The members held their spring holiday competition on Monday over Dunbar 
course.  A large number of members took part.  The prize-winners were: Petrie cup and first 
prize, J. Cumming: 2, A. Cumming, 3, A. Monaghan; 4, J. Clark; 5 and 6 – tie, W. Flint and W.E. 
Young; 7 – tie, E. Sinclair and J. Gavin.  The scratch prize was won by E. Sinclair.

Leith Burgh Pilot Saturday, June 30, 1906
GOLF

Lochend Club – This club held a stroke competition over Musselburgh on Saturday, 24 members 
taking part.  Prize-winners were – Thomas Westwater, 89 less 2 – 87; James Clark, 84 plus 
4 – 88; Edward Sinclair, 77, plus 12 – 89; J.W. Gavin, 89, scratch; W. Grant, 96, less 4 – 92.

With the members having to play all their competitions at other club’s, it was evident that 
some imputus had to be applied somewhere in order to bring the local authorities to task on 
their promise of another course in the aftermath of Leith closing. Step forward the Lochend 
Club Captain (Mr John Young) who, in the following article, made the most brilliant plea to the 
council at this meeting in October 1906. 

Scotsman October 3rd, 1906

Leith Town Council and The Golfers.

The Craigentinny Proposal
Leith town council met yesterday afternoon – Provost Mackie presiding. Councillor Craig 
introduced a deputation from the associated clubs of Leith, who desired to lay before the 
meeting the petition urging the Corporation to proceed with the making of the proposed 
municipal golf course at Craigentinny. The members of the deputation were Messrs John 
Young, James Welsh, J.C. Lamb, and James Cumming.

Mr Young in presenting the petitioners memorial, said it was signed by 3285 citizens in Leith, 
and by 621 residing in Edinburgh, but in the near vicinity of the proposed course.

The names included representatives of all classes of the community. Referring to the history of 
golf on Leith Links, he said that had there been no golf links on Leith, the golfing history of the 
country would have been far different from what it is today. But the links, once the paradise 
of the golfer, had now become the paradise of the nursemaid – (Laughter) – and certainly 
since so many walks were formed the links had become unfit for golf. It woukld be within the 
recollection of the Town Council that when the first Provisional Order was promoted the golf 
clubs who played on the links opposed that part of the order which sought to prohibit golf, 
on the ground that other provision had not been made for them. That order was withdrawn, 
and golf went on as usual on the links; but the council promoted a second order, and in the 
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preamble of that order they stated that golf had become dangerous on the links, and that it was 
expedient to provide other and better facilities elsewhere, either within or beyond the burgh. 
The council, in the Provisional Order, sought powers to obtain ground for that purpose, and 
also powers to prohibit golf on the links, and the golfers withdrew their opposition, believing 
that the undertaking given to Parliament on the ground of expediency would be carried out. He 
had the authority of one of the best golfers in Scotland for saying that were the Craigentinny 
scheme carried out, no nine-hole course in the country could compare with it. The situation 
was ideal, the view magnificent, and the undulating ground lent itself to every form of hole and 
variety of hazard. The Town Council had thought, and rightly thought, of the interests of the 
ratepayers, but the deputation and the golfers whom they represented were convinced that 
the scheme would be a financial success even without the proposed guarantee.

A Cheaper Course Suggested
Dealing with the financial side of the scheme, Mr Young said the Town Council estimated 
that the cost of the golf course would be £2,700, but he thought he could show from the 
experience of other municipalities and clubs that a first class golf course could be laid down at 
Craigentinny for one third of that sum, or say, £1,000. 

The total cost of the formation of the Burgess course, which was an 18 hole course was  
£1,119 and the Town Council of Musselburgh were proposing to lay down a nine-hole course 
on Pinkie Farm at an estimated cost of £900.

There was no need for the estimated expenditure of £300 for turfing the nine-holes; £40 
might be saved under the item ‘nine tees;’and the item £600 for a cubhouse might be reduced 
to £10 or £50. As for the revenue, he stated that the Braids course had a yearly revenue 
of £900, and that the nine-hole course at Portobello earned something like £400 a year. 
He believed that, with the proximity of Craigentinny to both Edinburgh and Leith, and the 
convenient means of access to the course, the attendance of golfers there would be such 
that, with the charge of 2d a round, the course would bring in a revenue of £600. The rent 
was £645, and the upkeep might cost about £200, thus showing an apparent deficiency of 
something like £250. But they must take into consideration that the Corporation now owned 
the electric cars, and the revenue on the tramways would probably be increased by about 
£400 per annum by the golfers using the cars on their way to Craigentinny. Moreover, the 
grazing on the course would bring in something like £80.

Baillie McNab asked what proportion of the 3500 signatories were golfers. 

Mr Young said it was very difficult to say what proportion might be golfers, but they knew that 
a very large proportion were golfers. Had the petition been hawked through the town instead 
of simply lying in shops and offices for signatures, they believed they could have doubled or 
even trebled the number of signatures.

Answering a question by Baillie Bryson, Mr Brown said that a golf course in the Cramond 
district would be absolutely useless so far as the majority of Leith golfers were concerned. 

What was wanted was a course within easy reach of the town in order that it might be of 
benefit to the industrial and commercial community.
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The deputation were thanked for their statements of the golfers position, and it was stated 
that the matter would receive the careful consideration of the council.

Had John Young not attended this meeting with his colleagues and his meticulous plan, then 
the council would probably have deferred or even cancelled the Craigentinny project, so it is, 
in my opinion, thanks to the Lochend Captain (Mr John Young) that Craigentinny golf course 
exists today.

Leith Burgh Pilot October 13th 1906

GOLF
Lochend Club – Last night the annual meeting of the Lochend Club was held in the Liberal Club.  
There was a large attendance of members. The following office bearers were elected.- Hon. 
President Mr William Salvesen; hon. vice – president Mr William Polson; captain – Mr John 
Young; vice – captain Mr Andrew Cummings; treasurer – Mr W. Young; secretary – Mr Gavin.  
The old committee were re-elected.  The subject of the proposed municipal golf course was 
discussed and a statement was made as to the action taken by the club in conjunction with 
other clubs.  The hope was expressed that the scheme would be gone on with, as there could 
be little doubt of its financial success without having recourse to the rates. 

Captain Young’s Success
At the same meeting, Mr. James Phillips spoke of ‘the deep sense of obligation the club was 
under to Capt. John Young for the way he had worked up the Memorial and the brilliant 
exposition he had given in placing our case before the Council.’  A well put case it must 
have been because construction of a new course was begun and the club was soon to enjoy 
the benefits reaped from Mr. Young’s labours.

Leith Burgh Pilot December 19th 1906

LOCHEND GOLF CLUB
The annual dinner and presentation of prizes took place on Saturday night in the Peacock Hotel, 
Newhaven a large number of members and their friends, being present.  Mr John Young, the 
captain of the club presided with Messrs A. Cummings and J. Welsh acting as croupiers.  Mr 
Young presenting the prizes to the winners congratulated the club on the large numbers of 
member’s who had taken part in the competition during the past year despite the fact that  
they in Leith had now no public course of their own on which to play.  

The members had put themselves to great inconvenience to attend these competitions and 
the large numbers turning out showed the hold that the game had on the members of a 
club composed almost wholly of working-men.  They were under a debt of gratitude to the 
Edinburgh Corporation, who had given them every reasonable facility on the Portobello course 
but he hoped, for the sake of the good name of Leith, that they would not need to depend  
long on the charity of their neighbours, but would have a course of their own and access from 
any part of Leith. He touched on the fact of a large petition being presented to council a few 
weeks ago and said he did not doubt that every member was in sympathy with them.  He 
hoped that the Craigentinny people and the Council would come to terms.  He trusted that 
they would hear soon of matters, being satisfactory arranged.
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Some of the gents in this photo could have been members of Lochend

Another clever product of the day from 
Cochrane’s was this early practice device 
called the parachute ball, designed to 
almost drop the ball at your feet after a 
practice shot.

The prize-winners for the year were as follows:  Currie Cup – John R. Clark, runner-up , Geo. 
Knox, Salvesen shield, Jas. W. Gavin; runner-up, A. Robertson, Petrie cup – James Cumming.  
Aggregate prize- J. Clark.

A very pleasant evening was spent with Song and sentiment.

Previous to the dinner a match took place between teams representing the captain and vice-
captain over Portobello course and resulted in a victory for the vice-captain by one match

Lochenders at Work
More than a few of the Lochend members worked at J.P. Cochrane’s factory in Leith. This 
company was one of the main manufacturer’s and exporters of golf clubs and balls in Scotland. 
The balls to be used for the opening match at the new forthcoming Craigentinny Golf Course 
would come from the Leith Golf Ball Co Ltd, an offshoot of J.P. Cochrane’s.
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4. A New Day Dawns
The well known golf correspondent (Niblick) wrote the following piece in the papers ahead of 
the long awaited opening of the new Craigentinny Municipal golf course.

Leith Observer February 22nd 1908.

Leith’s New Golf Course

Its Appearance And Promise

Nearing A Completion
(By Niblick)

It was confidently stated at least once when the members of, and candidates for the Town 
Council were facing the music on public platforms that the ground secured by the Town 
Council at Craigentinny for a Municipal Golf Course would never be other than a place for 
the propagation of weeds – or words to that effect. If the gentleman who uttered that 
‘Optimistic’phrase had been out to the golf course lately, his mind will have been changed. If 
he has not, he should go out soon and get it changed, for the alteration that has been wrought 
on the wilderness of weeds and plough ridges is nothing short of wondrous, considering the 
comparatively short time – as time goes when altering the facial appearance of mother earth 
– that work has been in progress. There is no trace of long, dignified looking weeds that in 
the old days used to look down with a seeming contempt upon the poor little blades of grass 
struggling for their rightful place in the order of things. There are no unsightly tufts of rank 
grass wherein a golf ball might be hidden until the crack of doom, and unfair dips and holes, 
which are so shattering to the nerves of the keen golfer, are conspicuous by their absence. 
Sand – hundreds of loads of it – has killed the mossy, couchy enemy, and it has hardened 
the turf to a proper and pleasant consistency. In place of a wilderness of weeds, that at this 
season of the year would have borne a depressing withered appearance, everywhere there is a 
sturdy growth of green grass that gives an eloquent promise of what it will be ere the month 
of May arrives. Even the ridge intersecting the fairways to the second and ninth holes, on 
which almost the weeds refused to grow about a year ago, has taken heart of grace to don its 
green mantle, and although the mantle looks somewhat the worse for wear in some places, it 
is confidently hoped that the spring will act as a capable repairer. In any case, it is a part of the 
course upon which none but ‘Duff-ers,’or those who are for the time being of that ilk, will ever 
have to use a club. The drive carries, or ought to carry, over it at the second hole, and at the 
ninth, the condition of the ridge is so near that of the remainder of the course that it will be 
immaterial whether the second shot lands one’s ball on it or not. 

What Is Done
There are eight or nine men presently on the course, and a number of carts are engaged in 
carrying out a contract for 1000 loads of sand from the Portobello beach, for the filling of 
bunkers and additional spreading work. The crop of weeds that had accumulated into a heap of 
great dimensions has been burned or otherwise cleared off the ground, and the belt of trees 
at the fourth hole has been cleared of its brushwood, and it stands with a menacing invitation 
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to the wild player who has a tendancy to slice. The man who can view his ball getting in among 
those trees with equanimity, and without changing from English to another language, has not 
yet been born, or, if he has been born, he is as yet undiscovered. One thousand trees have 
been planted in a double row from the upper entrance to the course at Potobello Road round 
to Craigentinny Castle, and in course of years, besides enhancing the hazardous journey round 
the nine holes, will lend an added beauty to the outlook, about which it may be said, however, 
the average golfer does not care a split rubber-core. The bunkers are nearly all made, with the 
exception that they have not yet received their filling of sand, and the plan followed in their 
placing, if orthodox, is very suitable to the circumstances. The precedent, of course, is that 
where no natural bunkers exist, they should be made in such a way as to trap the unwary or 
careless player, and still be of such a depth and formation as will allow the player who keeps 
his nerve and his temper to get out in one stroke. That has been done. There are only two 
‘Sunk’bunkers - and very shallow ones at that – on the course, all the others being of the 
are-built description. They are also all beautifully placed. Mr Sayers has considered, and that 
no doubt rightly, that there are great possibilities in the boundary fences and walls, and he has 
allowed these in most cases to stand as an indelible terror to the slicer, making the bunkers 
a yawning terror to the puller and inaccurate pitcher. If the fairway – the proper way – be 
narrow, it is also straight, and the motto of the golfer who patronises Craigentinny will have to 
be ‘Keep To The Narrow Way.’

The greens are of ample dimensions – they are, in reality, double greens, and without 
appreciably altering the utility of the bunkers, or the accuracy of the lengths, there is plenty 
of room for altering the tins and preventing wear at the holes upon which all roads converge. 

The Placing Of The Bunkers
The first hole is 230 yards long – a drive and a full pitch – and four bunkers have to be 
negotiated before the green is reached. The tee is placed just opposite the golf-house, and 
the way going is perfectly straight, although, viewed from the teeing ground, the open way 
between the first two bunkers looks somewhat dangerously narrow for the weak driver. A very 
(Emphasis on the ‘Very’) badly sliced ball, short in its carry, might conceivably land the player 
near the poorhouse boundary wall, which would be awkward only for the left handed player.  
A moderately sliced or pulled ball is apt to find a resting place in two neat bunkers flanking the 
fairway on either side considerably within driving distance. 

The pitch will have to make use of a fairway considerably narrowed at the green, and will have 
to keep clear of a guarding bunker on each side, but the ground will not be keen enough – at 
any rate until after much play and dry weather – to prevent a full pitch onto the green from 
resting there.  

Practically speaking, the same arrangement has been made at the second hole.  The distance 
from tee to pin is 330 yards – two full shots, and perhaps a short pitch or run up – and an 
imperfect shot from the tee will possibly find the bunker on the left or right – the latter is not 
yet made  - and a repetition of the offence in the shot meant to find the green will probably 
will be punished in either of the two guarding bunkers.

Number 3 is 270 yards – two fair shots – in length, and will probably be the easiest hole on 
the course, the only hazard – if such it can be called – being the road along which the carting 
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is being done.  No doubt when play begins the ruts in the road, where they are dangerous and 
ought not to be, will have been filled up, in which case the player with steady nerves will have 
no difficulty in taking the lie.

The Belt Of Trees
The fourth hole, which is from the middle of the course back into the corner along side the belt 
of trees mentioned previously, measures 225 yards – a drive and a pitch – and guarding the 
green are two bunkers, one raised and one sunk, the latter being out of view until it is almost 
reached.  If straight play is called for at any part of the course, it is here, and on a golfer’s ‘Off 
‘day, when balls meant to go one way go the other, and a walking stick makes as good a putter 
as the best balanced club that ever left a maker’s hand, this particular hole will call for the 
restraint in language and action which is supposed to be necessary to the education of a golfer.

The fifth hole is 200 yards – a drive and (perhaps) a pitch.  It is the shortest hole in the course, 
and is situated at the Craigentinny Castle corner.  The bunker – the only one – is to be placed 
guarding the green.  There should be no difficulty in reaching the green without mishap, if the 
boundary wall is given a wide berth.  

If the fifth hole is the shortest, the sixth shares the honour of being the second longest with 
No. 2 – 330 yards – and will be a fine sporting hole.  For a pulled ball from the tee there is a 
gaping bunker, and the similarly sliced ball will probably go out of bounds.  There is the road 
to negotiate, too, and a big bunker, perhaps the largest ‘made’one on the course, guards the 
green.  In this particular corner of the course the grass is thick, short, and strong, and gives the 
best bottoming of the whole area, probably on account of it always having been under grass.  
The green after some play, rolling, and cutting, ought to be magnificent, and here is plenty of 
room for extension.

The seventh hole is 240 yards length, and besides having two bunkers flanking the fairway, 
back and four about driving distance from the tee, the turf ‘dyke’under the road has been 
skinned and sanded, and it now forms a hazard which the topped ball, with enough elbow 
behind it, cannot possibly escape.  To free the trapped ball here, probably the only way will be 
to play out to either side.  The road has also to be crossed before the green is reached.

That Awful Elbow
The eighth hole is the longest in the course, measuring 380 yards – three good shots: two full 
drives and a mashie.  The hole will be a very tricky one on account of the ‘elbow’which has to 
be rounded.  When Sayers was last over the course – on which occasion, by the way, he lost 
a ball – he cut off the ‘elbow’or corner with a long and lofty shot, and landed safely within 
bounds again, but he expressed the opinion that if the shot was often tried there would be 
innumerable lost balls.  At the elbow a bunker is to be made, and there will be two bunkers 
guarding the green.

The ninth or home hole is 230 yards in length – a drive and a pitch.  There is to be a bunker 
on the hilltop for the pulled ball from the tee, and one of the two sunk bunkers on the course 
guards the green.  The open winter has allowed the men to get to the work continuously, and 
there is ample evidence for the occasional visitor to the course that they have not been idle.  
The house is ready but for a few finishing touches by the painters.  If  the weather holds, a few 
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more weeks will see all the work finally completed and ready for the opening in the first week 
of May.  Par play for the round will be about 39, made up thus – 4,5,4,4,3,5,4,6,4. The total 
length is 2435 yards, and colonel bogey’s card will probably total about 44.

Features
The assertion that, as compared with many other courses, the Craigentinny Course is almost 
featureless, is perhaps true enough, but at any rate it is rather an ungracious thing to receive a 
new municipal golf course with a grumble of the kind.  No doubt it would have been very nice 
if a stretch of links could have been manufactured between Seafield and Portobello, but the 
fact remains that the ground upon which the golf course is made was the only ground available.  
There be those who deplore the fact that, in order to make it an 18 – hole course, the  strip of 
ground was not taken in a straight line from Craigentinny Castle down to Portobello road: but, 
apart from the initial and yearly expence to the town, would have taken years of preparatory 
work, costing huge sums, before play would have been possible.  And after all, but for the 
precipitous cliff on the top of which the boundery fence of the course is placed, the course, 
even had it included this extra ground, would have remained ‘featureless’in the sense of the 
assertion already made.  The course is on level ground.  It does not include hilly ground or 
sandy ‘holes,’but the placing of the hazards has disposed of the assertion that the course is 
absolutely featureless.  There are no cup or plateau holes, where the lucky (or accurate) player 
might find the green and the hole in one from the tee with his machie: but accurate play will 
be necessary nevertheless, and he will be a strong – willed player who will fight down the 
temptation to take advantage of a back wind and cut off the elbow which Sayers, as has been 
said, has once successfully negotiated.  That elbow is one ‘feature,’at any rate: others will be 
found by and by.

The Opening
The parks committee had the question of the formal opening of the course under consideration 
at their meeting on Tues last, and it has been decided to open it in the first week in May, when 
there will be a field – day with Bernard Sayers, North Berwick, and Arnaud Massy, La Boulie, 
France, last years open champion, as the central figures. They will play at least one two – 
some match.  The usual program on such an occasion is to play the single match (18 holes) 
in the earlier part of the proceedings, and after an interval, to engage in a foursome match 
of other 18 holes, the professionals being partnered by good amateurs. Possibly the same 
kind of arrangement will be made on this occasion. There is something very appropriate in the 
arrangement that Sayers should not only lay out the Leith course, but also take a prominent 
part in its opening, for he is an native of the port, and probably started knocking corks about, 
when still a lad, on the old Links course.  The open champion of the year is also ‘the ‘man for 
course opening, and he and Sayers, having already measured swords with each other, ought 
to give a splendid exhibition. The parks committee, however, will meet again in a few day’s to 
make the final arrangements for the opening of the course.

The draft rules and regulations have also been framed on information submitted by the 
convener, which he obtained from other towns where public golf courses are in existence.  
These have taken a form which it is hoped will assure the proper conduct of the game, and 
prevent any congestion, and also friction between players themselves, or players and officials: 
but meantime they await final adoption by the sub-committee of the golf course, who meet 
again in a few days to have these and other matters finally adjusted.
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The First Club
Well, Well, Surprise, not the Lochend Golf Club.

Already the first club in connection with the new course has been formed, and it is somewhat 
appropriate that the corporation employees should be the leaders in this respect, especially 
before any arrangements have been made one way or the other with regard to clubs.  The club 
is called the ‘Leith Corporation Employees Golf Club,’ and Provost Mackie has accepted 
the office of Hon. President.  Baillie Cochrane, who is conveyer of the parks committee, is Hon. 
Vice President, and both the Provost and the Baillie have generously offered to give a prize for 
competition among the members of the club.  The employees have taken the matter up with 
enthusiasm, and the club will be a strong one. The following are the ordinary office bearers: 
Capt.,R. Stables, Chamberlan’s Department: Vice Captain, J. Thomson Electricity Department: 
Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, S. Begg, Surveyors Department.

Committee – A. Denoon, Town Clerks Department: R. McKenzie, Public Health Department: 
C. Lyon, Tramways Department.

We are enabled to give the 
accompanying sketch of the 
golf course by the courtesy 
of the ‘Edinburgh Evening 
News.’
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Leith Observer April 25th 1908

5. Opening Of The Golf Course
________________

The New Greenkeeper

 Mr James Kelly
(From a photograph by J. Campbell Harper, 131 and 135 Leith Walk) 

After Saturday next, when the golf course at Craigentinny is to be opened the subject of the 
above portrait will figure largely in the eye of the golfing public in the burgh.

Mr James Kelly. The towns golfing professional and greenkeeper hails from North Berwick, 
which is one of the many towns round the coast that practically live on, and have their being 
in, the Royal and Ancient Game.

He played golf long before he left school, and took to the care-taking side of the profession 
when he reached the working age. During the working part of his thirty three years he has 
been employed with Tom Anderson, and Hamilton and Dickson, two well known greenkeepers. 
He has put in four seasons as a professional and tutor at North Berwick, and is ‘Up’in everything 
pertaining to the game, from the right colour for a hole-flag up to a knotty point in the rules. 
He plays a fine game, and may be expected to set up a ‘Striving’record early after the opening. 
Apart from that which the two opening players will set. 

Kelly thinks a great deal of our course, and is busy getting it in order for the opening day.

All the bunkers are made, and the greens are being cut and rolled daily. They are already in 
good playing condition, and it is safe to say there will be no complaint when the course is 
open for play. The painters are busy at the comfortable little golf-house, in front of which the 
finishing touches are being given by members of Mr Dobbie’s staff, and even a flagstaff has 
been erected from the apex of which a flag will ultimately inform all whom it may concern that 
this is Leith’s golf course, and that it is open for play. 

The opening arrangements are simple, and are fairly well known. There will be two entrances 
– one at Portobello Road and the other at Loaning Road, Restalrig – by which, upon payment 
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of a shilling, any person may reach the first tee. Thirty-six holes will be played by Herd and 
Sayers, the first eighteen beginning at noon, and the second at four o’clock. In the interval 
the Town Council will lunch with the proprietor of Craigentinny, and the public will have the 
opportunity of purchasing refreshments on the course. Somewhere about half past five o’clock, 
the public will be permitted to start play.

Leith Observer May 9th 1908

Opening Of The Golf Course
_______________ 

Notwithstanding all that has already been written in these columns about the new municipal 
golf course at Craigentinny since work upon it was begun, there remains a final word to be said 
before it takes its place among the various institutions in the town to which notice is directed 
only when ‘things happen.’To anyone who saw the ground when the town council decided 
to lease it, and saw it again at the opening, some idea will have occurred as to what change 
time and work will effect on the most unpromising conditions. For what the course now is all 
praise is of course due to Mr Dobbie, the town’s gardener, and his staff, and for what it will be, 
Kelly, the new greenkeeper will be responsible, and judging from his practical arrangements on 
Saturday last he is capable of carrying the responsibility successfully.

The Glorious First Of May
Saturday’s weather, although there was no real rain, was atrocious, and it, and the counter 
attractions in the city probably accounted for the realisation of the pessimistic prophesies of 
those who said that there would not be an attendance of 500 at the opening.

As a matter of fact there were certainly not two hundred in the morning, and only some fifty or 
sixty more in the afternoon. A thick mist was earlier on the ground than the spectators and it 
continued to thicken till well on in the afternoon, with the result that balls were literally ‘Driven 
out of sight.’By four o’clock, however, when the second eighteen hole match was begun the 
mist had cleared away a good deal, but it left the turf in a sodden state, and generally speaking, 
the conditions for viewing the match were utterly miserable – feet were wet and limbs were 
numbed – and were a satire upon the ‘glorious first of May.’

There was a good attendance of members of the town council, and the day’s ceremony was 
begun shortly after mid-day, when Provost Mackie hauled up the union jack bearing the letters 
‘L.C.G.C.’the meaning of which will be patent to everyone. The flag was a gift from the Provost.

The Provost On History
Thereafter the Provost delivered a characteristically happy speech. The town council, he said, 
had taken a lease of the ground for forty years. It seemed to him that Leith Corporation would 
have been wanting in its duty if it had not put forth every effort to secure it, because the game 
of golf was played on the links of Leith before St Andrews or any other course was open. The 
oldest golf club in the country was the Edinburgh Burgess, and its first games were played on 
the links of Leith in the days of Bonnie Prince Charlie.

Whins at one time formed the hazards that used to be on Leith Links, but latterly the hazards 
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were the heads of individuals 
passing across the links - 
(Laughter) – and the result was 
that the game there became one 
that sportsmen could not indulge 
in. The council had then to get 
Parliamentary sanction to close 
the links to golf. 

They could find no other 
habitation in Leith, and they 
went just outside the border, 
where they secured that course.

The proprietors met them in a 
very handsome way, and they had secured the ground at a most reasonable price. He trusted 
the course would be a financial success. If all who waited upon the council and signed the 
petition to the council in favour of the course took yearly tickets at a guinea, which was a low 
figure – they could not get into any other course at the money – there would be no doubt 
about it. He had taken the first ticket, and he was a life member, though he did not suppose he 
would play twice a year. He referred to the fact that Ben Sayers was a Leith Laddie, and that 
it was at Leith he learned to play the game; and he concluded by declaring the course open.

The First Cup
Bailie Cochrane, convener of the Parks Committee, also spoke, remarking that he had reason 
to believe the course would ‘Catch On.’

There were two clubs now on their feet, and they were promising already to be successful. He 
had reason to believe that when they wanted an extension they could get the necessary ground 
without much trouble and at a reasonable price. Mr Christie Millar, on behalf of the proprietors, 
referred to the courtesy he had experienced from the council during the negotiations, and it 
was afterwards mentioned by the Provost that the proprietors were to present a silver cup 
for competition. The Provost drove the first ball from the tee and secured a good length, but 
Bailie Cochrane’s attempt was badly foozled, and he came in for a good deal of banter from his 
colleagues during the round, on account of the bad stroke. 

The Game
The professionals were, Bernard Sayers, North Berwick, and Alexander Herd, Huddersfield, and 
it had been arranged that they should play eighteen holes under ‘medal’rules, and eighteen 
under ‘match’rules. There is no call to describe the games in detail, and if the outstanding 
features are mentioned, that will be sufficient. Generally speaking Herd was the stronger from 
the tee, but in the other departments of the game there was little to choose between the 
two, unless it was that Sayers, being more familiar with the course, was more often up with 
his putts. In the first round Sayers dropped a stroke at the second, and another at the fifth. At 
the sixth Sayers pulled his approach, pitched strong, and missed his putt, taking 6 to 4. At the 
‘elbow’hole, however, Sayers managed to get down in 5 to 6, and took two more off at the 
ninth, by pitching in from about six feet off the green, a feat which raised a good humoured 
laugh and a cheer at the same time. Scores:
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Herd  ……………….   4,4,4,4,3,4,4,6,4 – 37
Sayers  ……………..   4,5,4,4,4,4,6,5,2 – 38

The outstanding feature of the second round, in which higher figures ruled, was an exceptionally 
bad hole by Herd, who found himself bunkered at the ‘elbow.’He just got out with his niblick. 
And in attempting to cut off the corner, half-topped and found himself bunkered once more. 
He took 7, but Sayers, who kept clear, missed a twelve-inch putt, and only recorded one less. 
Details:

Herd  ……………..    4,5,4,3,3,5,5,7,3 – 39; agg. 76                
Sayers  …………….  5,5,3,5,3,4,6,6,3 – 40; agg. 78

The Afternoon
The match play was practically featureless, no fewer than fifteen holes being halved, except for 
a somewhat brilliant approximate score by Sayers, in the second round of 35. At the ‘elbow’on 
the first round Herd got down in 5 to 6, and finished one up. At the second hole following, 
however, Sayers holed a ‘bonnie’3 against 5, and reversed the former position at the elbow by 
getting down in 5 to 6. A half at the home hole therefor found Sayers one up. The approximate 
aggregate scores were Herd, 76; Sayers, 74.

Each of the players having thus won one match, the £25 of prize-money was divided, Baillie 
Cochrane handing it over after making a brief speech.

On the motion of Mr John Young, a vote of thanks was given to the town council for their 
public spiritedness in providing the course.

Note: The balls used at the opening of the new golf course at Craigentinny last Saturday were 
the ‘Persevere’pattern, manufactured by the Leith Golf Ball Company.

About The Players

BEN SAYERS born 23rd June 1856 at 8, Fox Lane, Leith, son of 
Christopher Sayers, basket-maker and his wife Agnes McEvoy. 
At the age of eleven he moved with his parents to Haddington 
where he was given a golf club by an uncle, but so little did he 
know of it’s use that he shortened it, by cutting a length off 
the leather grip. The young Sayers learned to play his golf by 
knocking about stones through the Haddington streets.

The family returned to Leith in 1870 and were living at 19 
Silverfield when 14 year old Sayers was described as a ‘Golf 
Boy’on Leith Links. Ben was also a professional acrobat until the 
age of sixteen when he took up golf more seriously.

Within two years he gained a fourth place in a professional 
tournament in Glasgow. He later won first prize in competitions 
at Dunbar, Kinghorn, Archerfield and Hoylake. During this period 
Ben was listed as a ‘Golf Ball Maker’living adjacent to Leith Links 
at 7, Bath Street. He moved to 8, Burns Street where he shared 
an apartment with Davie Grant and Isabella Thomson.

Courtesy Of The Internet
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SANDY HERD

Herd was born at St. Andrews, April 24, 1868. 
He worked as a baker’s apprentice and turned pro 
in 1891 when he went to the West Lancashire 
club to assume duties as ‘superintendent of 
greens, charge of caddies and within certain 
restricted limits to play with members at two 
shillings, sixpence per round.’He later was pro 
at Portrush, Huddersfield, Coombe Hill and 
Moor Park. Sandy won his Open championship 
with the Haskell ball, being the first Scotch pro 
to adopt the new type ball which was proving 
popular in the United States. He finished second 
in four British Opens, his last second place being 
in 1920 when he trailed George Duncan’s 303 
by two strokes. He made a brief tour of the 
United States with J. H. Taylor and on that trip 
endeared himself to America.

This beautiful trophy was presented by Edinburgh Corporation to celebrate the opening of the course.
The inscriptions inside the circles under the cross clubs explain that these are the balls used by the players 

during the opening round. (Sayers and Herd).
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Leith Observer May 9th 1908

The trophy which Mr Christie Miller, the proprietor of the new golf course at Craigentinny, has 
presented for annual competition takes the form of a handsome solid silver cup.

On one side is the crest of the donor, and on the other ‘Persevere,’the Leith coat of arms. The 
cup, which stands on an ebony plinth, was made by Messrs Hamilton & Inches, Edinburgh.

Big Time Players Cost Money

The council’s first choice of Professional for the opening match was in fact the French player 
(Arnaud Massy) who won the open in 1907, and was the first overseas player to win the Open 
Championship, however, he was unavailable. We will never know how much his agent would 
have charged to have him at Craigentinny that day. The question of the challenge match and 
who was going to play in it having been decided (Sayers and Herd) the Leith Parks Committee 
got down to the serious business of money. Sayers had asked for the usual fee of £15 to the 
winner, with £10 going to the loser. 

There ensued a ‘long and bitter discussion’between members as to the necessity of paying 
such a vast sum which, it was agreed, could be put to better use on course improvements. In 
the end, the vast sum was approved, but only by nine votes to five, and a certain Ballie Baxter 
was moved to air the hope that those who had dissented would not be invited to the function.

Not only were the members a bit disgruntled, but a lot of  Leither’s were unhappy 
about the costs of the new golf course in general, as this wee ditty from the Herald 
at the time would suggest.

Just some of the clubs trophies
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The Corporation Golf Course
Wee see in Leith’s new golfing green

Advantages that’s seldom seen,
Which time may prove a real godsend,

I mean the poorhouse at the end.

The price per acre’s rather dear,
Some thirteen pounds or more per year;

The cost I fear may help to send
Some to the poorhouse in the end.

Twill save a clubhouse, so they say,
To them who have the rates to pay;
The wearied golfer here may wend

Into the poorhouse in the end.

The lesson golfers teach is sound,
The poorhouse ends the starting ground,
When far and sure each stroke will guide

Them further from the paupers side.

The money spent on opening day
Is part of many a poor man’s pay,

And wives and weans get scrimpt measure,
That richer folk must get their pleasure.

Professional golfers must be paid
To show them how the game is played; 

And councillors, as we sadly know,
Need cake and wine where’er they go.

That wealth and want run side by side,
Is true throughout the world wide

Not what is made, but how we spend,
That fills the poorhouse in the end. 

                    Tra Quair

The above poem appeared in the Leith Herald April 24th 1908, but unfortunately, we 
have no idea who the compiler (Tra Quair) was.
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6. The History of Lochend Golf Club
Leith Observer May 8th 1909
By Niblick

Leith’s fame in golf at one time may be said to have been as great as St Andrews is today, but 
the passing of the historical old links as a golf course gave a check to the ports golfing career, 
from which it is now recovering. To say that the Royal and Ancient game has had a remarkable 
history in Leith is putting it mildly, for ever since the days when the ancient kings traversed the 
links with their clubs till the formation of Craigentinny golf has been passing through a most 
trying time, and in fact but for the enthusiasm displayed by a number of its exponents in the 
town it would be to all intents and purposes have been one of the dead games in the town. 

But through many struggles of the past the ancient game has survived and emerged victorious 
and is now on a sure footing and enjoys the title of being one of the most popular games 
in Leith. Perhaps one of the most anxious times in the history of Leith golf was when the 
crisis was reached and the Town Council had to take into consideration the adviseability of 
prohibiting the playing of golf on the links owing to favourite haunt of golfers becoming more 
of a thoroughfare than a golf course. 

To have closed the course without giving a ‘quid pro quo’would have been a death blow to golf 
which would have been most regrettable in a place that lay claim to having if not actual first, 
one of the first courses in Scotland. 

It can be truly called a crisis in Leith’s golf history, and if there is one club more than another that 
can boast of having been one of the mainstays of Leith golf through that not to be forgotten 
period that club is the Lochend Club, Captained at present by Mr Andrew Cummings. It was 
period when golf was in danger of being if not extinguished, crushed and smothered, but the 
Lochend and its members led the other golfers through thick and thin, and to their pressures 
on the Municipal Authorities, golfers owe the existence of Craigentinny Golf Course today.

The Lochend club is the oldest existing club in Leith today and it is a pleasure to think that this 
club after the severe financial strains , flourishes, and is one of the most prosperous of the 
many clubs in the town.

Its formation dates back to 1891, and it is interesting to know of the facts that led to its 
birth. At that time there existed the old Leith Golf Club, which held sway in Laurie Street, but 
a number of its members were dissatisfied with its management, and decided to sever their 
connection with the club and form a new one. 

The originaters of the new club were Messrs George Mauchline, Wm Grant, John Murray, John 
Paterson and John Murray Junr. The first named has stopped playing now, but it is gratifying 
to find that Mr John Machline and Mr Wm. Grant are still active members of the club, which 
they assisted to form.

When the new club was brought into being, a club known as the Seafield Golf Club was in 
existence and the links were jointly kept up by the Seafield and Lochend clubs.

The Seafield Club, however, began to fall into decay, until it ceased to function and became 
extinct, and the whole burden of the upkeep of the links fell upon the Lochend Club for a 
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number of years. But it was before this that the first attempt to prohibit golf on the links was 
made. The growth of the town in the vicinity of the links led to the inhabitants using the golf 
course as a short cut for reaching main thoroughfares, and so many children frequented the 
links in summer time, that it was deemed necessary to have a close time for golf, and with 
consent of the golfers, the playing was prohibited from 1st June till end of August.

It was undoubtedly a hardship on the golfers of the community and was really the thin edge 
of the wedge to stop golf altogether on the links, but the golfers were very much alive to the 
situation, and when first steps were taken to make golf illegal on the links, they were ready to 
meet the case.

It came in the form of a Provisional Order, and the members of Seafield and Lochend clubs 
banded themselves together and offered strong opposition to the order.

This course was an expensive one, but the golfers had satisfaction of seeing the order 
withdrawn, but the trouble wasn’t ended, the Council then commenced to level up the links, 
and in this manner, were completely destroying the course, and the Lochend and Seafield jointly 
interdicted the Council, and a stop was put to the work. The Seafield club then died altogether, 
and about three years after the first attempt to Prohibit golf was made, the Council had the 
question again forced upon them and this time the doom was sealed. Another Provisional Order 
was brought forward, and again the Lochend club were ready to defend the golfing community.

Mr John Young was Captain at this time, and while he and his followers recognised the necessity 
for closing the links, still they were anxious that they shouldn’t be closed until they got a definite 
promise that a substitute would be provided, and after negotiations the golfers succeeded in 
their mission , and in the Provisional Order a clause was inserted that another course would 
be provided elsewhere as was expedient. All opposition to the Order was withdrawn and the 
Order became Law, and the links ceased to exist as a golf course. The Lochend Club had so 
far accomplished a good work, but they were not finished, for although they had obtained a 
promise of another golf course, they remained determined to keep the Town Council up to 
scratch and see that they fulfilled the obligation contained in the Provisional Order to construct 
another golf course. 

They worked quietly but assiduously and when November came round the golfers trotted out 
the golf course question when the Council candidates appeared. Annually this was done at 
the various ward meetings, until the Parks Committee got the offer of ground at Craigentinny 
on which to construct the golf course. Now came the opportunity of the golfers, and they 
accepted it.

Captain Young of Lochend backed by the other golfers in town took the initiative and as is well 
known, the pressure brought to bear on the Council resulted in that body agreeing to build the 
golf course at Craigentinny.

The course has become a reality but mainly through the instrumentality of the Lochenders. The 
golfers did not forget to recognise the work of Captain Young, for when he gave up office, they 
showed their appreciation of his great laboursby presenting him with a handsome timepiece.

Today, the Lochend club is proud of Graigentinny, and while their members realize the burden 
that is on the rates, they are quite hopeful that within a year or two it will clear itself and 
become a paying concern. That is their ernest wish.
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To come back to the early days of the club, although the Lochend has now been in existence 
for eighteen (18) years, it has only had four (4) Captains.

The first was the late Mr Peter Stoddart, who held office for a number of years, and was 
succeeded by Mr James Wesh, who is well known in the sporting community of Leith, and did 
much to forward the interests of golf. Mr Welsh was Captain for three years, his successor 
being Mr John Young who may be said to have been the leader of the golfers through the 
period just described, Mr Young was Captain the last year that golf was played on Leith Links, 
and on account of the excellent work he did he was re-appointed and held office for five years, 
only resigning last season, after seeing Leith in possession of another course. 

A more worthy successor could not have been found than in the present Captain for Mr 
Andrew Cumming is a general favourite and has respect and esteem of all. He is one of the 
oldest members, and continuing to be one of the most active. He has the welfare of the club at 
heart and there is every reason to believe that under his rule the club will continue to flourish.

As a player, he has been, and is still, very successful in the competitions. In 1901 he succeeded 
in lifting the Petrie Cup, and last year he repeated the performance. Another win in that 
competition will see the worthy Captain in possession of the trophy, and let, we hope, that 
this year the cup will adorn his sideboard. At the various outings of the club he has also been 
a regular prizewinner. He is an out and out sportsman, is of a most likeable disposition, and a 
more popular Captain the Lochend could not have.

Mr Cumming is also a keen Bowler, and while his leanings are towards golf, he may yet be found 
on the rinks. He was one of the members of the Links club. His 15 years connection with the 
Lochend club and his business experience should go to make him an ideal Captain. Mr Cumming 
is manager in the business of Wm. Cumming & Sons, Munroe Place, Pilrig.

It is pleasing to note that the Lochend have produced some really first class players, and still 
has in its ranks one or two of the best exponents of the game in Leith. Peter Barrie was one of 
the earliest champions, and now professional at Stockport. When he left Lochend he went to 
Gullane to be assistant greenkeeper, leaving Gullane he went to Silloth and then migrated to 
Stockport, where he is now the local professional. Another old Lochender is Eddie Sinclair, now 
keeping a green in America, while another professional in the colonies is George Knox, who has 
a green in Canada.

Other well known players were Daniel Leach who held the record for the links for a long time, 
Viz, 75, also James McKenzie, an old Leith and North Berwick caddie. In Ben Sayers, one of the 
present day cracks, and a Leith caddie, the Lochend cannot claim as one of their family.

Ben was a member of the old Leith Club, and although never associated with Lochend, at the 
present day takes an interest in the club. 

Quite recently Ben played the better ball of two Lochenders over Craigentinny. He has yet 
another engagement to fulfil, and that is to play the best ball of three Lochenders over 
Craigentinny. Ben is very anxious to make a record for the course when the summer greens are 
on and I trust he will succeed when next he visits the course.

One of the most prominent of the present day members of the club is Ed. Early, a young 
professional who recently tied with the record of the Dunbar Medal course. Early, who is a 
club maker, is a player of great promise, and should make a name for himself in golfing circles.
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The Lochend are in possession of one or two of the finest trophies in Leith. The Salveson 
Shield, presented by Hon. President, Lord Salveson, is the premier trophy, and is played for 
annually. Last year, Ed. Early was winner. The Petrie Cup and Carnie Cup are also among the 
trophies, and also one or two minor medals which are played for monthly.

Every year the club play home and home fixtures with neighbouring clubs, and can be 
depended on to hold their own.

They have not yet secured a clubhouse on the golf course, but members are quite hopeful 
of securing one in the vicinity in future years. The Lochend club has an excellent list of office 
bearers and has had a long and honourable career in Leith, and all golfers in the town will 
endorse my wish when I say, long may it prosper.

Craigentinny was opened to the public as a golf course in 1908 and no time was lost in 
transferring the club headquarters to the course for which they had fought long and hard.   
The opening of the course brought an increase in membership and it was eventually decided 
that a limit be put on the number of members.   This was set at eighty-five and was followed 
by the introduction of a club badge, cost at that time being one shilling and fourpence.

While much desired, opening Craigentinny as a golf course under the impression that 
anything would do, was a mistake that Leith Town Council were soon to have pointed out to 
them.  Strenuous complaints were made to the Parks Department about the condition of the 
course but no indication is given that satisfaction was achieved.

The years between 1908 and the commencement of hostilities in 1914 were quiet ones for 
the club and do not reveal anything of major importance apart from the attempt to extend 
the course in 1914. There is, however, ample evidence of the growth of the club, both in 
membership and stature, and records indicate that all competitions were carried through 
yearly with now and again the introduction of a new, but temporary, competition to fill an 
ever-growing fixture list.  The summer outings and New Year’s Day competitions appear to 
have been very popular and it is observed that the traditional 1st  of January competition 
drew out, in one year, forty-seven of the members who competed for thirty-one prizes.

Inter-club matches were played with the Edinburgh Thistle Golf club and the Cosmo, Unionist 
and Leith Golf Clubs together with Braids United and Saughton all made overtures to the 
club for further matches.

Unfortunately all couldn’t be accommodated since congestion at Craigentinny presented 
difficulties in the booking of the course.

The year 1908 not only saw the opening of Craigentinny but the inception of the foursomes 
competitions for which the prize was to be the Christie-Millar trophy.  The Captain, Secretary 
and Treasurer were delegated to attend a meeting of Leith clubs which had been called 
by the Town Council, to discuss the conditions laid down for the competition and the club 
was represented in this first year of the tournament by Messrs. Suthren, Gavin,Flint and 
Monaghan.  The introduction of further tournaments led, in 1913, to the suggestion that 
an association of Leith Clubs was fast becoming a necessity and it was moved, in view of 
the size and prosperity of Lochend, that Lochend play a leading part in the organising of 
such an association.  The size of the club was, however, one of the main factors governing 
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their refusal to play a leading part in the formation of the association, since it was felt that 
the club itself offered sufficient challenge to itself offered sufficient challenge to its Council 
without the added work which would have been involved.  All assistance was, however, 
offered and willingly given.

In 1910 one of the club’s oldest trophies, the Currie Cup, was won for the third time by Mr. 
J. R. Clark.  In accordance with the donor’s wishes, the trophy was duly presented to Mr Clark 
who, having the interests of the club at heart, desired that it remain in the club’s possession 
with the proviso that no player should win it outright.  Thanks to Mr. Clark’s generosity, the 
trophy is still one of the club’s prized possessions.

Later in the same year, the club was approached by the Gorebridge Golf Club with a view 
to amalgamation.  The offer to have been taken seriously and consideration of the proposal 
found the members at one in their desire to carry on independently, although the problem of 
travel could quite conceivably have swayed many. Gorebridge was formed in June 1896 and 
the course was conveniently situated near to Fushiebridge Station.

Whilst the supply of Dunlop golf balls to Medal winners is an accepted practice today, in 
1911 it was a matter of great importance and much argument about different makes of balls 
took place before the committee decided in favour of the Dunlop ball.

From the same year (1911) comes the story of Mr. W. Grant.  It is recorded that Mr. Grant 
was the first member of the club to achieve a hole in one at Craigentinny.  Playing in a nine 
hole competition, he apparently placed his tee shot at the short ninth hole six inches from the 
hole.   Playing the same nine holes again, he came to the ninth and this time holed out in one.   
He is referred to as a member who had served the club well as far back as 1896.   In view 

of the date of inception, 
it is most likely that Mr 
Grant spent the earlier 
of his years as a golfer 
with the old Leith Club 
before joining Lochend.

In January of 1912 
Messrs. Spence & Spence 
of Charlotte Street, 
Leith, presented the 
club with a magnificent 
trophy which was to be 
called the ‘Spenz Trophy’.   
It was stipulated that 
the trophy should be 
competed for annually 
and the donors made it 

known that they would present to the winner, each year, a badge.   The trophy and the award 
that went with it were accepted gratefully.
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Munro & Co. Ltd. (Ladies Club) and Leith Golf Club, Mixed Foursomes, 1912
Back Row    I. Braidwood. A. Stalker. C. Macdonald. A. Imrie. 
Middle Row  J. Richardson. M. Mills. G. Paterson. L. Cranston. J. Downie. M. Clark. A. Lyall. J. Shiel. A. Arhtur. L. 
Newlands. Front Row  E. Brown. M. Smeaton. W. Ross. L. White. A. Adamson. M. Reid. J. Fordie. J. Blyth. W. Wood. 
G. Blyth.

This photo was obtained from Mrs Catherine Boyd, 2 Parker Terrace, Edinburgh in 1988. Her father, 
Alexander Imrie (Back row right) was a ships joiner at Menzies Yard, he was born in 1888. This 
information originally received from Mr G.T. Wallace, Captain in 1988.

Craigentinny extension 1914
Scotsman July 8th 1914

Extension Of The Leith Course
Consideration was again given to the question of the extension of the golf course at 
Craigentinny at a meeting of Leith Town Council yesterday – Provost Malcolm Smith presiding.

The parks committee on the casting vote of the convener, recommended the council to go 
with the extension of the course, and asked powers to negotiate with the proprietors for a 
lease of the ground at a certain rent. Mr J.T. Goalen moved approval of the recommendation. 
He said that they would have a fair sized golf course with the 73 acres, and a sporting course 
to boot. Revenue was a matter of speculation just now, but he thought it went without saying 
that if they were giving an 18 hole course there was bound to be a very large increase in the 
number of players. Just now the congestion was so great that a large number of players were 
frightened away. They would not go there now because they knew they had to wait two, three, 
or five hours to get started.
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Taking a conservative basis of the revenue, he considered they should get quite easily to start 
with £1200 per annum, and he arrived at that by adding 50 per cent to last years figure, £600 
making £900, and if they put a penny on the tarrif they brought the revenue up to £1200. If 
they agreed to go on with the extension, some steps would have to be taken to have the burn 
there covered in. – Mr J.G. Sutherland seconded.

Baillie Dresner, seconded by Mr T. Hall, moved that the committee be only given  powers to 
inquire as to the lowest rent the proprietors would take for the ground, and report.

Mr J.A. Greig, who moved that no action be taken, said that what the council had to look 
to was the extra charges that were going to be incurred for the extension, and these would 
consist of rent and taxes in round figures about £300, and incidental outlays, bringing the sum 
up to fully £500. They had to consider whether the extra revenue would amount to £500 
besides recouping the capital of from £1,000 to £1500. He thought the proposal to increase 
the charge to 4p was bound to have a tendency to lessen the number of players. – Ballie 
Finlayson seconded.

Baillie Edgar remarked that he considered the proper procedure was first to find out what the 
cost of the ground would be. 

Mr D. Davidson Gray said they should have an option during the lease to purchase the ground 
at any time. The value of the ground in course of time would increase, and they might have 
great difficulty when the lease expired to get it renewed if they had not that stipulation. 
Provost Smith said the motion did not bind the council to anything. It was subject to the rent 
not exceeding a certain sum. It was decided, by 9 votes to 8, to approve Mr Goalen’s motion. 

Had the great war not came about then Craigentinny would have been an 18 hole course some 
eight years earlier. 

With the outbreak of war in 1914 the club decided to carry on as usual unless circumstances 
made this impossible, and to this end the officials continued to serve until the end of hostilities 
in 1918.  It is natural to assume that the four years the war lasted must have been a severe 
strain on the resources of the club, but nevertheless, competitions were carried on with, and 
one of the few concessions made to the trying times was the cancellation of the bi-annual 
match with the Edinburgh Thistle Golf Club.

Members of the club serving with the colours (and they were not few) were retained 
as members with the hope that they would soon be back among their fellow players, and 
competitions in aid of war funds were organised.   Among those that benefited were:  The 
Prince of Wales War Fund, the Red Cross Fund, the Belgian relief Fund, Leith Hospital and the 
Gretna Disaster Memorial.

More and more men answered the call to arms as the years went by and this, of course, meant 
a running down of all activities that did not have a direct bearing on the war effort. As was to 
be expected, golf courses all over the country suffered and there was an acute shortage of 
greenkeepers.  Craigentinny appears to have deteriorated badly until, in 1917, on two separate 
occasions the Parks Convener of the day was approached by the club and offered the services 
of the members in an attempt to improve the condition of the course. Special rules were 
introduced which indicate that the course was gradually becoming endowed with more than 
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its fair share of cow-dung and the cattle responsible for this unwanted manure were the cause 
behind the club’s appeal to the Town Council for some measure of protection for the greens.  
Things went from bad to worse, however, and the course had to be declared unplayable.  This 
meant the cancellation of some monthly medals and the transference to the Braid Hills of the 
qualifying competition for the Spenz Trophy.

At the September meeting of 1918, the secretary was instructed to write to Mr Spence 
informing him that Mr Thos. Henderson had been successful in winning the the Spence trophy 
three times and according to the conditions laid down the trophy now became his personal 
property. Mr Spence duly donated another trophy to the club.The original trophy would 
eventually find its way back into the club, but we don’t know how.

The following entry is from the meeting on February 4th 1919 in regards to the new trophy.

In connection with the Spence Trophy, Mr John Young suggested that we get a good cup and 
call it the Victory Cup to commemorate the great victory our arms had gained at this time. 
It was moved and agreed to that the Captain and Vice Captain, and John Young interview  
Mr Spence and make the suggestion to him to see what he would prefer. Mr Spence replied 
that the committee are to do as they see fit. The trophy was named the Spence Victory Bowl 
and was won by Mr R, M.

On April 1st 1919 the following article appeared in the Scotsman.

Leith competitions to be resumed
At a meeting of the Leith golfers held in the Town Hall last night it was agreed to recommend 
to the tournament committee, that the Mackie cup competition, which carries with it the 
individual championship of Leith, and is open to Leith clubs, resident in Leith, be held on the 
fourth Saturday in May: and that the Christie Miller competition, open to members of Leith 
clubs of at least six months standing, take place on the third and fourth Saturday’s in June. 
These competitions have not been played since May and June of 1914.

At last night’s meeting it was suggested that something might be done to improve the 
condition of the golf course before the competitions were held, and it was also remarked that 
Town Council should be kept in mind of the desirability of providing an 18 hole course in place 
of the present 9 hole course, when a suitable opportunity for doing so should arise. Messrs 
John Young and Charles Mc Donald were appointed to represent the golfers on the tournament 
committee.  

The end of hostilities in 1918 found the club, despite the barren years, alive and ready to tackle 
the task of building up their strength in preparation for the hopeful years ahead.

The years between the end of World War one and the first threat of World War Two in 1938 are 
worthy of consideration.  They demonstrate to the full the club’s willingness to enter into dispute 
with the Town council and the Leith Golf Tournaments Committee in an effort to procure not only 
a better course but a raising of the standard of golf.  Changes in this period were numerous and 
reflect the awareness with which committee members approached their task, and the readiness 
of the club as a whole, to advance with the times and even to anticipate the trend towards a 
fuller, wider sense of the part that golf was playing in the life of the artisan golfer.
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After the competitions run by the Leith Tournaments Committee had been brought into being 
again the club was successful in winning the Christie-Millar Trophy.   Inter-club matches were 
arranged with the Thistle, Leith, Cosmo and Unionist Clubs and very soon a touch of normality 
had been added to the scene.   This is made apparent in 1920 when the club decided that the 
time was ripe for another attack on the Town Council.

Having long survived the closure of Leith Links and the struggle involved, it was now felt that 
an extension to 18 holes at Craigentinny was a necessity, and to this end plans were laid for 
the initial agitation.  This was to take the form of an appeal to Leith Town Council, and while 
members were urged to take up the  cudgels individually, it was decided to call a meeting of 
Leith clubs at which Lochend were represented by Capt. J. Swayne and A. Irvine, in order that 
the appeal could be discussed and could truly be said to come from Leith golfers.   

Bearing in mind the object of this 
meeting, the following excerpt form the 
Minutes of November 1920 is revealing:  
‘The secretary was instructed to write to 
Mr. Grierson, Town Clerk, recommending 
the appointment of Judge Keddie as 
Parks Superintendent.’Judge Keddie 
was a friend to the club and had earlier 
been invited to Lochend’s Presentation 
of Prizes. It’s always good to employ 
tact and good diplomacy when you are 
looking for support and help, It obviously 
worked as the Scotsman once again 
reported. No more need be said.
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7. Craigentinny Extended Course
Scotsman September 19th 1921

Opening Ceremony
A large gathering of golfing enthusiasts from the Leith district assembled at the Craigentinny 
course on Saturday afternoon to witness the opening ceremony in connection with the 
extension that has been made to the course. Councillor Phillips Smith presided at the function, 
and many other members of the Town Council were also present. 

Lord Provost Hutchison, in declaring the new course open, said that it gave him much pleasure 
to be present and wish every success to the extended course. The 
extension had been carried out by the Corporation in implement of the 
obligation in the extension act of last year, by which Edinburgh undertook 
to provide increased facilities for the playing of golf in the vicinity of 
Leith. He had always been convinced that it was a wise and good thing 
on the part of the corporation to encourage sport of all kinds, as taking 
part in games was beneficial not only to the health and physique of the 
community, but also tended to its moral welfare and improvement. 
Realising that golf was the most suitable of all games for all persons from 
childhood to extreme old age the Corporation had in the past done much 

to popularise it, and few, if any, cities were better equipped with first class golf courses. The 
original course extended to about 42½ acres, and the new portion consisted of over 40 
acres, the total area being almost 83 acres. The old course had proved a great boon to Leith 
residents, and he was sure the extended one would be greatly appreciated. The total length of 
the course 5567 yards, and the bogey score as fixed by the Scottish Professional Champion, 
Peter Robertson of the Braid Hills, was 77. He would like to express their thanks to the Parks 
Committee, and also to Mr McHattie, under whose direction the work of extension had been 
carried out. He would also add, on behalf of the Corporation, their appreciation of the action 
of the proprietors of the ground, the Messrs Christie Miller, in so kindly presenting a cup for 
competition.  

The Lord Provost then drove off the first ball on the new course, following which an exhibition 
game was played between Peter Robertson (Braids Professional) and George Millar (Leith) 
against J. Soutar (Kingsknowe Professional) and A. Robertson (Leith)

Features Of The Course
Already in wonderfully good order, the extended course should be greatly improved by the 
winter’s play. There are many attractive features in the course, and several of the holes are 
particularly tricky. The first hole is unchanged. The second hole, extending to about 500 yards, 
is the longest in the course, embracing the old second and third holes, and it has a double 
green, which also serves the fifteenth hole. Under the rearrangement, the old fourth is now the 
third, and the old fifth is now the fourth, while the fifth is the former sixth hole. First to enter 
the new area is the sixth hole, about 300 yards in length, and it will prove a specially interesting 
one for it is bounded by the Loaning Road, and is exceedingly well guarded by bunkers. Entirely 
in the new ground, the seventh hole (288 yards) starts from the extreme South East corner of 
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the course running past Fillyside Dairy to a double green, which also serves the twelfth hole. 
Probably the eighth will prove the trickiest of the course. It is only 88 yards in length, and is 
completely surrounded by bunkers, a clean stroke being required to lie on the green. 

Well in the new ground, the ninth runs along the East boundary line for a distance of 275 yards, 
the green being placed near the entrance to the course. Playing for the tenth hole, there has 
to be negotiated the hill which formed the boundary of the old course, the hole, a blind one, 
being at the old ninth green, which is also the home hole. It has a length of 208 Yards. Another 
notable hole is the eleventh, which has a length of 146 yards. The tee is at the top of the hill on 
the old course, and the line of play crosses into the new ground, the green being a little further 
East than the ninth. Entirely in the new area, the twelfth is 235 yards long. The thirteenth (133 
yards long) runs back to the old eighth green. From the side of the hill on the old course, the 
fourteenth goes well back into the new area, the distance being 328 yards. A hole of 300 yards, 
the fifteenth goes over the boundary of the old area to the second double green. The sixteenth, 
with a distance of about 430 yards, is the second longest hole in the course. It is the old 
seventh on top of the hill. With its green in the new ground, the line of play for the seventeenth 
crosses the corner of the old ‘dog leg’hole, the distance being 355 yards. The last hole – a blind 
one – runs from the new area back to the old ninth green, a distance of 364 yards. 

Leith Observer, April 16th 1921.

Lochend V Edinburgh Thistle, this interesting fixture was re-inaugurated last Saturday, when 
Lochend visited the Braids and won by 6 games to 4, 2 being halved. This fixture had been 
suspended since 1914.

On April 29th 1922 the annual Lochend v Thistle match was played at Craigentinny. This 
match played on Craigentinny course, created considerable interest. It is worthy of record that 
A. Armour and T. Robertson were on the second green (the hole is 560 yards), in two shots. 
This is the first inter club match played on Craigentinny since the extension to 18 holes, and 
the visitors were impressed with the fine condition of the course. Scores:

 Edinburgh Thistle Lochend

Armour & Robertson .......................................... 1 Robertson & Henderson ................................. 0
Farquhar & Sutherland ....................................... 1 Robertson & McLeod ....................................... 0
Bell & Rodger ........................................................ 1 McKenzie & Wilson........................................... 0
Hall & Gunn ........................................................... 1 Waugh & Imrie ................................................... 0
Mortimer & Anderson ........................................ 0 Fowler & Foster ................................................. 1
Affleck & Ferguson .............................................. 1 Bruce & Montgomery ...................................... 0
McIntosh & Wilks ................................................ 0 Low & McKinlay ................................................ 1
Duff & Co .............................................................. 0 Dobson & Sheppard ......................................... 1
Barclay & McFarlane ........................................... 0 Suthern & Baird ................................................. 1
Moffat & McLean ................................................ 0 Paterson & Clark ............................................... 1
Whinnel & Wishart .............................................. 0 Cowan & Young ................................................. 1
Myles & Paterson ................................................ 1 Addison & Welsh ............................................... 0

 Total 6 Total 6

It is especially nice to have a photograph (on next page) of the above competition.
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Having achieved satisfaction with the extension of the course, the committee then directed 
its attention elsewhere and the Christie-Millar competition and the committee responsible 
for the arrangements came under fire in March of 1922.   It was the Lochend Club’s view that 
the tournament should be thrown open to any number of players who would play on a card-
and-pencil basis, the four lowest scores from any club to win the trophy.  This was felt to be 
a better system than foursomes on the knock-out principle and had the added advantage of 
completing the tournament in one day.   This idea had to be scrapped, however, when the deed 
of gift was considered and the club then suggested that each club have the right to enter one 
or more teams, a motion which was defeated.  This was followed in July by the club registering 
their dissatisfaction with the conducting of the tournaments, proceedings being described as 
farcical, and in September the committee was unanimous in its opinion ‘that the Tournaments 
Committee as at present constituted, was not representative of Craigentinny golf and quite 
unfitted to discharge the duties attached to their office’

Following up this attack in 1923 it was again decided to recommend stroke play as an ideal 
alterative to the system in use.   At a meeting of Leith golfers this motion was thrown out, but 
a compromise was effected when it was agreed to allow clubs to enter one or more teams for 
the competition.

Whether or not this made any great improvement in the organising of the competition is not 
recorded. It is noted, however, that in August 1923 the Lochend Club recommended that 
the committee responsible should change its name to Leith Golf Tournaments Committee and 
advocated that steps be taken to give the committee general powers re. golf at Craigentinny in 
so far as Tournaments, season tickets and the general condition of the course was concerned.

The condition of the course then came in for another slating and the Parks Committee was 
written to and given the members’opinion of the course with a recommendation that more 
attention should be given to its upkeep.

Returning to their attack on the Christie-Millar Tournament in March 1924, the club suggested 

Lochend G.C.  v  Edinburgh Thistle G.C. – Annual Inter Club Match
Craigentinny, 29th April 1922
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that the methods adopted in the past year had not been by any means successful and expressed 
the opinion that foursomes on a stroke play basis might raise the level of the competition a 
little.  This idea was doomed from the start and it was again agreed that clubs should enter as 
many teams as they wished.

In view of the club’s attitude towards the Tournaments Committee, it is surprising to find an 
appeal from the Committee, in April 1924, for funds to clear a debt, being received favourably.   
On the understanding that each affiliated club would pay the same amount, the club donated 
the sum of ten shillings and thus was solvency restored.

In September 1924 Mr. John Addison, at a General Meeting, expressed the opinion that an 
Association of clubs using Corporation Courses should be formed in an endeavour to obtain 
for their members some of the privileges hitherto only available to members of private clubs.   
He was particularly keen that an effort be made to secure the courtesy of the course when 
clubs had occasion to play competitions and it was agreed by the committee that a circular 
should be drawn up and distributed to the thirty-two clubs who were at the time in the same 
position as Lochend.  A meeting was arranged at which the club were represented by Messrs. 
Addison, Davidson and Cameron. In view of the response it was felt that a sub-committee 
should be formed to draw up a list of all the points which were to be put to the Parks 
Committee. Unfortunately there occurred one of those periods, possibly due to the time of 
year, when interest in golf waned and the club was forced to abandon the project.  In the words 
of Secretary Mr. John Cameron ‘the lack of interest shown was disgusting’.  The Lochend club 
then found themselves left with the bill for all expenses involved.

Alterations to the golf course and its condition, as a result of the changes, found the club once 
again levelling heavy criticism and in September 1927 a sub-committee was formed which 
interviewed Judge Harvey of the Parks Committee and extracted a pledge that would see 
retention of 18 holes despite the threatened loss of ground.  This was followed a year or so 
later by a strong letter of protest from the Captain, Mr. H. Mathewson, to the press regarding a 
motion which was before the Edinburgh Town Council and which considered the question of an 
alternative site for the golf course.   It was intended that Craigentinny be used as a building site 
and this proposed housing scheme was raised by the Secretary at a Dispatch Trophy Meeting 
when he was assured of the support of all Edinburgh Clubs, if necessary.   

Golf Or Housing
Your Not Sending Us To Granton - No Way

This appeared in the Evening News in 1932

Golf Or Housing?
___________

Future Of Craigentinny
The proposal of the corporation of Edinburgh to take Craigentinny golf course for housing 
purposes is being much talked of by golfers in Leith and on the East side of Edinburgh. A point 
to which the greatest objection is made the suggestion that ground for another golf course to 
take the place of Craigentinny might be found in the Western district of the city. Historically, 
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the Craigentinny course belongs to the people of the East. It was originally acquired to provide 
accommodation for the golfers who were wont to play on Leith links. The Leith common was 
closed to them on account of the congestion there, and the Leith Town Council of the day, 
after great deliberation, decided to make the venture. Till after amalgamation the course was 
one of nine holes, and even in the early days it became much resorted to by golfers from the 
nearer districts of the city. 

Since the expansion to 18 holes the attendance during the summer is invariably large and many 
players on occasions have difficulty in getting their game. It is the scene of a number of annual 
events which attract a good deal of attention. 

A Granton Course – Inconvenient
On a previous occasion, when the course was likely to come under the notice of the authorities 
as a possible site for housing, the Leith Tournaments Committee indicated a desire to be heard, 
and it is understood that again they will press their claim to consideration. It is quite recognised 
that housing must have priority, but the object of the committee is rather to see that nothing 
is done to deprive them of their existing facilities, without proper cause being shown. It is 
thought that other housing sites might be available. 

Deprived of the course at Craigentinny, the golfers feel that there is no ground available 
anywhere near for them. A site has been suggested at the West end of Granton Mains Farm, 
but the great objection to this is that it is on the wrong side of the town, and that a great deal 
of time would be lost in travelling to and fro.

The Captain and Secretary attended meetings held in Leith and after hearing all the details 
concerning the proposed changes, were of the opinion that Leith golfers should now prepare to 
take any action which may be necessary.   The problem was also taken to the Leith Tournaments 
Committee and interview arranged with Councillor Paton who indicated that it was his opinion 
that the course would not be closed although he himself felt that no good would come out of 
keeping the course open and free from building.  A letter was, however, prepared, approved 
and submitted to the Public Health Committee of the Town Council, protesting vigorously 
against the threatened closure.  In the end the motion was thrown out, despite Councillor 
Paton, and only part of the course was used for building.   Further ground was made available 
and the course was eventually restored to 18 holes.  Despite the outcome, the club, quite 
rightly, was proud of the way in which its members had taken action and felt assured that, with 
members of the calibre displayed in the dispute, there was no danger of the Lochend Golf Club 
falling to the ground.

Re-Construction of the golf course 1933
Craigentinny golf course has been completely re-constructed, and is now practically ready for 
opening. The work, the greater part of which has been carried out during the winter months, 
has been entirely undertaken by the staff of the Edinburgh Corporation Parks Department, 
and it reflects much credit on all concerned. In the re-arrangement the course has gained in 
interest, for it offers more variety than formerly, and it is claimed that it will prove a better test 
of golf than did the old course. 
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In the new lay-out the old type of bunker has given place to the modern style, which is made to 
suit in character its surroundings and therefore present a more natural appearance. A number 
of trees serve as sporting hazards.The fairways are reasonably straight, and there is only 
one’Blind’hole, the 14th. So complete has been the re-construction that few of the original 
greens remain in their former positions. Short, sporting holes are a feature of the course.

A Gain to the Golfers
All in all the portions of ground that the council have acquired the golfers have been fully 
compensated by the addition of about 20 acres of very suitable land between Seafield road 
and the Portobello road. Indeed, by the re-constrction the course has benefited to the extent 
of about four acres.

A strip of the low lying ground near to the entrance to the course has been taken for the 
proposed arterial road, but, owing to its boggy nature, it was never very suitable for golfing 
ground. The other portion taken by the corporation is on the opposite side of the course, and is 
for housing purposes. No new turf was required as the existing ground on the course was used 
for all the new works. The parks department have been working on the formation of the new 
portion of the course since they took over that ground fully over a year ago, and the greens 
have already a surprisingly good putting surface.

The extensive alterations however, still naturally affected the condition of the course and led, 
in 1933, to the curtailing of Monthly Medals and a reversal of the bi-annual games with the 
thistle Golf Club so that the first match of the year was played at the Braid Hills.

It was in keeping with the mood of the club that complaints should still be made and the 
condition of the course, condition of flags and flag-sticks and the lack of supervision at 
Craigentinny were points which the club raised with the Parks Committee. 

Craigentinny, Good to Bad!
Edinburgh Evening News, November 29th, 1933

Too Patient
In connection with the reference a fortnight ago to the Craigentinny golf course grumbles 
a correspondent writes to say that it is not the exercise of patience that is required on the 
course. In his opinion, golfers have been too patient. For some time past both the regular golfer 
and the visitor to Craigentinny have been very discontented with the conditions prevailing 
there. Their demands for better golfing conditions, he says, are relevant and long overdue. He 
considers that a little more outlay on the part of the Edinburgh Corporation would reap ample 
reward, so far as revenue is concerned. If the local exponent does not get golfing conditions to 
satisfy him he has perforce to seek his recreation elsewhere – not necessarily on a Corporation 
course.

From Good To Bad
One cannot rightly grumble at Peter Robertson’s layout of the course, says my correspondent, 
for it leaves little or nothing to be desired, but annoying factors are uncut fairways, badly raked 
bunkers, and scandalous driving-tees. Although Craigentinny boasts of a cutter, the tractor 
visits the course too infrequently, it having to serve, among other places,Leith Links, Portobello 
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golf course, and Victoria Park. When the newly re-constructed course was opened in the early 
spring of this year, the visitors to Craigentinny were undoubtedly prepared to endure for a time 
the raw conditions which necessarily prevail on new ground, but with the exception of the 
hardness of the ground, curiously little fault could be found. Instead, however, of going from 
good to better, the conditions went from good to bad. The course is always in good condition 
when during the playing off of local competitions such as the Quaich, and the Mackie Cup, but 
between these tournaments, the course instead of being improved is allowed to get into what 
cannot be called excellent condition.

The club’s whose home course is Craigentinny, have been rapidly decreasing in membership, 
one club having lost members to the tune of 20 per cent. This falling off is attributed to 
nothing less than the ‘Heart-breaking’conditions prevailing on the course.

‘Thankless’Task
Mr John Leckie, Secretary of the Leith Tournaments Committee, was in the month of August 
instructed by his committee to write to the Parks Department, expressing their regret at the 
conditions prevailing at Craigentinny between the tournaments. Mr Leckie, in his communication, 
also pointed out that, if the starter at the first tee made the golfers adhere to their three-and-
a-half minutes interval, this to a certain extent would help to rectify the long waits, only too 
frequently experienced at the first few holes. He, himself, once had the misfortune to take 1 
hour and forty minutes to complete the first three holes. The only correspondence which, it is 
stated, Mr Leckie received was to the effect that the letter had been received, and that the 
matter would be looked into.

In a reference to the subject, Mr Leckie stated that it was the Leith Tournament’s Committee’s 
object, through the Mackie Cup, Quaich, and other competitions, to popularise this seaside 
course, but their task is a hopeless and thankless one if the corporation did not give them 
support. This year had been one of the worst, financially within the last decade. Had it not been 
for the generosity of several sporstmen in the port, who had presented prizes, the committee 
would have been faced with heavy expenditure which they could not have met. If something 
was not done, said Mr Leckie, to make Craigentinny more attractive, the Tournaments 
Committee would be compelled to transfer the running of the competitions to the Corporation.

In reply to the club’s complaint about the number of golf balls which were stolen at the course 
by ‘kids and scroungers’, Mr. Jeffrey, the Parks Superintendent, recommended that members 
assist by refusing to purchase golf balls from the offenders.  In view of the lack of action 
proposed, it was decided, with some disgust, to give up meantime.  The committee elected in 
1935, however, took up the cudgels again and were instrumental in having a letter submitted 
to the Corporation by the Leith Tournaments Committee which listed all the complaints the 
club, and others in affiliation, were anxious to have settled.

1930s and still no clubhouse – (Early Attempts)
While striving to raise the standard of the golf course, the comfort of the members themselves 
was not forgotten, and the question of a clubhouse was raised periodically.   In 1921, when it 
was first brought up for consideration, it was quietly dropped and no action taken.   Later in the 
same year it was raised again but once more shelved, this time, however, because it was felt 
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by the committee, probably due to rumour, that the Town Council had some ideas themselves 
about building a clubhouse.  It appears, however, that the rumours had no basis in fact and 
once again, this time in January 1923, the committee, with some new faces present, pressed 
for and was given a report of all that had previously taken place. A detailed account is not 
available but it would appear that plans were drawn up showing the proposed site in relation 
to the Corporation building in use at that time.  A sub-committee was formed to investigate 
further and to apply to the Corporation for permission to build and Councillor Fergus Harris 
for his opinion on the undertaking. Unfortunately the Corporation refused point blank to 
give permission and application was made to Messrs. Howden’s for space on which to build a 
clubhouse.  This request was favourably received and a suitable hut was found and inspected.   
The price, however, was too high and the matter was left in the hands of Mr. Imrie, an ex-
captain of the club, who was involved in a private matter of his own relating to tea-rooms, and 
who stated that he might, in the near future, be in a position to assist the club in the fulfilment 
of its ambition.

Once again the clubhouse died a natural death; the project was shelved and was to lie another 
three years before being given another airing.  It was now 1926 and once more a new committee 
was making the effort to breathe life into the ashes of the clubhouse.   The history of the club’s 
efforts was gone through and it was the opinion of some of the members that application 
should be made to the Railway Company, regarding a site on the railway embankment between 
the railway and Messrs. Howden’s.  It was decided, however, to leave things as they were but 
the Captain suggested that if any committee member had the necessary influence they should 
feel free to take such steps as were deemed desirable.  He indicated that previous investigation 
had ascertained the approximate cost at £150.  Mr. G. Sinclair reported that two huts were 
available at Uphall that could be used as an alternative to the bigger and costlier scheme for 
which plans had drawn up.   After a great deal of discussion, it was decided that unless the club 
was in a position to produce the sum of £100 it was useless going ahead and ways and means 
were sought for raising money.  A Building Fund was instituted in November 1926 and stop 
watch cards at a cost of £2:17:6 were printed and distributed to members, the Thistle and 
Saughton Golf Clubs and to ex-member, Edwin Sinclair, professional at Tayport.  This activity 
brought a profit of £28 and so the Building fund was launched.   At the same time it was felt 
that more ideas were needed and to this end it was suggested that the club run one or two 
whist drives throughout the season, a practice which was to continue for a number of years.   
Little was achieved, however, and the club suffered a blow in January 1928 with the death 
of Mr. A. Imrie.  This unfortunate death closed yet another of the avenues that were being 
explored and Mr. Imrie’s going was coincidental with the club’s interest in a clubhouse.   Indeed 
some years passed before the club came to consider the problem anew.  In October 1934 
the committee approved a letter drawn up by the Secretary and sent to Miller, the Architect 
of Hanover Street, and gave him powers to quote a sum of £26 per annum as a possible rent 
of club-rooms in any correspondence between Miller, the Builder, and himself.  By September 
1936 the subject was finally dropped and no further action taken, apart from the raffling of a 
set of golf club as an aid to the Building Fund.   The clubs were won by Mr Craig of Craigentinny 
Road who was then persuaded to join the club as a playing member.  Bearing in mind the 
eventual building of a new clubhouse at Craigentinny by the Corporation, it seems reasonable 
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to assume that the club anticipated (it is evident from records that such a project was on 
hand although no dates were known) an immense improvement in the facilities offered to 
golfers and accordingly, it was decided that further negotiation with builders and landowners 
should, for a time, lapse.   Be that as it may, however, by 1938 the Lochend Golf Club was still 
homeless.

Rules, Handicaps and Arguments !
No matter the condition of the course or the lack of facilities, it is in fact that, like the show, 
golf must go on and the Lochend Golf Club is no exception.   Disputes and aspirations aside, 
the every day working of the club had to be considered and a start was made to the 20 
year period of peace when the committee took it upon themselves to set down a Standard 
Scratch Score for Craigentinny.  As is usual with an assessment of this kind, much time was 
spent in argument.   Agreement was finally reached, however, and Craigentinny was allotted 
a Standard Scratch Score of 78, which was of course based on a double circuit of the course.   
Having cleared the way for a return to normal conditions, it was felt that the air at committee 
meetings would be clearer if held elsewhere than in a ‘Pub’.   It was reluctantly agreed that the 
club’s official association with ‘Mother Aitken’s should be brought to a close and a room was 
secured from the Leith Unionists who had their premises in Leith Walk.

The extension of the course to 18 holes in 1921 brought about a number of changes.  The 
handicap system in operation for hole and hole ties was amended so that strokes were given 
instead of holes when the difference in handicap made this imperative.   The back-markers 
were brought back to scratch and a handicap limit of 18 holes in 1921 brought about a number 
of changes.  The handicap system in operation for hole and hole ties was amended so that 
strokes were given instead of holes when the difference in handicap made this imperative.  The 
back-markers were brought back to scratch and handicap limit of 18 imposed, together with a 
limit on the membership, which eventually lead to the introduction of a waiting list.  The next 
step was the inauguration of a club championship, and the Petrie Cup was set aside for this 
purpose.  The first qualifiers were taken from the May Medal returns of 1922.

In February 1921 it was the unanimous wish of the committee that the club affiliate to the 
proposed Union of Lothian’s Clubs and Captain Imrie represented the club at the inaugural meeting.  
He gave an account of this meeting the following month when the question of affiliation was 
discussed and it was the ‘unanimous decision of the committee that the club would not derive 
any benefit whatsoever from affiliation with this body and therefore agreed that contrary to the 
decision of the previous committee meeting, the club should not affiliate with this Union’.

At the same time it was felt that though much good would come of it, no steps should be taken 
regarding affiliation to an Association of Braids Clubs. Despite the club’s decision, a request 
was received from the Association secretary that, although affiliation was not desired, the club 
proceed with fixtures that had been drawn up in anticipation of our agreement.

This was agreed to and arrangements were put in hand for the first of these matches – against 
Edinburgh Western – and a sub-committee formed to attend to details. A second match 
was arranged with Braids United but suffered postponement, as a result of the club’s other 
activities, and eventual cancellation. 
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The annual general meeting of 1922 brought its quota of club changes and arguments, and 
resulted in the abolition of an automatic penalty for medal winners.  Adjustment of handicap, 
it was agreed, should only be made when the net score of the player warranted it. It was 
also agreed that club outings of the future would be held on Saturday afternoons only and a 
move to waive the penalty of one stroke for the non-return of a score card was defeated but 
eventually agreed to the following year.

It was decided in 1923 to abolish entry money for the club tournaments and to amend the 
method of entry. In previous years each and every member who had paid his subscription was 
entered automatically and it was now decided that members should enter by signing their 
names on the appropriate sheets which would be posted on the club notice board.  The newly 
elected committee were given powers to increase handicaps beyond the limit of 18 and for 
this purpose all handicaps were raised and Mr. J. Mutton was proclaimed back-marker at plus 
1.

In 1924 the Currie Cup Competition was extended from 9 to 18 holes and used in 1933 
for an experiment which saw a return by Lochend to the system of handicapping by strokes 
instead of holes.  Sectioned medals were introduced in 1924 when the sections were made 
up to include all plus men to minus six in Section ‘A’and all over seven in Section ‘B’.  Several 
attempts were made at General Meetings to have all plus men moved back to scratch and all 
handicaps raised accordingly.  A majority of members were eventually successful and 1937 
saw the Sections on a more appropriate scale at scratch to 12 – ‘A’Section and 13 and over 
- - ‘B’Section.  A Standard Scratch Score was fixed for Craigentinny in 1931 at 74, altered in 
1933 to 70 and amended after the course alterations to a flexible par of 72, 70 and 68.  These 
figures were to apply during the winter months, early spring and late autumn and the summer 
period.  The system of handicapping was eventually settled when the authorised method was 
finally accepted by the club after affiliation to the Lothians Golf Association.  Competitions and 
the rules for same came in for their quota of changes and in 1926 it was decreed that the club 
should not issue cash prizes in view of the strict rules governing the amateur status of members.   
Receipts were returned to the club by prize winners to prove that the members concerned had 
purchased suitable gifts with their prize money and so maintaining their position in amateur 
golf. It was decided that the club should take over the competition for the Spenz Victory Bowl 
and award prizes, as agreed upon by the committee, in place of the award presented annually 
by Mr. Spence.  It was felt that Mr. Spence might be agreeable to presenting a gift for the 
competition on New Year’s Day but wise council prevailed and this was forgotten.  A record of 
the club’s appreciation of Mr. Spence’s generosity in the past years was, however, minuted.  In 
December 1929 the Scratch Medal, which had apparently been missing for some time, was 
found and returned to the club.  It was decided then that the medal should be awarded to the 
player returning the lowest scratch aggregate in Monthly Medals.   In 1936 it was the opinion 
of the committee that all medal rounds should begin at the first hole as against the previous 
system of starting wherever it was possible.   The two-ball foursomes competition which had 
run for a number of years was eliminated from the fixture card and substituted by a bogey 
competition which had been tried out first in 1935 and was found to be a great success.  In 
1936 Thomas Blaikie presented the club with a small trophy and decreed that it be put up 
for competition at the end of the season and that it be open to all medal winners of the year, 
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and that it be played for annually. Club matches were maintained with the exception of the 
Saughton match which was last played in 1926.  It was felt that no further match would be 
possible since it was first thought that Saughton Golf Course closed in 1927, but in 1928 a 
suggestion was received from the Saughton Golf Club that matches be resumed, an indication 
that either Saughton had never closed or that an alternative site had been prepared and was 
now in use. The Saughton course did in fact, last out till the late 30s, however, this offer was 
never taken up since it would appear that congestion at Craigentinny made it impossible for 
the club to take on any more team games.

To alleviate any confusion I have entered the following brief reminder on Saughton.

Edinburgh’s Latest Golf Course - June 20th 1905 The Scotsman
By the opening of the Saughton Park last week, the golfers of Edinburgh have been put in 
possession of another public course.  The ceremony was performed by Sir Robert Cranston, 
and to Miss Cranston was assigned the duty of driving the first ball, a part of the ceremony 
which was carried through in a highly creditable manner with a silver mounted driver gifted 
to the lady by the new Saughton Golf Club. The returns already show that the golf course 
has been opened not a moment too soon. During the last three days of the week 386 players 
went over the course, and the average daily attendance will in all probability increase as the 
course improves with play. Owing to the spell of dry weather the ground at present is hard, 
but a good coating of grass ensures a kindly lie for the ball.  The length of the holes is as 
follows;  First, 286 yards; second, 230 yards; third, 169 yards; fourth, 110 yards; fifth, 358 
yards; sixth, 289 yards; seventh, 194 yards; eighth, 264 yards; ninth, 184 yards. A pavilion 
giving accommodation for golfers on the one side and cricketers and footballers on the other 
will be erected near the first tee. The course was laid out and the various hazards’formed 
under the superintendence of Mr McHattie, the city gardener, and the work bears evidence 
of no mean skill. In the preparation of the course for play Mr McHattie has devoted much 
time and care.

This congestion was never allowed to interfere with the ‘Thistle Match’, however, and steps 
were taken in 1921 to acquire the use of the greenkeeper’s hut at Craigentinny for meals, so 
that more of the members taking part in the matches would be induced to stay on afterwards 
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and assist in the entertaining of the thistle members.   Permission was obtained from Councillor 
Fergus Harris and steps were taken to find a caterer willing to undertake the job.   An estimate 
was obtained but 2/- per head was thought to be a little too much and a compromise was 
reached when the caterer agreed that cakes should be removed from the estimate.

Unfortunately too little attention is paid by most club members to the enterprise of the 
committee and in 1923 at the Annual General Meeting, members were lectured on their 
responsibility for booking when inter-club matches were played, and it was one member’s 
opinion that the continuance of these matches was threatened, and would be even more so 
in the future, if members were not prepared to give some of their time, for one day in the 
year, to assist in the booking of the first tee.   Ex-Captain James Welsh, who was in the chair, 
mentioned, somewhat reminiscently, that if his experience of the previous Saturday evening 
was anything to go by, there was no immediate likelihood of the Thistle fixture lapsing, a point 
of view shared by the majority present.

Ah, never mind, its time to celebrate the Coronation.

King George V1 And Queen Elizabeth

Scotsman May 10th 1937

Craigentinny Exhibition Match

Peters and McLean make Strong Team
_____________

Spectacular short game in Edinburgh Coronation Game
_____________

Seymore and Robertson Beaten
____________ 

Edinburgh corporation’s sports programme for the Coronation celebrations was opened on 
Saturday when under their auspices an exhibition golf match on four-ball lines was held on 
the Craigentinny course between Jack McLean, back from his first big test as a professional at 
Southport, and Gordon Peters, the West of Scotland amateur, who made a reputation with the 
Americans in the Walker cup international last year, and Mark Seymour and Peter Robertson, 
the well known Edinburgh professionals. 

In its East and West complexion, the match had an additional attraction, and it was watched 
by a large crowd, who saw McLean and Peters beat the two professionals by 4 and 3 after an 
excellent display of golf of which a strong feature was the short game of the Western pair.

There was an unfortunate occurrence at the thirteenth hole, where a women spectator was 
struck by a ball and had to receive medical attention.

Bailie Tom Stevenson refereed the match, and among those present were, Councillor T. Sawers, 
chairman of the Parks Committee, and Mr J.T. Jeffrey, the city gardener. Councillor Sawers, 
in introducing the players, remarked that this was the first time that Peters had played on an 
Edinburgh Municipal golf course.
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McLean thrills the crowd
Robertson pulled his drive into the rough at the first hole, but a fine clearance enabled him to be 
‘in at the death’in a half all round in 5, Peters leaving himself too much to do with his chip from 
the side of the green. Chief interest centered on McLean and it was not long before he had the 
crowd applauding. His iron to the second was over strong, but he hit a dainty little chip stroke, 
which dropped into the hole for a 3.

Robertson made a bold effort to hole a similar stroke, but his ball stopped a foot from the pin. 
Seymour at that hole pulled badly. 

McLean supplied another thrill at the third, when he hit the pin with a stroke from just off the 
green, and the East men had each to hole stiff putts to get a half. 

The West pair were not playing full of confidence, and were getting their figures much easier 
than the East. McLean holed a putt of ten yards for a 3 at the fourth. Peters, however, was also 
playing exceptionally well. He was getting the ball a good bit further than the professional’s 
from the tee, and at the fifth he holed a putt of four yards for a 3 to put his side two up. His 
approach putting too, was deadly, and with a little luck he would have had one or two long 
ones. 

Seymour found a lot of bunker trouble on the outward journey, but he saved the East from 
falling further into arrears with a fine clearance out of sand to within a yard of the pin at the 
short sixth. The other holes to the turn were halved without incident.

The approximate figures were:

McLean ................................. 34 Robertson ...................................37
Peters..................................... 34 Seymour......................................39

Jack McLean, the prominent figure in the match, is far left in this group
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Only Peters of the quartette got home with his second to the tenth, but the opposition got 
a half in 4. At the eleventh, Seymours’putt after his bunker recovery brought the West lead 
down to one. McLeans putting, however, restored that loss at the twelfth, and the Western 
pair won at the fifteenth, where Peters holed a stiff putt. 

The round was played out, in the following approximate figures:  Peters and McLean, 68 each; 
Seymour, 76; Robertson 77.

An amateur tournament was also organised at Carrick Knowe golf club to celebrate the 
Coronation. (The King George V1 Coronation Challenge Cup)

Another War, Surely Not !
The end of this period saw the first signs of another crisis in the life of the club looming up 
when war was threatened in 1938 and Craigentinny was taken over by the Military Authorities 
in October and closed to the public. The outbreak of war was fortunately averted (though not 
for long) and Craigentinny came back once again to normal.  That the club itself was back to 
normal is instanced by the complaints forwarded to the Town Council on behalf of the members, 
particularly with regard to the regulations governing three and four ball matches, a definite sign 
that complacency and prosperity were not synonymous with the Lochend Golf Club.

The forty-ninth year of the club’s existence was to prove the most vital since the closure of 
Leith Links in 1904. The ‘false alarm’of 1938 had cast its shadow but in the hope that all would 
be well, the club had continued through the year on a normal course.They even approached the 
council for permission to play on a Sunday!!, God Forbid.

You Must Be Joking

Sunday Golf Request Refused 1938 !
Edinburgh Private Club On Municipal Ground

Lochend
On an application from a golf club for Sunday golf facilities, Edinburgh Town Council yesterday 
had a prolonged debate, and by 37 votes to 26 refused the request. Treasurer Darling moved 
disapproval. Baillie A.H.A. Murray, who seconded, said no reason had been given why they 
should relax this regulation. He thought the general public in Edinburgh wanted to preserve 
what remained of the Sabbath. The reason they had come to the council was that on all the 
other private golf courses about Edinburgh, Sunday golf was permitted, however, Craigentinny 
was not a private golf course and the council had its wider obligations to consider.

Bailie Falconer stated that the city of Edinburgh was now and always had been almost primarily 
an ecclesiastical city. It was the seat of their great national church, and also the headquarters 
of most of the churches in the land. They had at the university and in the extra-mural colleges 
theological schools from which preachers and teachers went out all over the world. He thought 
they sometimes underestimated also the material advantage of this ecclesiastical connection 
to the city. It drew strangers to their city every year, and every spring a representative of 
the king came as an envoy to the church. One of the great central doctrines of the church 
was Sabbath observance. Large numbers of their population held the Sabbath as a cherished 
possession. Why should the town council run counter to a feeling they held sacred?
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The subject of Sunday golf had been raging on for years, and many clubs throughout Scotland 
had already sanctioned it at special E.G.Ms etc, however, it would be another few years 
before the golfers on Edinburgh public courses would enjoy their game on the Sabbath. 
The Merchants of Edinburgh (playing at Craiglockhart) had a similar request turned down. 
This pointless attitude of the church was by no means confined to Edinburgh, as Glasgow, 
Aberdeen, and especially the outer isles would have nothing to do with it, by simply refusing 
to allow recreational pursuits on a Sunday. The second world war was to change everything 
including the churches position on the subject.

Such was the controversy of Sunday golf in Scotland, that many historians have since produced 
books or documents on this subject alone.

A new member of the club, Mr. Frank Wilson, presented a trophy for competition between 
the Lochend and Findlay Clubs, stipulating that the match should be played by foursomes of 
24 a side.   The first match for this trophy was played in 1939 and resulted in a win for the 
Lochend Club.   Although pleased at winning this trophy, it appears to have been a matter for 
some regret that the Findlay members are reported to have departed after the game making 
no attempt whatever to present the trophy in the appropriate manner.

At Last A Clubhouse - But Not Ours !
The council built a clubhouse, however, certain restrictions would apply to the members of the 
Lochend Golf Club.

Edinburgh Evening News July 8th 1939

Ever Willing
To supply Recreational Facilities

New Edinburgh Golf Clubhouse
The corporation of Edinburgh are at all times willing to extend recreational facilities in the 
city,’said Councillor Tom Stevenson, chairman of the general purposes committee, in formally 
declaring open the new clubhouse at Craigentinny golf course this afternoon. A number of 
Councillors were present, and there was a large attendance of the public. Introducing Councillor 
Stevenson, Councillor James Miller, convenor of the public parks committee, said that the 
people of Leith, and Leith golfers in particular, must have a feeling of real satisfaction in getting 
a fine new clubhouse, appropriate to the course. With a clubhouse like this here there could be 
no question in future of any infringement upon Craigentinny golf course. Some four years ago 
there was talk about taking part of the course for housing.

Edinburgh corporation on that occasion came to the decision that the course should remain an 
open space for all time to come. Corporation decisions had been overturned before this, but 
with a clubhouse costing £4,500, he was quite sure that they could look upon both green and 
building as dedicated to the game for all time. 

Promise Made Good
Councillor Milller went on to say that by extending the Craigentinny course to 18 holes 
Edinburgh had implemented a promise made at the time of the amalgamation in 1920. He 
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was sure that the course would continue, as it had done in the past, to foster real friendship 
and a keen spirit of competition, a spirit which was exemplified by the large number of entries 
received for competitions at Craigentinny.

Councillor Tom Stevenson, declaring the clubhouse open, said they now had a clubhouse equal 
to anything in the country. The Leith members of the Town Council had always been strong 
supporters of retaining Garigentinny course and of erecting a clubhouse. Golf had been the 
big news this week, and Craigentinny to-night was the centre of the final of an important 
competition. Speaking about the game of golf, Councillor Stevenson said that golf was the 
finest game anyone could play. He knew of no game that produced such a spirit of comradeship 
and gave more zest to life. Edinburgh corporation at all times was willing to extend recreational 
facilities. Open spaces towards the sea were just as essential as windows in houses, and were 
an important factor in public health.

Great Outcry
Mr W. Irving, of the Leith tournaments committee, recalled that 30 years ago there was 
a tremendous outcry about the necessity of a new clubhouse at Craigentinny. The new 
clubhouse is a handsome building of two storeys built on the site of the old Fillyside Farm. 
Building operations were started about six months ago. The accommodation on the ground 
floor includes a common room with locker accommodation for 200 persons, while on the 
upper floor is a house for the head greenkeeper.

Note: The competition being played at Craigentinny on the same day was the semi final of the 
Craigentinny Quaich and it is interesting to note that the comments on the course were thus; 

A stiff Westerly wind was blowing, but otherwise the conditions were good. Mr R.M. Menzies, 
Lochend, Vice President of the Leith Golf Tournament Committee, had acted as umpire. The 
holes on the course, owing to the new pavilion being at the South end, have been altered. The 
old second is now the first and the old first, the eighteenth, but to-day the games were played 
in the old rotation.  
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Edinburgh Evening News June 29th, 1939
New Clubhouse Opening
The new pavilion will be officially opened in the interval between the first and second rounds 
of the Craigentinny Quaich tournament, sponsored by the Leith golf tournaments committee 
and open to players in greater Edinburgh. 

Competitors are asked to note that the old clubhouse will be used for this occasion.

Edinburgh Evening News July 10th, 1939

Opening Of Clubhouse
Councillor Tom Stevenson, chairman of the general purposes committee of the Edinburgh 
Town Council, who formally opened the new clubhouse at Craigentinny golf course on 
Saturday, is himself a keen golfer and an advocate of open spaces and recreational facilities for 
old and young. He told the gathering at Craigentinny that while convenor of the Public Parks 
committee he always had a dread that the Craigentinny course would be taken away from 
the golfers, but four years ago, almost to Saturday’s date, the good sense of the Corporation 
prevailed. According to some cynics, said the councillor, golf was a disease,not a game. It was 
in the constitution, just as one took, say, measles or flu. But golf was really just the finest game 
that people could play – old or young, men or women. It used to be said that golf widows 
existed, but now women played golf just as much as their menfolk did. Councillor Stevenson 
concluded by drawing from his fund of happy golf tales. The golf enthusiasts wife was reading 
aloud from the newspaper and exclaimed: ‘Goodness me, a man has beaten his wife to death 
with a niblick.’The husbands comment was: ‘How many strokes did he take, my dear?’

Baillie Sawers speaking at the opening of the new clubhouse at Craigentinny golf course on Saturday.
Among the Town councillors present were councillor Tom Stevenson, who performed the opening ceremony, 

and councillor James Miller, convenor of the parks sub committee.
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1939, however, finds the club once more in dispute with the Town Council.   The  new clubhouse, 
which had been promised for some time, was now opened but the club’s expectations of 
additional facilities were dashed. The posting of a notice board in the clubhouse was not 
permitted and it took the outbreak of war in September to bring ‘peace’to a situation which, 
in these days of greater enlightenment, beggars description. Once again the course was 
taken over by the Military Authorities and at the Annual General Meeting, held on a Sunday 
afternoon because of black-out restrictions, the club was faced with the choice of carrying 
on by any means possible or of recognising the need for a cutting down of activities.   It is 
interesting to note that some of the members were of the opinion that the war would be over 
in a matter of weeks and they, of course, advocated that the club should carry on as usual.   
There were others (and they were to be proved right) who felt that the state of emergency 
might very well last longer than anticipated and it was they who swayed the meeting and 
brought about the decision that an attempt should be made to carry on as a club but that all 
major competitions be suspended meantime. Thus it was that the club faced the 1939-40 
season with the prospect of Monthly Medals and the New Year’s Day competition only.  In view 
of the restricted nature of the club’s future activities, it was felt that the positions of Secretary 
and Treasurer could be combined and the Secretary of the day, Mr. R. M. Ness, took over the 
duties involved.  The committee were elected en bloc to serve through the period of war and 
the Annual Subscription fixed at 2/6d. It was then recommended that all trophies belonging 
to the club be put in storage and the necessary arrangements were made with Stoddart, the 
Jeweller of Great Junction Street, Leith.

On the 1st of April 1940 Craigentinny, as a result of Military occupancy, was cut to nine 
holes; a par of 38 was fixed for the nine holes and all handicaps were raised three strokes.  The 
Monthly Medals continued but were cut to nine holes when it was found that some members 
were unable to participate because of the time taken to cover the course twice. 
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8. Forced off their course at Leith by the 
council, Now it was Hitler!

Craigentinny war defences
A World War II anti-aircraft Z-Battery was sited on Craigentinny Golf Course, to the east of 
Edinburgh and southeast of Leith,. Site number EZ1.The Z-Battery was armed with rocket 
launchers rather than heavy guns, and records indicate that this battery was equipped with 61 
U2P unrotating twin barrelled launchers, GL Radar Mk II, and an accommodation camp. Aerial 
photography taken by the RAF in 1946 showed the remains of the battery, together with a 
row of huts on the southern perimeter of the course.The battery was manned by the Home 
Guard.The Z-Battery was located about 300 metres south of a conventional heavy anti-
aircraft (HAA) battery also located on the golf course, AA Battery Craigentinny Golf Course. 
This battery appears to have been provided with its own accommodation camp to the west, 
as the aerial photography showed a separate set of huts south of the Z-Battery, along the 
southern perimeter of the golf course.There are no surviving remains of the battery, which 
was removed at the end of the war, and the site reverted to Craigentinny Golf Course.

The above is Courtesy of Internet.

Note: Crops On Golf Courses 1941
Nearly ten per cent of the acreage of all the golf courses in Edinburgh and Mid Lothian have 
been ploughed up and is carrying excellent crops of oats and potatoes.

Edinburgh Corporation alone ploughed up nearly 100 acres of golf courses, including one 
whole course of about 40 acres. This is in addition to ground in parks given over for allotments.

Charity competitions were organised but they and the monthly medals had a very short life 
indeed because the course was finally closed on the 3rd of June 1940.

Again a Special General Meeting was held when it was decided to carry on, using Portobello 
as the home course.   It was decided to run three medal competitions and a Summer Outing 
if possible, and for medal purposes it was felt that a period of two weeks should be allotted in 
order that as many members as possible could take part.   It was also agreed that the par for 
Portobello should be set at 34 and should Portobello suffer the same fate as Craigentinny. It 
was decided that any competitions organised by the club be held at the Braid Hills.  Attendances 
at medal competitions at Portobello were small, however, and in an endeavour to pull out 
the members it was decided to run a weekly sweepstake.  Whether this was the solution 
required will never be known because Portobello itself was closed down in April 1941 and an 
unwelcome and unhappy phase of the club’s history was brought to an end.  Once again the 
problem of how and where to carry on was debated and at a special General Meeting held on 
the 7th April 1941, when only 13 members attended, it was intimated by the Secretary that 
the Thistle Golf Club had very kindly indicated that any member of the club could have the 
facilities available at the Braid Hills and, if it was decided to play at the Braids, they were willing 
to accept our members into their club for the duration of the emergency. It was decided in 
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the end that the club should carry on and that application be made to the Duddingston Golf 
Club for permission to use their course on Saturday evenings.  In their reply the Duddingston 
Secretary indicated that they had inaugurated a scheme whereby they were prepared to 
accept 50 dispossessed golfers into special membership at a registration fee of 2/6d.   this 
registration entitled the holder to play over Duddingston at a reduced rate of 1/- per round 
and they were prepared to accept up to a maximum of 24 players from the Lochend Golf 
Club.   Although play was restricted to Mondays and Wednesdays from 9a.m. to 4p.m., Friday 
all day and from 4p.m. onwards on Saturdays, the club was quick to accept the offer and 
the 24 permits were distributed among the more regular of the attenders at Portobello. This 
registration with the Duddingston Club was valid for twelve months and on renewal in 1942 
the club was allotted 33 permits and facilities were extended to include Sunday golf and the 
introduction of a visitor every fortnight.

Allotments on the golf course
As if things were not bad enough, the course was to be used for more allotments for Edinburgh 
applicants as the Scotsman reported on January 22nd, 1942. In view of the continuing demand 
for allotments in Edinburgh, the Edinburgh Garden Allotments Committee are endeavouring to 
secure more ground for cultivation this year. As a first instalment of their 1942 programme 
they have arranged to provide a further 170 allotments – 50 on Craigentinny Golf Course, 
50 in the King’s Park (Meadowbank Section) and 70 in the West meadows. The committee are 
to fence in and provide a water supply for each area. Applications for plots in the new area’s 
should be sent at once to the Town Clerk, City Chambers.

The conditions prevailing at this time limited golf to a great extent, Guns, Allotments on the 
course. Some members were in the Forces, others were engaged in war work and fire-watching 

and the non-golfing public were inclined 
to look on anyone travelling with golf 
clubs with disfavour: as a result, even 
the Summer Outings were held at 
Duddingston.  An attempt was made to 
continue with the matches against the 
Thistle Club for the Snuff Mull but the 
Thistle Club could not guarantee that 
a team would be available and it was 
agreed that competition for the Snuff 
Mull be held in abeyance until the war 
ended and the trophy was handed over 
to the Thistle Club for safe keeping.  

Thus it was that the club continued to operate.  No competitions were held apart from the 
Monthly Medals and Summer Outings, and these were all played on a course from which they 
could be evicted at practically any time.  The jubilee year, 1941, came and went and the club 
was unable to celebrate the occasion in any way.  Committee meeting were cut to a minimum, 
every three months, and in October 1942 the club was faced with a further crisis, this time a 
financial one.
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An indication of the club’s financial position is the fact that in 1940 it had been considered 
seriously that affiliation to the Lothians Golf Association would strain the resources of the club 
to the utmost.  This affiliation was maintained, however, and now, at an Extraordinary General 
Meeting held on the 22nd of October 1942, the whole question of finance was put squarely 
to the members. It was announced that the club had a balance of 2 ½ d from the previous year 
and this position was described by one member as ludicrous, when it was revealed that the 
Building Fund was carrying a balance of over £80.  Whilst the majority of members present 
were of the opinion that the Building Fund should now be used to maintain the club during the 
period of war, one of the older members who had seen the beginning of the Building Fund and 
who had taken legal advice about the legality of such a step, made his protest.   He put it to the 
meeting that the Building Fund, having been started off in 1926 with the proceeds from a Stop 
Watch Competition was, to a great extent, public money and as such could not be touched by 
the club for any purpose other than building.  

The introduction of the term ‘public money’caused quite a furore and argument was loud 
and prolonged.  Investigation of the club’s records, however, revealed the fact that nothing 
had been said or done at the time of its inception that could prevent the money available in 
the Building Fund from being used for general purposes. A decision to use the money was 
eventually taken whilst it was felt that the account as it stood should not lose its identity 
by being merged with any other account, since, in the opinion of the meeting, a time might 
come when the club would be in a position to build the long desired clubhouse.  By keeping 
the Building Fund in being, it was felt that future members of the club would be kept aware of 
the club’s intentions and would themselves support and assist in the realising of an ambition.

R. M. Menzies who served the club as captain from 1938 to 1944 and who was for a time 
secretary opened the General Meeting of 1944 by saying- ‘I have nothing to say beyond 
welcoming the members, since nothing of note has occurred in the past year.’  This can truly 
be said of that period in the club’s history which embraces the years 1944 to 1950.   Although 
history was being made elsewhere in the world, the Lochend Golf Club was content at the 
time to maintain its existence and even, although conditions were not conducive to expansion, 
to add to its list of members, until an end was brought to their golf at Duddingston with 
the closure of the temporary membership scheme in March 1945.   Once again a General 
Meeting was called and after much discussion it was decided that the club should move its 
headquarters to the Monktonhall course in Musselburgh, and here the club was to continue its 
function without further interruption until the course at Craigentinny was re-opened.

The war ended, as all wars must, and soon it was time to consider a return to something 
approaching pre-war activities and to this end the Currie Cup was brought out of cold storage 
and put up for competition again in season 1945 – 46.  Some of the club’s other trophies were 
introduced and the next two or three years saw some very keen competition since the club had 
acquired as members some of the leading golfers of Musselburgh.  Matches with the Thistle 
Club for the Snuff Mull trophy were re-started and competitive games were arranged with the 
Monktonhall Club.

All in all it could be said that although Craigentinny was no longer in use as a golf course, the 
Lochend Club was thriving.  This did not, of course, blind the officials of the club to the fact 
that it was in the interest of the club and Leith golfers as a whole, that Craigentinny be re-
opened and the subject was brought up on many occasions at committee level and numerous 
contacts made with local Councillors and the Parks Department.
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9. Returning Home To Craigentinny
Two further years were to pass before Craigentinny was finally re-opened in 1951 as a nine 
hole course and the decision taken at the Annual General Meeting in 1950 that Craigentinny 
should once again be the club’s home course was implemented.   Before the course opened, 
however, application was made to the Parks Department for facilities at Craigentinny and 
this application was repeated until the club was eventually granted the courtesy of the first 
tee for all medals and major competitions. Par for the nine holes was set at 36 but in the 
winter of 1951-52 the course was closed for a rest and the winter medals saw the return of 
the Lochend Golf  Club to Monktonhall. The privileges granted to the club were maintained 
yearly and with the return to Craigentinny of the competitions run under the auspices of Leith 
Tournaments Committee, things were beginning to look up. Unfortunately the condition of 
the course did not give to satisfaction and complaints of a similar nature to those made when 
the course opened first in 1908, during the 1914-18 war and throughout the period of the 
thirties when extensive alterations were on hand, were forwarded to the Parks Department.

In November 1953 the Corporation, replying to one of the club’s many letters, indicated that 
the course might be extended to 18 holes by 1955, and further agitation brought a reply 
form the Parks Superintendent in 1954 which indicated that pressure was being applied in an 
effort to achieve this objective.  The eventual re-opening of the 18 hole course brought with 
it rumours to the effect that the Corporation contemplated the building of a new and larger 
clubhouse at Craigentinny and on the chance that accommodation might available to the club, 
the committee lost no time in writing to the Parks Department.  Unfortunately the reply was 
in the negative since no new building of this nature was planned in the foreseeable future, and 
once again the hopes of the club were dashed.

The return to normality at Craigentinny saw a gradual change in the membership of the club.   
Having played for many years at Monktonhall, a fairly large member of Musselburgh golfers 
had been attracted into the club and now, as was to be expected, this number began to fall 
off.   However, Craigentinny was now introducing more and more people to golf and as a result 
the Lochend Club began to reap the benefit. New members were recruited and from their 
number came several who were destined to play a leading part in the running of the club.  A 
more satisfactory aspect of  this recruiting, however, was the number of young golfers that 
joined the club and soon a core of young players was built up which was to become the envy 
of most of the non-course-owning clubs in the district. The picture then, in 1958, was one 
which showed the club to be once more on the uprise and gave to the future a rosiness which 
was just tribute to the duties performed so ably throughout the war years, and the years in 
exile, by the responsible officials.
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The course as it looked from the air in 1954
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1898 to 1958 It’s Been A Long Time In Coming !
For what was to prove the last time, the thoughts of the club were directed to the long desired 
clubhouse and in 1958 the decision taken in 1942 that the club should retain the Building 
Fund as a carrot in front of the members’noses was eventually to be proved a wise one.  The 
older members of the club, always aware of the Fund and the ideal behind it, were forever alive 
to any opportunity that might bring the dream of a clubhouse to a reality and having heard 
of the good fortune of the Carrick Vale Club in securing premises at Carrick Knowe, it was 
felt that application should be made to the Edinburgh Corporation regarding the erection of 
a similar building at Craigentinny.  Not since the days of Leith Links and the club’s premises at 
147 Lochend Road, had the members of Lochend Golf Club enjoyed the privilege of their own 
clubhouse, but now,The Corporation, in their reply, indicated that they were prepared to meet 
a deputation from the club at Craigentinny and a meeting was arranged.  The Superintendent 
of Parks, Mr. Harrison, and Mr. Penman of the City Architect’s Office, attended and indicated 
that the Corporation was not prepared to meet the expense of further building. They let it 
be known, however, that if the club was prepared to meet the cost of building themselves, 
the Corporation would, on receipt of the necessary application, be prepared to allocate a site 
adjacent to the existing clubhouse.  The application was duly submitted together with an appeal 
for a grant or loan to meet the cost and the Corporation, while unable to authorise a grant, 
agreed to the negotiating of a loan which in the end was to prove more or less sufficient for the 
club’s needs.   Plans were drawn up by Mr. Walter Wallace, a member of the club and submitted 
to the Dean of Guild and the Town Planning Officer and were subsequently approved. The 
club now had the ground, the money and the necessary permission to go ahead. Many of 
the members felt that sufficient labour could be obtained from the club itself to complete 
the building but it was the opinion of the committee that with the winter months ahead, a 
contractor should be authorised and it was a great day indeed when building began on the 
site (cleared by Corporation employees as a gesture of goodwill) and the foundations were 
laid.  To assist in the repayment of the loan, an appeal was made to Leith Firms by means of 
a circular letter which set out a short history of the club and a special building fund was set 
up within the club, giving the members an opportunity of contributing direct.   Both ventures 
produced some reasonable response, though not up to the expectations of the committee, 
and when the clubhouse was finished and eventually occupied in June 1959, the first line of 
action was the setting up of a bar, the profits from which, it was hoped, would go some way 
towards the repayment of the loan.   It was then decided to tackle the inside of the clubhouse 
and due mainly to the efforts of the committee members who turned out two, three and 

sometimes more nights of the week, the inside walls 
were boarded up, the flooring cut and laid and most 
of the paintwork completed before the advent of 
the winter of 1959-60.

This layout has obviously changed a great deal since 
its inception in the 1960s. However, it’s a testament 
to the members and committee of the time that this 
project ever happened at all. Having met several of 
the members during my visits, I get the feeling that 
the above spirit and dedication from both (Ladies 
and Gentlemen) still exists within the club today.
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Apportioning of the credit for the clubhouse and the work completed since its building is 
difficult, but the main volume of the paper work concerned was borne by the Treasurer, Mr. J. 
B. Roche, Sen., while the Secretary, Mr. T. McLaren, must take a deal of credit for his work in 
appropriating much of the raw material necessary and for the hours he put in working alongside 
the remaining committee members. If not mentioned individually, the workers who turned 
up so regularly can be congratulated collectively on the keenness shown and the capabilities 
displayed.   It is true to say that without the skilled tradesman it could not have been done.   At 
the same time, however, the labourers and their contribution to the finished clubhouse should 
not be forgotten. In full possession now of a clubhouse, it was soon evident to all that a new 
spirit was abroad and the members were able to appreciate to the full the sense of camaraderie 
brought about by the opportunity afforded of gathering after a game of golf and the chance 
of sitting down and discussing the affairs of the club.  

The Annual General Meeting was held in the clubhouse on the 24th September 1959 and 
the formation of a Ladies’Section on 22nd October 1959 was responsible for the committee 
deciding to open the clubhouse on Wednesday evenings throughout the winter in an effort to 
keep the interest of the members and there can be no doubt that this had been successful.

1959 was brought to a close when the club’s Annual Dinner and Presentation of Prizes was held 
on the premises on the night of 4th December and with a growing membership and an ever 
broadening sphere of activities, the club now faces another season and another decade with 
a confidence, born of the knowledge of its members, that each and every one will contribute 
wholeheartedly to what can only be future of triumph and assured success.

Some Club Fixture Books over the years
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The Clubhouse Extension
The idea of a clubhouse extension was first passed at the A.G.M. In 1964.

With the club’s Thanks
Looking back over the years of the club’s existence and treading carefully in the many and 
devious paths the Lochend Golf club has followed, one can see traces of the hands that have 
held the reins of office and guided the club to its present position in Leith golf.  Many fine 
golfers have passed through the ranks, some destined to become professional.   No doubt many 
more will come and go, but in the final analysis of the club’s will to live and its determination to 
succeed, the palm must be awarded to the few who have given the club, in their term of office, 
their all, and such a man was.

John Young
John Young joined the club in 1902 and was elected Captain in 1903, a post he held in 1908 
and from 1911 to the end of the First World War in 1918. These facts in themselves are 
remarkable enough but do not reflect the impact that he made on the club. He fell heir to 
the captaincy at a time when the Leith Town Council was contemplating the closure of Leith 
Links and threw himself into the role of protector, mediator and eventually provider. He 
defended the club’s rights in Leith to the last, matched the Council in debate, and, in the end, 
was instrumental in extracting from the Council a promise that was to bring Craigentinny into 
being. To the end he was a valuable member of club and his going was deeply regretted.

John Cameron
In 1921, the appointed Secretary resigned without attending a meeting and a Special General 
Meeting was held, the sole purpose of which was the election of a new Secretary.  To the 
delight of everyone present, John Cameron volunteered to act as Interim Secretary for a 
period of six months and it is in Mr. Cameron that we find the outstanding personality of the 
nineteen-twenties.   He joined the club in 1917 and held his ‘temporary’post as Secretary until 
1923, when he was elected Captain.  Unfortunately a Secretary could not be found and Mr. 
Cameron, very reluctantly, relinquished his appointment and agreed to continue as Secretary.  
His long overdue election to the Captaincy came in 1927 and he served a further two years in 
this position.   He was eventually lost to the club when he turned his attention to bowls but his 
term as Secretary has furnished the club with a legacy in the shape of his minutes.   These cover 
the activities of the club most fully and display much of the man himself – humour, regret, and 
even anger are expressed in no small measure throughout.   He extended his services to the 
limit and contrived to fit in to his time the Secretaryship of the Leith Tournaments Committee 
and it may have been this very facet of the men that forced him into eventual retirement from 
the active and unpaid side of the club’s existence that he had graced for so long.

Bob Ness
In 1949 the Secretary indicated at the General Meeting that it was time he retired.  Many 
times have those words been spoken.   They had indeed been spoken by the same man the 
previous year.  This time it was final and Robert M. Ness was no longer Secretary of the Lochend 
Golf Club, a parting which marked the end of a period which could well be called ‘Bob Ness’s 
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time’. ‘Bob’Ness joined the Lochend Golf Club in 1933 and was appointed Secretary in 1937. 
Shortly after war 1939, when curtailment of the club’s activities was deemed necessary, he 
took over the additional responsibility of the Treasurer’s job and continued in his dual capacity 
until 1947. The club officials, who had been elected to serve throughout the war were, in the 
main, responsible for the club emerging from this difficult period intact and full of life and none 
was so unsparing in his efforts than ‘Bob’Ness.  A stickler in everything he did, ‘Bob’no doubt 
incurred the wrath of many a member but when all dispute is set aside and every consideration 
given to the trials and tribulations of the times, it emerges clearly that ‘Bob’was more often 
right than wrong.  The war period could have been the death of the club but ‘Bob’s’organising 
ability and his predilection for sticking to the rules (even to the extent of disqualifying himself 
from a competition for an entirely innocent breach of rules) was, it is certain, a constant 
reminder to the members that some day the war would end and the club would return to 
normal playing conditions.  It is entirely due to ‘Bob’that the club saw the war through on a 
fairly sound financial basis and testimony was given at each General Meeting of the period to 
his ability to keep expenses down to a minimum so that application to the Building Fund was 
seldom, if ever, necessary. Though not in the classic mould as a player,  ‘Bob’was always an 
opponent to be reckoned with and played for many years to a low handicap, during which time 
he represented the club in the ‘Dispatch Trophy’, ‘Christie-Miller’Tournament and the Leith 
Hospital tournament.

Thus, ‘Bob’Ness, a personality, a determined golfer and a great servant to the Lochend Golf 
Club.

Dependence on men of the calibre of such as John Young, John Cameron and Robert Ness is a 
feature common to most clubs.  They came to the fore when the need for a definite lead was 
greatest.  Every crisis, however, brings a new personality to the surface and it would indeed be 
unfortunate if, in the ranks of present members, there is not someone, unaware of what lies 
ahead, who is destined to play as great a part, if not greater, in the future of Lochend.

J.B. Roche Jnr.
J.B Roche was Captain of the club from 1956 to 1962, 
and again in 1973, 1974. His father was also Captain 
from 1949 to 1952.

When Brian Ross approached the author of this booklet 
it was the original notes compiled by J.B. Roche which 
kick started the idea of a 125 years history, and we are 
indebted to Mr Roche for his early work.
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10. Formation Of Ladies Club
The Annual General Meeting was held in the clubhouse on the 24th September 1959 and 
the formation of a Ladies’Section on 22nd October 1959 was responsible for the committee 
deciding to open the clubhouse on Wednesday evenings throughout the winter in an effort to 
keep the interest of the members and there can be no doubt that this had been successful.

1959 was brought to a close when the club’s Annual Dinner and Presentation of Prizes was held 
on the premises on the night of 4th December and with a growing membership and an ever 
broadening sphere of activities, the club now faced another season and another decade with 
a confidence, born of the knowledge of its members, that each and every one will contribute 
wholeheartedly to what can only be a feature of triumph and assured success.

The first lady captain was appointed in 1966 as the ladies section grew in numbers.

Over the years the ladies section has continued to evolve into the active section it is today in 
the Edinburgh golf community. With a reputation for an active, open and friendly golf section, 
this is reflective of all the lady members past and present, and is the ethos on which the 
section is run.    

The principals of the ladies section remain as relevant now as they were in 1959, to support 
and encourage lady golfers of all ages and abilities to enjoy and improve their golf game within 
a club environment,  and to encourage and nurture friendship and support for the lady golfers 
at Lochend. To this end the club supports the ladies section which is run solely for the benefit 
of the ladies.  In addition to a successful golfing programme of events and trophies competed 
for annually at Lochend,  the ladies also  compete in Scottish golf events, with many successes 
each year at competitions external to our club.

The ladies section is also very active 
socially with a number of days out, social 
events and an annual golfing holiday 
arranged by the ladies themselves.  
The annual holiday event started with 
a trip to Aberfeldy golf club for a long 
weekend of golf back in 1980. This 
event has  grown in popularity and is 
now a week’s golfing holiday each year 
abroad in Turkey.

In addition to the social golf, the ladies 
section runs an open competition each 
June with ladies coming from other 
golf clubs in Edinburgh and surrounding 

areas to all play golf together and compete for a number of prizes. All prizes for this event 
are donated and sponsored by the Lochend ladies themselves.  This competition is unique to 
Lochend golf club as there is no other ladies section affiliated to an Edinburgh Leisure golf 
course that organises such a tournament each year.
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The ladies section currently has 42 lady members, with eight of these member acting as the 
ladies committee. This committee is responsible for organising all the ladies competitions 
throughout the year, including friendly matches played against other local ladies golf sections. 
The ladies section currently play For over 20 different trophies throughout the year, in addition 
to monthly Scottish Ladies golf association medals and monthly stableford competitions.

Each December the ladies section hold their annual prizegiving dinner in the clubhouse, 
following the formal prizegiving the ladies committee organise entertainment for the section. 
In the past this has consisted of putting on a panto or show with the ladies taking part in fun 
game and a Christmas sing along. 

Lady Captains
1966 M Webber 1992 – 1994 P Meikle                                                     
1966 – 1970 M Brown 1994 – 1996 T Day
1970 – 1972 E Gray 1996 – 1998 S Craig
1972 – 1977 E Noble 1998 – 2002 E Reid
1977 – 1979 S Scott 2002 – 2004 P Hill
1979 M Cochrane 2004 – 2006 M Richards
1979 – 1982 F Watt 2006 – 2008 C Derighetti
1982 – 1983 M MacLean 2008 – 2010 E Gillespie
1983 – 1985 M Paillou 2010 – 2012 F Findlay
1985 – 1987 M McCowan 2012 – 2014 S Fairgrieve
1987 – 1989 F Allanach 2014 – 2016 S Munro
1989 – 1991 S Dickson 2016 – 2018 V Mitchell
1991 – 1992 E McCowan

Lady Champions
2016 Eileen Gillespie 1998 Linda Bain 
2015 Eileen Gillespie 1997 Evelyn McCowan
2014 Diane Moncrieffe 1996 Evelyn McCowan
2013 Jaci Moriarty 1995 Linda Bain
2012 Linda Bain 1994 Evelyn McCowan
2011 Diane Moncrieffe 1993 Evelyn McCowan
2010 Linda Bain 1992 Evelyn McCowan
2009 Linda Bain 1991 Evelyn McCowan
2008 Linda Bain 1990 Evelyn McCowan
2007 Linda Bain 1989 Evelyn McCowan
2006 Linda Bain 1988 Evelyn McCowan
2005 Eileen Gillespie 1987 Evelyn McCowan
2004 Eileen Gillespie 1986 Evelyn McCowan
2003 Eileen Gillespie 1985 Evelyn McCowan
2002 Linda Bain 1984 Pat Meikle
2001 Joyce Anderson 1983 Eunice Reid
2000 Joyce Anderson 1982 Evelyn McCowan
1999 Linda Bain 1981 Evelyn McCowan
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1980 D Powrie 1970 E Gray
1979 M Maclean 1969 V Field
1978 P Cochrane 1968 M Brown
1977 V Field 1967 M Brown
1976 Evelyn McCowan 1966 M Brown
1975 D Powrie 1965 Margaret Webber
1974 V Field 1964 Marion Law
1973 D Cochrane 1963 Margaret Webber
1972 D Cochrane 1962 Margaret Webber
1971 V Field

Most Wins
Evelyn McCowan 15 Diane Moncrieffe 2
Linda Bain 9 Jaci Moriarty 1
Eileen Gillespie 4 Pat Meikle 1
Joyce Anderson  3 Eunice Reid 1
M Brown 3 M Maclean 1
Margaret Webber 3 P Cochrane  1
V Field 3 E Gray 1
D Cochrane 2 Marion Law 1
D Powrie  2

Centenary Trophy

2016 Kelly McShannon 2003 Kath Leith
2015 Sandra Craig 2002 Coleen Derighetti
2014 Nicola McShannon 2001 Linda Bain
2013 Coleen Derighetti 2000 Eileen Gillespie
2012 Sandra Fairgrieve 1999 Jaci Moriarty
2011 Jane Maclean 1998 Sandra Craig
2010 Coleen Derighetti 1997 Ruby Curran
2009 Jaci Moriarty 1996 Evelyn McCowan
2008 Joan Gray 1995 Linda Bain
2007 Fiona Findlay 1994 Elaine Binne
2006 Coleen Derighetti 1993 Kath Leith
2005 Coleen Derighetti 1992 Kath Leith
2004 Coleen Derighetti 

Christmas Greensomes
2016 Kelly McShannon & Christine Dougan
2015 Kelly McShannon & Morag Nicholson
2014  Diane Moncrieff & Mandy McBain
2013  Cathy Jennings & Jacqui McIntosh
2012  Pat Meikle & Joan Gray
2011  Diane Moncrieff & Mandy McBain
2010  Jaci Moriarty & Coleen Derighetti
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Faye Allanach Trophy

2016 Jennifer Somerville 2006 Jessie Grahame
2015 Jane MacLean 2005 Patsy Miller
2014 Sheila Munro 2004 Diane Moncrieff
2013 Eileen Gillespie 2003 Joan Gray
2012 Jaci Moriarty 2002 Diane Moncrieff
2011 Sheila Munro 2001 Jaci Moriarty
2010 Sheila Munro 2000 Eileen Gillespie
2009 Mandy McBain 1999 Sandra Craig
2008 Margaret Richards 1998 Jaci Moriarty
2007 Linda Bain 

Bronze Medal Silver Medal

2000 Joan Gray Violet Paterson
2002 Jaci Moriarty Eileen Gillespie
2003 Val Smith Eileen Gillespie
2004 Violet Paterson Kath Leith
2005 Joan Gray Diane Moncrieff
2006 Nicola Moriarty Eileen Gillespie
2007 Nicola Moriarty Jaci Moriarty
2008 Sue Sayer Jaci Moriarty
2009 Thelma Dey Diane Moncrieff
2010 Sheila Munro Mandy McBain
2011 Sandra Craig Linda Bain
2012 Vivien Mitchell Diane Moncrieff
2013 Sheila Munro Vivien Mitchell
2014 Lorna Lynch Sheila Munro
2015 Myra Law Jaci Moriarty

Betty Noble Trophy

2016 Mandy McBain 2005 Eileen Gillespie
2015 Myra Law 2004 Coleen Derighetti
2014 Kelly McShannon 2003 Jessie Grahame
2013 Vivien Mitchell 2002 Joan Gray
2012 Diane Moncrieff 2001 Linda Bain
2011 Emily Pendleton 2000 Joan Gray
2010 Coleen Derighetti 1999 Kath Leith
2009 Eileen Gillespie 1998 K. Potter
2008 Jane Maclean 1997 Ruby Curran
2007 Pat Meikle 1996 Eileen Gillespie
2006 Violet Paterson 
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Jessie Grahame Trophy

2016 Donna Fleming 2014 Pat Meikle
2015 Carole Owens 2013 Eunice Reid

Joyce Anderson Trophy

2015 Nicola McShannon 2011 Sheila Munro
2014 Fiona Findlay 2010 Jane Maclean
2013 Jane Maclean 2009 Diane Moncrieff
2012 Sandra Fairgrieve 2008 Pat Hill

Linda Dewar Trophy

2007 Fiona Findlay 1994 Kath Leith
2006 Patsy Miller 1993 Ruby Curran
2005 Coleen Derighetti 1992 Myra Butler
2004 Patsy White 1991 Eunice Reid
2003 Linda Hutchinson 1990 Ruby Curran
2002 Eileen Gillespie 1989 Ruby Curran
2001 Joan Gray 1988 Pat Meikle
1997 Myra Butler 1987 Eva Drummond
1996 Joyce Anderson 1986 Eva Drummond
1995 Joan Gray 1985 Evelyn McCowan

League Cup

2016 Fiona Findlay 2012 Jaci Moriarty
2015 Jaci Moriarty 2011 Eileen Gillespie
2014 Fiona Findlay 2010 Jaci Moriarty
2013 Jaci Moriarty 2009 Fiona Findlay
  

Maimie Paillou Trophy

2016 Christine Dougan 2012 Helen Borthwick
2015 Morag Nicholson 2011 Mary Law
2014 Diane Crolla 2010 Sandra Fairegrieve
2013 Diane Crolla 2009 Lorna Mackay

Stableford Trophy

2016 Fiona Findlay 2007 Fiona Findlay
2015 Carole Owens 2006 Eileen Gillespie
2014 Eileen Gillespie 2005 Eileen Gillespie
2013 Lorna Lynch 2004 Kath Leith
2012 Fiona Findlay 2003 Pat Meikle
2011 Sheila Munro 2002 Anne Mclennan
2010 Joan Gray 2001 Pat Hill
2009 Fiona Findlay 2000 Violet Paterson
2008 Helen Borthwick 1999 Eileen Gillespie
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Summer Foursomes Trophy

2016 Joan Gray & Coleen Derighetti 2007 Diane Moncrieff & Sue Sayer
2015 Kelly McShannon & Eunice Reid 2006 Pat Meikle & Linda Bain
2014 Jane Maclean & Carole Owens 2005 Jaci Moriarty & Carole Owens
2013 Joan Gray & Diane Moncrieff 2004 Joan Gray & Violet Paterson
2012 Rhona Archibald & Fiona Findlay 2003 Linda Bain and Joan Gray
2011 Joan Gray & Sandra Craig 2002 Coleen Derighetti and Linda Bain
2010 Jane Maclean & Diane Moncrieff 2001 Jaci Moriarty and Coleen Derighetti
2009 Thelma Dey & Jane Maclean 2000 Eileen Gillespie and Jaci Moriarty
2008 Pat Meikle & Eileen Stevenson 1999 Wendy Gould and Eileen Gillespie

Summer Matchplay

2016 Fiona Findlay 2000 Jaci Moriarty
2015 Morag Nicholson 1999 Eileen Gillespie
2014 Lorna Mackay 1998 Violet Paterson
2013 Sheila Munro 1997 Pat Meikle
2012 Fiona Finday 1996 Wendy Gould
2011 Jane Maclean 1995 Pat Meikle  
2010 Coleen Derighetti 1994 Linda Bain
2009 Diane Moncrieff 1993 Wendy Gould
2008 Jaci Moriarty 1992 Joyce Anderson
2007 Jaci Moriarty 1991 Joyce Anderson
2006 Joan Gray 1990 Evelyn McCowan 
2005 Joan Gray 1989 Ruby Curran
2004 Jaci Moriarty 1988 Pat Meikle
2003 Jaci Moriarty 1987 Pat Meikle
2002 Pat Meikle  1986 Margaret Thomson
2001 Linda Bain 

Tuesday Girls Trophy

2016 Linda Hutchinson 2008 Coleen Derighetti
2015 Coleen Derighetti 2007 Helen Borthwick
2014 Jane Maclean 2006 Joan Gray
2013 Morag Nicholson 2005 Pat Meikle
2012 Linda Hutchinson 2004 Diane Moncrieff
2011 Mandy McBain 2003 Patsy Miller
2010 Jane Maclean 2002 Ruby Curran
2009 Fiona Findlay
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Rebecca Ellis Ford Trophy

2016 Donna Fleming 2008 Eileen Gillespie
2015 Kelly McShannon 2007 Fiona Findlay
2014 Fiona Findlay 2006 Jaci Moriarty
2013 Sheila Munro 2005 Jaci Moriarty
2012 Vivien Mitchell 2004 Carole Owens
2011 Jaci Moriarty 2003 Patsy White
2010 Jaci Moriarty 2002 Diane Moncrieff
2009 Sheila Munro 2001 Jaci Moriarty

Grace Robinson Trophy

2016 Eileen Gillespie 1994 Kath Leith
2015 Geraldine MacFlynn 1993 Myra Law
2014 Coleen Derighetti 1992 Sandra Craig
2013 Sheila Munro 1991 Sandra Craig
2012 Pat Meikle 1990 Myra Law
2011 Diane Moncrieff 1989 M Douglas
2010 Diane Moncrieff 1988 Evelyn McCowan
2009 Mandy McBain 1987 Joyce Anderson
2008 Jaci Moriarty 1986 Linda Hutchinson
2007 Thelma Dey 1985 Eunice Reid
2006 Jaci Moriarty 1984 Faye Allanach
2005 Nicola Moriarty 1983 Evelyn McCowan
2004 Linda Bain 1982 Linda Hutchinson
2003 Eileen Gillespie 1981 J Nicol
2002 Pat Hill 1980 Faye Allanach
2001 Pat Hill 1979 M MacLean
2000 Joan Gray 1978 P Cochrane
1999 Evelyn McCowan 1977 M Weir
1998 Jaci Moriarty 1976 M Weir
1997 Violet Paterson 1975 S C Scott
1996 Sandra Craig 
1995 Evelyn McCowan 
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Eclectic Trophy

2016 J. Somerville 2004 E. Gillespie
2015 E. Gillespie 2003 L. Hutchinson
2014 J. Moriarty 2002 E. Gillespie
2013 F. Findlay 2001 P. Hill
2012 F. Findlay 2000 R. Curran
2011 E. Gillespie 1999 L. Hutchinson
2010 J. Moriarty 1998 J. Anderson
2009 C. Derighetti 1997 J. Anderson
2008 E. Gillespie 1996 L. Hutchinson
2007 J. Moriarty 1995 L. Hutchinson
2006 E. Gillespie 1994 O. Jones
2005 V. Paterson 

Daily Mail Foursomes

2016 Cathy Jennings & Christine Dugan 2012 Jaci Moriarty & Coleen Derighetti
2015 Lorna Lynch & Christine Dugan 2011 Mandy McBain & Carole Owens
2014 Viv Mitchell & Morag Nicholson 2010 Mandy McBain & Carole Owens
2013 Jaci Moriarty & Coleen Derighetti 

Centenary Trophy

2016 Kelly McShannon 2004 Coleen Derighetti
2015 Sandra Craig 2003 Kath Leith 
2014 Nicola McShannon 2002 Coleen Derighetti
2013 Coleen Derighetti 2001 Linda Bain 
2012 Sandra Fairgrieve 2000 Eileen Gillespie
2011 Jane Maclean 1999 Jaci Moriarty
2010 Coleen Derighetti 1998 Sandra Craig
2009 Jaci Moriarty 1997 Ruby Curran
2008 Joan Gray 1996 Evelyn McCowan
2007 Fiona Findlay 1995 Linda Bain
2006 Coleen Derighetti 1994 Elaine Binne
2005 Coleen Derighetti 1993 Kath Leith 

Winter Trophy

2016 Fiona Findlay 2007 Joan Gray
2015 Morag Nicholson 2006 Coleen Derighetti
2014 Fiona Findlay 2005 Jaci Moriarty
2013 Jaci Moriarty 2004 Linda Bain
2012 Jaci Moriarty 2003 Eunice Reid
2011 Eileen Gillespie 2002 Jaci Moriarty
2010 Coleen Derighetti 2001 Pat Hill
2009 Pat Meikle 2000 Pat Meikle
2008 Helen Borthwick 
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11. Lochend’s Juniors
The Early Years

In the early 1970s a junior section was started by a number of members, notably, Rab 
Denholm, William Donaldson and Cliff Scuppam amongst others. The kids were coached in the 
changing rooms of the football hut used for the Seafield football pitches, which were near to 
our own clubrooms. When the weather was good the juniors were taught on the practice area 
(between the 9th and 10th holes). When they reached a suitable standard they were taken 
onto the course under the supervision of the members. The number of children being coached 
was soon up to about 40 or 50 as word spread. Below is a photograph showing Michael Devine 
receiving the junior club championship trophy in 1980, and Mick is still a low handicap member 
to this day.

By the next decade Colin Ramsay had become the junior convenor (1986 to 1996). He was 
assisted by a number of members including Duncan Ireland and Neil Donaldson. Colin is very 
impressed by the standard of golf being played by the kids during this period. He mentions 
Stuart Turner, and Robert Binnie, who went on to become senior club champions in later years. 
Also Andrew Meikle, who became the Lothians junior matchplay champion in 1996. Andrew is 
currently the director of golf at Archerfield Golf Club.

Another junior, Scott Grieve, also won the same junior championship in 1999. Scott is currently 
the professional at Turnhouse golf club.

The Future
If Lochend Golf club is to continue to flourish for another 125 years it is important to invest 
in the young. With this in mind Lochend Golf Club, with the assistance of Club Golf Scotland, 
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and a number of members who give up their time, run coaching sessions on Monday evenings 
throughout the year for local 10 to 16-year olds.  The committee have also devised a clear 
pathway for the boys and girls to progress to full membership of Lochend Golf Club.

They can start as total beginners, the ‘Juniorettes’learn the basics of chipping putting into 
various targets (including a wee paddling pool) then progress to on course mentoring where 
they learn the etiquettes of the game and start completing score-cards to get an idea of 
handicap structure and increase their golfing experiences, with various competitions .  It is 
hoped to all culminate in becoming a full member of Lochend Golf Club, gaining official CONGU 
handicap and entering main club competitions.  Inspiration should be taken from the fact that 
Lochend did in fact have a 17-year-old Champion in Neil Fenwick (2004) who went on to a 
professional career Making his first appearance, and giving a very good account of himself, in 
the full European Tour at the Johnny Walker Championship in 2013 and currently plies his trade 
in the European Challenge Tour.  

While the Juniors may not all go on to that level of success the emphasise is very much on 
learning the game, meeting new friends and, above all, having fun.

The 2014 Juniors 
Prize-winners

Michael Devine today

Scott Robertson, 
Junior Champion 2015
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12. Centenary Celebrations 1991
In 1990 the first centenary meeting took place in the clubhouse and was chaired by the 
Captain Jimmy Mason. The meeting was open to all members and although the attendance 
could have been better, they managed to agree a committee and also garnered several good 
ideas from the members present for celebrating the club’s centenary. The committee elected 
at this meeting was as follows: Chairman, Willie Russell, Jimmy Mason, Willie Jardine, Drew 
Meldrum, Tom McSherry, and Thelma Dey. It was agreed that Thelma Dey would produce a 
monthly newsletter in order to keep the members up to date with the committee’s decisions 
etc. Golf club centenaries can be very expensive and to this end the committee set out to 
explore all the various fund raising possibilities which may be open to them. The lady members 
of the club had already started fundraising by holding ‘Trivial persuit competitions ‘, with jam, 
plants, and brooches being sold during their competition days.

Lady member, Joyce Anderson, kindly agreed to produce an A4 Brochure with an artists 
impression of the view from the clubhouse over the course, leading up to Aurthurs Seat. The 
brochure also contained details of the various additional centenary tournaments to be played 
throughout the year at Craigentinny. Having gone through some of the old newsletters it is 
quite humbling to see how many donations and how much was given to the club for their 
celebrations from the members. One major raffle organised by Willie Jardine actually raised the 
impressive total of £2,664.00. Edinburgh District Council bolstered the fund with an amazing 
£5,000. Unfortunately, the local Leith companies who were lettered by the committee for 
sponsorship did not respond favourably and it is hoped that the membership at the time duly 
returned the compliment. Joint Captains for the centenary year were P. Hughes and D. Drysdale

Various dinners were also organised throught the year.

D.M. DrysdaleP. Hughes                                                                  
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Gallagher and MacGregor team up for Lochend Celebrations

As part of Lochends centenary celebrations Bernard Gallacher and George Macgregor visited 
the club. Bernard and George were the respective captains for the forthcoming Ryder Cup and 
Walker Cup matches, so it was great to have them participate in the celebrations. Around a 
hundred members turned up as Bernard held a golf clinic on the first tee and then played the 
10th and 13th holes with George, Neil Donaldson, who was the club champion at the time, and 
Nicky Dickson, who was the junior champion.

Bernard teamed up with Nicky against George and Neil and whilst playing in front of such a 
large gallery certainly wasn’t an every day occurrence for Neil and Nicky, the quality of golf was 
good. The 10th was halved with Bernard and Neil both getting par 4’s but Bernard and Nicky 
won the bragging rights at the 13th when Nicky’s second shot with a wedge landed on the 
green and took one bounce before disappearing into the hole.

Macgregor and Gallagher with the centenary captains
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13. Lochend Senior Section
The earliest recorded minutes was the 21st March 1984, with 15 members present. However, 
there was a senior section for some time before this date. The senior’s captain at the time was 
T. Dudgeon and the treasurer was T. Maclaren. After various discussions the senior section 
fees were raised to £5. Various ways were discussed to spread the winners of trophies and 
sweeps, with points deducted for the year. The Alan Robertson trophy was to be played for at 
the outing to Duddingston. This handsome cup is now played for annually and is called the APR 
trophy. The interclub matches between Silverknowes, Ravelston and Lochend were started 
prior to March 1984 and is stilled being played to this day. Various trophies were donated by 
members: the APR Trophy, the Hume trophy, the J. Gorden, the Geo. Lee, the Silverknowes 
plate, the senior section and the ‘Baffie’. The senior section AGMs were a much talked about 
affair and in the past this was a chance for the committee to ask various members of the main 
club to attend for the prize giving and to partake of the food and drink. From time to time 
various celebrities were asked to entertain the members i.e. ‘Happy Howden’a local comedian. 

List of Past and present captains:
T. Maclaren W. Armstrong A. Craig D. Scott
T. Dudgeon G. Lee W. Russell J. Baker 
J.R. Nicholson R. Hume R. Todd
W.G. Simpson G. Earl T. Kirk
A. Manson R. Harper G. Meikle

 

The current senior section is a very competitive group, with about 35 members and is very 
well attended on our club day every Tuesday. We also get various members from the main club 
joining us for these games. (This shows that we must be doing something right)

The only slight setback, due to the cost of course hire charges, we were unable to continue 
running the senior open competition ourselves. The main club have now taken over the running 
of this event and it is proving very popular, with good attendances being achieved.

Seniors group with Happy Howden September 1984
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14. The Dispatch Trophy
Lochend Victorious

The inaugural Dispatch Trophy Tournament was played on the first Saturday of April 1890 
and, barring war years, has been played every year since. The ‘Edinburgh Evening Dispatch’, 
which had thrown its weight behind the purchase of the Braids, put forward a challenge trophy 
whereby clubs would submit a team of two pairs ‘to compete in foursomes play with rivals, 
club against club’. The Dispatch was born.

A typical crowd scene at the Dispatch in 1905

Lochend golf club won this prestigious tournament in 1994

Terry Anderson, Brian Smith, Neill Donaldson, Gary Thomson
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15. Craigentinny Course Records Over The Years
March 12th 1909 Record for Leith course by Sayers. 

A record score for two rounds of the Leith golf course at Craigentinny – 70 – was established 
yesterday by Ben Sayers (North Berwick) who played a friendly game with two local amateurs, 
Messrs John Young and James Deas. Sayers, who played a fine game all through, did each round 
in 35, the match ending in favour of Sayers by six holes up and five to play. His cores were: First 
Round 4,4,4,3,3,4,4,6,4 – 35, Second Round 4,4,5,3,3,3,4,6,3 – 35. 

Scotsman July 5th, 1926
New Record For The Course

The chief features of the qualifying stages of the competition for the Craigentinny Quaich 
on Saturday was the establishing of a new record for the Craigentinny course by R. Morin, 
Lochend. This he did in the second round in brilliant fashion, returning a card of 69, which beats 
the previous record by two strokes. From the eighth to the thirteenth hole he was one below 
3s, that being 4 below bogey, and in every respect played a remarkably fine game.

His figures were: Out – 5,5,3,3,4,5,4,2,3. = 34
  In – 3,3,3,3,4,4,5,5,5. = 35 Total = 69

Steadily growing in popularity, the competition for the Craigentinny Quaich, which is open to 
residenters in greater Edinburgh, this year attracted an entry of 97, and there too, a record 
was created, the figure being three more than last year. Among the competitors are many 
well-known local players, including Alexander McLeod, Lochend, the holder of the trophy; A. 
Cattanach, Cosmo; A.M. Carr Brown, Portobello Challenge; and W. Cook, Kingsknowe – all 
former winners of the tournament.

July 9th 1934   Craigentinny Quaich, Remarkable round of 70

A.G. Brown, Turnhouse, had the notable distinction on Saturday of creating a new record of 
70 for the Craigentinny course, and placing himself at the head of the qualifiers in the annual 
competition for the Craigentinny Quaich, a tournament open to players resident in greater 
Edinburgh.

Out  – 5,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,3 = 36
In  – 4,3,4,4,4,5,3,4,3 = 34 - 70

Scotsman August 16th 1937

Craigentinny Record
Round of 67

Playing in the annual aggregate competition for Leith Hospital cup at Craigentinny on Saturday, 
A. Ireland, of the Murano club team, set up a new record for the course by returning a score of 
67. The previous record of 69 was made a year ago in the Craigentinny Quiach competition by 
W. Hogg, Royal Musselburgh.
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Scotsman July 3rd 1939
Craigentinny Quaich

________________

Course record broken With a 66
________________

Player holes in one

Playing in the qualifying stage of the annual Craigentinny Quaich competition at the Leith 
course on Saturday, D. Anderson, Murano, who headed the list of sixteen qualifiers at the close 
of the day’s play, broke the course record by returning a 66, in the first round. He was out in 
34, his figures being 5,4,4,3,3,3,4,4,4 and improved upon this score in the inward half with 
32, consisting of 4,3,4,3,4,5,2,4,3. 

Another competitor, Leith Golfing Society, holed in one at the short sixteenth.

It had been intended on Saturday to open the new pavilion situated at the South end of the 
course, but owing to the large entry for the competition the ceremony was postponed until 
next Saturday.

There are many more course records over the years which I have not found or recorded in this 
booklet, for which I apologise, however, the following might just get me out of jail, and in the 
words of your secretary, it is fitting that this record was achieved in the club’s 125th year. 

Duncan Ireland 2016
Duncan Ireland broke the course record for a member on 21st August 2016. Bren Ford his 
playing partner said that he could have been even better had a he had more luck on the greens. 
Duncan has been a prolific winner of trophies at Lochend and a member for over 30 years. This 
was a two round competition with the best combined net score winning. He only just won it by 
a shot though shooting a gross 71 in his second round (must have been a bad sat night). The 
scorecard tells its own story. 
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16. Captains Of Lochend Golf Club At Leith
1891 To 1898, Peter Stoddart (At Leith Links)
1899, George Mauchline (At Leith Links)
1900, John R. Clark (At Leith Links)
1901 To 1903, James Welsh (At Leith Links)
1904 To 1908, John Young (At Leith, Portobello and negotiations for Craigentinny)

Captains At Craigentinny
1909 To 1911, A. Cummings 1985, 1986, V.A. Rikis
1912 To 1914, J. Addison 1987, 1988, G.T. Wallace
1915 To 1920, J. Blyth, (War Years  1989, 1990, J. Mason
1919, J. Swayne  1991, D.M. Drysdale and P. Hughes (Joint)
1921, A. Imrie 1992, 1993, W.B. Russell                                 
1922, 1923, D. Wilson 1994, 1995, W. Jardine
1924, J. Addison 1996, 1997, G. McA. Craig
1925 To 1927, T. Davidson 1998, 1999, P. Fyvie
1928 To 1930, J. Cameron 2000, P. Fyvie
1931,1932, H. Mathewson 2001, 2002, T. Galloway
1933,1934, W. Inglis 2003, T. Galloway
1935,1936, R. Smeaton 2004, 2005, G. Hutchison
1937,1938, R.D. McLaren 2006, T. Galloway                     
1939 To 1945, R.M. Menzies (War Years) 2007, 2008, P. Anthony
1946, W.S. Finlay 2009, P. Anthony
1947, 1948, T. Nicholson 2010, 2012, A. Fenwick
1949 To 1952, J.B. Roche, Snr. 2013, B. Ross
1953 To 1955, D. McHugh
1956 To 1962, J.B. Roche Jnr.
1963, 1964, A. Sandie
1965, 1966, R. Thorburn
1967, R. Denholm
1968, A. Sandie
1969, 1970, G. Rooney
1971, 1972, G. Lee
1973, 1974, J.B. Roche
1975, 1976, W. Donaldson
1977, 1978, A. Devlin
1979, 1980, R. Thorburn
1981, 1982, R. Harper
1983, 1984, T. Galloway

At the annual general meeting in 1961, Mr A.G. Wallace was made a life member of the club. 
Mr Wallace was the first life member in the club’s history.
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17. Lochend Trophies
Lochend is the proud owner of many trophies. Some of these are over 100 
year old. Some down to donations from members and members families. 

Over the years though we can tell that they were not played in the same 
format as recent years. Indeed in recent years the committee has changed 
the format of competitions to ensure maximum support. One of the factors 
that have affected the club is the cost of playing the course and trophies 

such as the Salveson Shield, Currie Cup & Spence Bowl which were previously match play 
events were changed to medal events from 2001.

The biggest change though was the trophies which previously belonged to Leith Council. These 
are the Mackie Cup, The Christiemiller Trophy, The Quaich and the Mclean Cup. Between them 
there is three hundred years of history. Arguably these are the finest looking trophies in the 
club. Add to this The Lochend Open and the Persevere and the club until recently ran six open 
tournaments.

The Mackie cup was presented by Provost Mackie to the Corporation of Leith for annual 
competition on 2nd November 1908. The back of the trophy is engraved 
with the Leith crest.

The Christiemiller Golf Cup was presented by the ‘Proprieters of 
Craigentinny’to the ‘Town Council of Leith May 1908 for Annual 
Competition’. Again this trophy is engraved with the Leith crest.  The 
Mclean Cup is engraved with the title Leith Hospital Cup. First played for in 
1937 it was won by Murano GC. The Quaich was given to the Corporation 
of the City of Edinburgh by the ‘Proprietors of the Estate of Craigentinny 
August 1921 for Competition of Craigentinny Golf Course’.

The Persevere trophy was presented to the club in 1969 by A P Robertson (APR) who has been 
a member of Lochend Golf Club for many years. The Lochend Open Trophy was presented to 
the club by D A Arthur in 1975 along with a further trophy for handicap.

Mackie, Christiemiller & McLean Trophies
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Together these trophies were known as the Leith Tournaments and the club has always felt a 
strong obligation to uphold the history of these trophies with their links to the past.

In addition the Lochend Invitational was added in 2002. It took a lot of hard work and time 
from the committee to run these tournaments. With a tournament every month in the summer 
no sooner had you played one Open but it was time to organise the next. This often involved 
committee members getting up early and being at the club on tournament day at 6.00am, 
often not getting finished until after 7.00pm. And during this time you had somehow to fit in 
your own round of golf. The committee though were trying hard to keep the traditions of these 
tournaments alive. These tournaments were also great social events with the club always full of 
members and guests enjoying a drink and friendship after their round.

The Lochend Open until the late 90s was a 2 round event with a maximum handicap limit of 12. 
The handicap limit was gradually increased to its current 28 and it became a one round event on 
2001. It still though retains great support.  In 2013, 180 players took part in the event.

The Quaich was an Open tournament which the top 16 players qualified for the match play event 
during the following week. However because of the costs involved and players not being able 
to commit the time required it reverted to a one round event in the early 90s. In the last decade 
because of the cost of hiring the course and the financial risks to the club the number of Opens 
was gradually reduced until we now only have the Lochend Open. The Christiemiller which is one 
of the best looking trophies in the trophy cabinet was the first to go. Being a pair’s event it was 
impossible to fund the cost of the course and the spaces required between tee times. This was a 
great shame as this tournament was a most friendly and enjoyable event to play in.

It is sad that some of these tournaments are no longer Opens as they were also great social 
occasions in the clubhouse. The old Open trophies are still played for by the members and are 
given increased status in the tournament calendar. 

It’s not all bad news though the Ladies Open thanks to a lot of hard work from the ladies 
committee is still well attended. The Seniors Open has gone from strength to strength over the 
last few years. Changing the date to the last Friday in September so it’s no longer in competition 
with other events and reducing the entry age has attracted fields of over 100 players on a 
consistent basis. There are players regularly attending from Dundee, Fife, Glasgow and even 
the Orkney Islands.

 The Quaich Lochend Open Persevere
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Club Tournaments
The format of club tournaments has changed over the years as the committee seek to make 
them more relevant and interesting. 

Summer Singles & Pairs: Although relatively new trophies these are match play knock out 
events played over the summer months. The singles event is probably one of the hardest 
trophies in the club to win. You need to win possibly six consecutive matches and is played off 
full handicap difference. It’s quite an unusual trophy and was renamed after Alan Devlin who 
was president of the club until his death. The pairs event is keenly fought and is a lot of fun. 
Duncan Ireland won this event for the 10th time in 2015. Either consistency or the ability to 
pick a good partner?

In 2015 Robert Binnie had a remarkable year. Not only was he Club Champion but he also 
won the Mackie Cup, The McLean Cup, The Persevere, The Christie Miller and was part of the 
winter league winning team. Robert had won 4 of what were the original 6 open tournaments.

The last trophy donated came from the family of the late William Simpson. Known as Faither, 
Wullie was a member of Lochend for many years. Wullie came from the borders and was proud 

Robert Binnie with the trophies he won in 2015

of his heritage. After leaving the army he served in the Police force until he retired. He often 
recounted his stories of his time working out of Leith Police station. It is probably fair to say 
that his methods could be described as unconventional when compared to todays standards. 
Wullie was an active member of the club right up until he died at the age of 93. To celebrate 
his 90th birthday a domino tournament was held. Although he gave up playing Golf some years 
ago he was a regular Saturday visitor right up until his death. The surprising thing was that 
he lived in South Gyle which involved a one hour bus journey to get home. Wullie did not like 
wasting money on Taxis! In fact given the length of the journey two buses were often required 
as nature took its course. Wullie was an avid follower of Horse Racing and was well known by 
the on course bookies at Musselburgh. 

The trophy in his memory is now played for as a foursomes tournament in February the month 
he died. 
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The Seafield Medal
The Seafield Medal is the oldest trophy in the club and has been played for under a number 
of different formats. The medal was presented to the club we think in the early 1970s. It was 
given to the club by a former member of the Findlay Golf Club who had a link to Seafield Golf 
Club, which was one of the clubs now defunct that played on Leith Links. The Seafield Medal 
was first played for in 1879 and was won by A Brown. In 1895 there was no more room on 
the medal for names and small discs were added to the bottom to record winners. It seems 
that it was last played for by the Seafield Club in 1899. Sadly the Seafield Golf Club folded a 
short time after.

After a gap of 76 years the Seafield Medal was again played for. The committee at that time 
decided it would be awarded to the player with the best score in the April medal who had won 
a monthly medal in the previous year. In 1976 it was won by H Wilson.  All too often it was 
a surprise to the winner who did not even realise they were taking part. Douglas Drysdale 
Lochend Golf Club President recounts that when he won the medal in 1982 it was probably 
down to the fact that most players walked off the course due to a downpour. 

It was decided that a trophy of this stature had to have much more prominence. The ‘Champion 
of Champions’was born in 2010. Now played in late October to qualify you must win a 
tournament. Even if the winner has won another tournament previously that year second place 
does not qualify, its only winners. This has prompted some good banter in the club with many 
good players failing to qualify.

 The Seafield Medal Lochend Scratch Aggregate

Within the same presentation case as the Seafield medal is another smaller medal ‘The Lochend 
Golf Club scratch medal’The date on the medal is 1894 and it was first won by a J McKensie 
in 1896. According to the winners engraved on the medal it was not awarded every year. 
However in 1969 it was won by J B Roche and has been played for on a regular basis since 
then. Unfortunately as these two medals were kept in the same presentation case there have 
been occasions where the wrong medal has been engraved. 
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In 1999 the club received two bronze figures of golfers which since then have been awarded 
to the Scratch & Handicap aggregate winners. The best 4 scores from the 6 summer medals 
being the winning score.

Current Scratch & Handicap Aggregate Trophies

Some of the gaps in trophy winners where some trophies have not been engraved is something 
the club needs to resolve. The competitions we are sure were played however the winner’s 
names not engraved either by oversight or due to costs. To help in the future the club now 
enters on the trophies that no competition is held. This has happened recently due to the 
course being waterlogged.

The Petrie Cup (Lochend Club Championship Trophy)
Presented by William Petrie of Leith in 1899 it was first played for on a hole and hole basis 
over Leith Links. Then as Lochend looked for a new home it was played for at Musselburgh. 
It was then played for on New Year’s Day until 1922 when it was decided to institute a club 
championship and the trophy then became the clubs premier award and J Robertson became 
the first club champion. More on the Club Championship Later.

Petrie Cup – Lochend Club Champion
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The Salveson Shield
The largest trophy in the club presented on 7th December 1901 by E T  Salveson. K C Sheriff 
of Roxburgh, Berwick & Selkirk. First played for in 1902 at Leith Links. It has been played for 
under a number of different formats and courses over the years, even used in the past for the 
winner of the summer outing.

Currie Cup
Presented to Lochend in 1897 by James Currie, a wine merchant of Leith the Currie cup has 
had a chequered career. Played for on a hole and hole basis, ties for this competition were 
played over, Leith Links, Craigentinny, Musselburgh, Duddingston and without doubt any 
on practically any course in the town. A 9 hole competition it was laid down that a member 
winning the trophy for the third time should retain it and 1910 J R Clark won it for a third 
time. An ex Captain of the club he immediately returned it to the club on the condition that it 
remained in the clubs hands forever.

The Spenze Shield & The Spence Victory Bowl
The Spenze Trophy presented in1912 was described in the local press as the finest in Leith. 
The engraving depicted the historic scene when Charles I while golfing on Leith Links, receives 
news of the outbreak of rebellion in Ireland. Whilst each year they presented a badge to the 
winner, it was stipulated by the donors that should any member win the trophy a third time, 
it became his property. It was won for a third time by T Henderson in 1918. Presumably the 
winner kept the trophy and the donors presented another trophy called the Spence Victory 
Bowl as a tribute to the victory won in the 1914-18 war. This time though they stipulated it 
could not be won outright. The Spence Victory Bowl was first played for in 1919 and won by 
R Morin.

Somehow though, and we don’t know how or when but the original Spenze Shield was returned 
to the club and it was played for again. Awarded to the winner of the B Championship from 
1960.

Spence Victory Bowl, Salveson Shield & Currie Cup
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The Wilson Cup
Presented to the club by Mr Frank Wilson a club member stipulated that the trophy was for 
competition between Lochend & Findlay Golf Clubs. Each match foursomes and each side 
consisted of 24 players. The first match in 1939 and resulted in a win for Lochend. After the 
war Lochend won every match and it was obvious that the Findlay club were no longer in a 
position to support the fixture. The committee initially decided that it be put up for competition 
at the summer outing and this was done for the first time in 1959 and won by R Thorburn a 
future Club Captain. Since 1965 the trophy has been awarded to the winner of the C Section 
championship. Rather unusually the trophy continued to be used for another competition other 
than the C section and was last won under another format in 1978. Between 1965 and 1978 
the trophy was used for the C Section and another competition. Perhaps though the C section 
winners were added later? A further anomaly shows two winners of the C section in 1973, A 
Devlin & G Gaffney.

 Wilson Cup Spenze Shield

The Findlay Cup
Findlay Golf Club was another club based at Craigentinny Golf Course after the closure of Leith 
Links. The cup was presented to the Golf Club by Donald Martin in 1936. It was won in 1937 
by W D Stewart and in 1938 by Robert Smith. Because of the outbreak of war and the demise 
of the Findlay Golf Club the trophy was never played for again. The family of Robert Smith 
in 2000 discovered the trophy when they were clearing the house in Kelso of his Daughter 
Eleanor Munro who because of her health was moving to a nursing home. Eleanor’s wish was 
that it be returned to the Golf Club which adjoined her old home in Findlay Gardens. Sadly 
Eleanor died a few years ago but the club is grateful to her nephew Jim Doul for presenting us 
with the trophy.

After a gap of 69 years the Findlay Cup was again played for in 2007. The best three scores 
from the four medals played on the 2nd & 4th Thursdays in June & July would win. The first 
winner after all these years was Alex Fenwick. Colin Farwell is becoming a Thursday medal 
expert though winning the trophy three times in 2011, 2013 & 2015.
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The Lochend Open and the ‘Holy Grail of Golf’
The Lochend Open is our premier tournament and sadly because of financial constraints the 
only open tournament we still have. On 13th July 2013 something very special happened. 
David Miller who is a member of Duddingston Golf Club and at that time had a handicap of 
plus 2 broke the course record. Not only did he break the course record but he achieved the 
ultimate golf score of 59. At about 11.30 word had spread as to how well David was doing and 
people gathered around the 18th green to watch him playing his last hole. A good drive and an 
iron into the green about 15 feet from the hole set him up. However under this kind of pressure 
to get down in 2 to achieve the 59 the putt must have felt much longer.

David takes up the story of his day himself: 

The Lochend Open is always in my golf diary at the start of the year.  It’s one 
of my favourite events of the year. The sun was out, the course was in great 
condition and I was playing with two fellow Duddingston members (and friends), 
Ray Ramsay & Ian Stavert. My previous best score at Craigentinny was 63 (one 
short of the old course record.)  After starting 3,3,3,3 the course record was in 
my thoughts.  After birdieing the 10th to go 6 under the magical ‘59’did enter my 
head! By the 13th, my good mates, Graeme Markey & Stuart Smith were walking 
around with us.  Following a two-putt birdie at the 14th, I knew I was never going 
to get a better chance (to break 60)!

Needing to play the last 3 holes in one under (or better), I knew the 16th offered 
the best chance of achieving this. Fortunately, I played it nicely with a good drive 
and wedge to 5ft, which I rolled in the middle. The 17th was probably my poorest 
shot of the day.  I left it short right of the greenside bunker which left a tough 
pitch to a front right pin location.  Thankfully, my worst shot of the round was 
probably followed by my best shot of the day as my ‘flop’shot landed 3 or 4 feet 
from the pin.

A good drive at the 18th left me 130 yards or so yards to the pin.  At this stage, 
I was only concerned with getting a par for a 59.  I hit my approach (wedge) to 
15ft or so below the hole and the pressure was off.  By this time, a large crowd 
surrounded the 18th hole as I left my ‘58’putt an inch short.  That one inch putt 
was the most pleasing of my golfing career!

The members at Lochend Golf Club were superb and could not have been nicer.  
Also, the Committee were very generous and kind after my achievement which 
was greatly appreciated.  I know a number of members at Lochend GC and have 
also have a strong affiliation with the Club.  This was further cemented after 
the kindness of all the members after my course record round; Having  played 
golf competitively for nearly 30 years, this ranks as one of my best golfing 
achievements.  This round at Lochend is certainly up there with winning the 
Lothians’Golf Championship in 2014.

Needless to say he lifted the trophy that day. Lochend commissioned a special plaque which 
hangs inside the clubhouse to celebrate this event. David also received a copy of this. David 
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has always supported the open tournaments at Lochend and 
he along with the many regular visitors was saddened when 
these could no longer be held.

Lochend Club Championship
The pinnacle achievement in any Golf Club is winning the club 
championship. In the clubhouse bar the honours board proudly 
displays the names of the winners throughout the year.

The have been some great achievements down the years. 
Probably one of the most remarkable is that of Neil Donaldson 
who has been Club Champion in 4 different decades winning 
in 1984, 1987, 1990, 1997, 2006, & 2012. Neil is probably 
now looking towards 2020.

Neil Fenwick is probably the youngest ever winner of the club 
championship. Unfortunately we don’t have the ages of championship winners many years ago.  
Neil joined Lochend Golf Club in 2003 when he was just 15. His father Ross was a member 
as were his uncles Alex & David.  There was a lot of debate at the time as being only a junior 
was he old enough to play in the club championship. In 2004 he qualified even though when 
he played in the qualifying medals he was only 15. He turned 16 on 23rd of June 2004 and 
the committee decided that he was eligible to play in the club championship. Common sense 
prevailed, ‘If he was good enough to qualify then he is good enough to play’.

On finals day his match against Robert Binnie was tight throughout. Neil held a one hole 
advantage playing the last. As you would expect with somebody so young nerves did play a 
part and after a great drive down the 18th hole with only a short iron in his hand he pulled his 
shot wide of the green leaving a difficult up and down. Robert took his chance and the match 
went to extra holes.

On the first extra hole Neil hit what he said was his best drive of the day straight and long up 
the middle of the fairway. Unfortunately for Robert his drive crept off the fairway and settled 
down in the semi rough. He could not find the green with his second and holed out with a 5. 
Neil had two putts to win following an iron into the middle of the green. His approach putt was 
good enough to leave a tap in and he was Lochend Club Champion.

It was disappointment for Robert who again lost in the final to Derek Cantley in 2005. The 
unkind label of being the best player in the club to have never won the championship was 
finally removed in 2013 when he beat Mick Devine in the final. He had further success last year 
beating Mark Dalrymple in the 2015 final. 

Neil however was destined to go on to even greater things. His first love was football and he 
signed as a professional with Dunfermline Athletic. Neil spent three years with Dunfermline 
playing for the U20s. He played against Hibs U20s at Easter Road in 2006 partnering Sol 
Bamba in the Dunfermline defence. In the Hibs team that day were Scott Brown and Stephen 
Fletcher. Unfortunately when Dunfermline were relegated from the Premier League the squad 
was cut and Neil had a decision to make. 
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He chose Golf ahead of football and started to study for his PGA qualifications under the 
watchful eye of Dunbar Golf Club Professional Jacky Montgomerie. In his first full season he 
played in a staggering 55 events on the Scottish PGA Circuit with many top ten finishes.

In 2013 Neil made his first appearance on the full European Tour making the cut at the Johnnie 
Walker Championship played at Gleneagles. He finished one place above a certain Jose Maria 
Olazabal.

Neil Fenwick

Neil then looked towards playing full time on the European Tour. Unfortunately despite finishing 
10th in the second stage qualifying event was unable to improve this at the final stage and so 
played the 2014 season on the European Challenge Tour. In 2015 Neil played the PGA EuroPro 
tour in a bid to earn his 2016 Challenge tour card. He had eight top ten finishes including a 
season best second place at the Eagle Orchid Scottish Masters. Neil finished 10th on the order 
of merit and will play the same tour again in 2016. 

A proud winner of the Club Championship after many years of trying in 2011 was David 
Graham. This win meant so much to David who despite being a member of other clubs has 
always considered Craigentinny and Lochend as his home.  Proud of his Leith heritage David 
again won the Championship in 2014. 

With competitions just about every weekend there is always something to play for at Lochend 
and playing competitive golf is why people enjoy being a member of Lochend. It is important 
to mention as well the hard work of the committee  past and present in the organising and 
running of the competitions down the years.

Probably the most prolific trophy winner down the years is Duncan Ireland. Duncan has his 
name on Lochend Trophies 38 times. This does not include the monthly medals. Sadly all the 
medal records down the years are not computerised however the club is sure that you could 
add significantly to that total if the monthly medals were included as Duncan must have played 
in close to 200 monthly medals over his membership. 
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Craigentinny Golf Course
The present course is challenging even though modern equipment has reduced its length. 
Affectionately nicknamed ‘Pebble Beach’the course plays entirely differently in summer and 
winter. The most challenging aspect of the course is the par threes. The 4th & 13th are long 
and for most members not reachable from the medal tees. The 6th & 15th green present small 
targets. In fact the 15th is almost impossible to play in a conventional way. It is set up for a 
tee shot which should be played from about 100 yards to the left of the present tee next to 
where the 18th tee is. When the hole was originally laid out the tee was positioned at that 
spot. The 17th Hole has a large green however everything runs to the right where a large 
bunker is waiting. 

Not owning the golf course and only having limited influence over course conditions has 
presented some issues. Edinburgh Leisure who look after the course have had recently to work 
under financial constraints and the staff at Craigentinny do their best with the resources they 
have. 

Generally the course is in good condition however being a council course does present some 
problems. With no rakes at the sides of bunkers (they would not be there long) you are not 
guaranteed to find a good lie in any of the bunkers. The local children and dogs also like to 
use them. Some dog walkers seem to be oblivious to the game of golf and the course very 
occasionally is a motorcycle thoroughfare. 

One of the most unusual items in the trophy cabinet is a plaque celebrating the opening of 
The Corporation Golf Course Craigentinny on 2nd May 1908 in the Burgh of Leith by Richard 
Mackie Provost. Placed on its top on two metal stands are two golf balls and engraved below 
are Opening match balls played by Ben Sayers of North Berwick and Alex Herd of Huddersfield.
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18. What Lochend means to me
• All week at work, thinking about Saturday and Sunday. Saturday arrives, playing golf with 

wee Alex Young’s mob. Losing money to Tam at the horses. Watching my football coupon 
go down the drain on’soccer Saturday’. Me and Mick Devine keeping the bar staff busy. On 
Sunday winter league matches in freezing weather (great!). Then Mick and I keeping the bar 
staff busy again. (roll on next weekend): RAB LOW

• Great Banter!: Ross Edwards

• Best club in the world! : Michael Ross

• Great people, very welcoming to me as a fairly new member to the club: Keiron Mcfarlane

• Great to have a local course at hand. A good mix of hole types and a good blend of contours, 
which always make it an enjoyable challenge.: Chris Cowie

• Lochend golf club means a huge amount to me because my dad was a member but died in 
1988. I never play a round of golf without thinking about him, thanks.: David Johnstone 

• All clubs are only as good as their members, I’ve been here for five years and have been 
treated like I have been here all my life.: David Deery

• Lochend is like a family to me. A great place to bond with new and existing members. We 
have great social nights and competitions that give you the chance to get to know new 
members. Lochend is a way of life I would not change for anything. Cheers.  Eric McGilvary

• L.G.C. means, golfing mates, social gatherings, drunken discos and well kent faces: Spike 

• Camaraderie, a sense of belonging and a cheap pint: Martin Kyles

• It’s like finding a lost cousin and uncle but multiply by 100: Jordi Fernandez

• It means friendship, lots of golf and a social life. x x: Sandra Fairgrieve

• Such a welcoming club with the best bunch of members to be found anywhere:  
Mark Jennings

• You make nice pies: Jim Ward

• Only in 2nd year of membership but have found all committee, staff and fellow members to 
be exceptionally helpful and welcoming. Golf days be it weekday or weekend are something 
to look forward to. Thanks to all: Stuart Mathie

• L.G.C. is my escape. I can relax and think about nothing but golf. Fantastic members and 
friends alike: Scott Cross

• Most peaceful, stress free spot in Edinburgh. Then I step onto the first tee! But that one 
great/good shot always makes me go back: Stuart McCallum

• Everything!: Brian Coyle

• As a member of 2 years, the banter, friends and people great: John Flynn

• A great place to walk the dogs but never on the greens!: Fiona Quinn (Tony’s Wife)

• I love this great club, even high handicap golfers have a chance to become Captain:  
Brian Ross
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A Wee Look Back by Neil Donaldson
7 Times Club Champion

I was introduced to golf by my dad, Bill, who was a keen golfer and Lochend Golf Club member. 
The golf club was very much his second home although my mum would probably argue it was 
more like his first!

Dad served on the committee at Lochend for a number of years and was captain of the club in 
1975 / 76. He took me along to one of the weekly junior section sessions when I was 10 years 
old. At that time, Davie Oswald and Rab Denholm Snr ran the junior section and did a great job 
of coaching all the kids next to the football pitches. When I turned up I was shown how to grip 
the club and I kept my hands in that position for the next hour because I was scared I would 
forget.

Davie and Rab held their coaching sessions every Thursday evening regardless of the weather. 
If it was raining they would simply move into the hut next to the car park and continue the 
lessons in there using a net that had been put up to catch the golf balls.

After Davie and Rab, Cliff Scupham took on the task of keeping the junior section running 
and would roam the course as we played our medal rounds. When he asked us how we were 
getting on we would always give an update on whether we were under, over or level 5’s. On 
one occasion, Cliff told the group I was playing in that we should be keeping our scores to 4’s 
rather than 5’s as that was a better test. But after he watched me playing a shot he called me 
over and said ‘Maybe you should stick to 5’s Neil’. 

The Dispatch Win
I have been fortunate enough to have won the club championship a few times and consider 
it an honour to have been club champion. I have also been proud to represent Lochend in 
different team events over the years and being part of the team that won the Dispatch Trophy 
in 1994 was the pinnacle for me. I was joined in the team by Brian Smith, Terry Anderson and 
Gary Thomson and I was very much the ‘fourth man’as the other three would have graced 
any team. In fact, I was lucky to get a place in the team as Colin Ramsay was the reigning 
club champion at the time and had every right to expect to be picked to play. I will always be 
grateful that he was honest enough to say he wasn’t playing well enough and gave up his place, 
which gave me the opportunity to step in.

In the final we played against Westermont, a team from The Merchants who were previous 
winners. The match was a typical Dispatch duel. Gary and I were the second couple and, every 
time we won a hole, Brian and Terry lost one. To be fair to Brian and Terry, their opponents were 
well under par and by the time Gary and I came to the seventeenth tee, we were 5 up and Brian 
and Terry were 5 down on the eighteenth tee. The seventeenth is a par three and I managed to 
find the green off the tee, leaving Gary a 30 foot putt. When he hit the putt it was never going 
to be short and I was dreading the 4 footer I was going to have left when the ball hit the back 
of the cup and went in – to my great relief. That put us 6 up and as Gary made his way to the 
eighteenth tee and I walked up the fairway to wait for him to play we found out that Brian and 
Terry had managed to win the last and we had won 2&1. It wasn’t until the presentation that I 
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found out that Gary had actually teed off on the eighteenth and put his shot in the gorse, so if 
Brian and Terry hadn’t won the last the result could have been very different.

The support the team received from Lochend members during the week of the competition 
was exceptional as was the reception we received when we returned to Lochend and the party 
that followed was both memorable and messy. Well in advance of the competition starting I had 
arranged to play a tie the day after the final as it never crossed my mind that we would get that 
far. Actually turning up at the first tee on time was an achievement but my ‘heroics’stopped 
there as I proceeded to lose the first five holes, halved the sixth and lost three of the next five 
to lose the match 8&7. It is the one and only time I have lost a match on the eleventh green 
and walked off the course smiling!

Lochend Golf Club has been a big part of my life for the past 40 years and I would like to thank 
all those people who have given up their own time to run the club and make it what it is today.

Here’s to another 125 years.

Neil clutching the Championship trophy again

Memories of Lochend Golf Club by David Scott
David, a long standing member of the club, since the 1960s, was kind enough to give us some 
details of what the club was like in those days. The following are some extracts:

• The clubhouse in these days was a wooden hut, not much bigger than a modern day ‘Porta 
Cabin’. There was a small bar and toilet. If there was a committee meeting taking place, 
members were excluded until the meeting finished.

• The regular barman was named Jimmy Spence whose favourite drink was Orange Grove 
rum. It was customary to include Jimmy in when buying a round (at least this was what he 
said!)
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• Because the clubhouse was quite small any events like presentations or dances were held 
off site, in places such as Leith Town Hall, masonic lodges etc. This problem convinced the 
members that it was time to build a new, larger clubroom. A member called David Ramsay 
an architect by profession agreed to put together the plans for this project (his reward for 
these was an honorary membership). A building fund helped raise some of cash toward the 
costs and a lease was asked for and given by the Edinburgh council with an annual rental 
being paid. Members helped minimise costs by digging the foundations and removing 
rubble etc.

• Open golf competitions run by the club were over 36 holes with the exception of the J B 
Muir trophy which was over 72 holes, played over 2 days. With the best thirty handicap 
scores being played over two rounds on the Sunday. The club championship was played 
over 2 rounds on the same day. Qualifying players for all sections played a week or two 
later. Some of the open competitions were for players with 12 handicaps or lower, which 
meant that a good number of higher handicap club members were excluded from playing in 
these. Alan Robertson a long standing member of the club resolved this by presenting the 
Persevere trophy which was to be played for by the high handicap members. (Alan is still a 
member of the club to this day). Most of today’s competitions are played over one round, 
due to costs etc.

• For a number of years the club ran an annual outing to places such as Carnwath, Crieff, 
Dunbar, Galashiels, Glenrothes to name but a few. There were some funny and interesting 
stories to be told about these outings!

• In the early 1980s the Edinburgh Council considered cutting the course back to 9 holes due 
to a large interceptor drain due to be routed right across the course. The committee, led by 
J. B. Roche, had some meetings with the Council and won the day by persuading them to 
carry out the required work and still allowing the 18 holes to remain. The makeshift course 
lasted for about 4 years before the work was completed. (I think that this shows the kind 
of problems the club has had to overcome over the years, including two world wars but is 
still surviving!)

David also made some interesting points about the origins of the club. Starting playing at Leith 
Links and the having some temporary ‘homes’before arriving at the ‘Tinny’in 1908. I think 
some of David’s points have been answered during the course the Authors investigations.
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19. Competition Results over the years
 Petrie Cup Spenz  Wilson D A Arthur D A Arthur Senior
 Club Trophy ‘B’ Cup ‘C’ Lochend Handicap Champion
 Champion   Open  Open
    Champion

2016 N C Donaldson G Breheny J Rodriguez I Hoskins B Ford W Hamilton 
2015 R Binnie G Muir A Nesbit R Kay E McGilvray G Nelson
2014 D M L Graham J Markey T Cairns C Farwell T Cairns A Macintyre
2013 R Binnie T Galloway E Kennedy D Miller S Cockburn J Baker
2012 N C Donaldson P Mackay G Gough Cancelled Cancelled N Breeze
2011 D M L Graham C Houston J Clark M Cunningham E Cowan R Waddell
2010 C Farwell R Kay F Bannon D Miller P Miller P DeMarco
2009 D Cantley W Richardson A Young D Williams J McIntyre N Breeze
2008 J Tetlow S Cockburn G Glendinning D Ireland T Owens W Hamilton
2007 C Farwell S Cockburn G Glendinning A Chalmers G Markey  
2006 N C Donaldson G Adamson C Cowie D Ireland A Smart  
2005 D Cantley I MacFarlane A Fenwick J Gallagher J Barnet  
2004 N Fenwick A Smith G Gough D Miller S McCallum  
2003 S W K Turner G Markey A Nisbet S Turner G Markey  
2002 S W K Turner D Richardson S Robertson K Reilly A Thompson  
2001 S W K Turner C Moriarty W Morrice C Davidson A Penfold  
2000 C A Davidson T Keenan R Gregory G Thomson J Dick  
1999 C A Davidson T Keenan D Fenwick      
1998 D G Ireland G  Craig A Young      
1997 N C Donaldson G Craig C Marshall      
1996 C A Davidson A Sinclair C Vesco G Santana G Paver  
1995 D G Ireland J Kennie C Vesco N Donaldson M Downie  
1994 S W K Turner D Stevanovic A Joyce S Smith W G Simpson  
1993 C M Ramsay J Dundas D Glanville
1992 C M Ramsay T Kirk D Stevanovic M Stein G Tumblety
1991 S W K Turner A Sinclair A J S Craig  
1990 N C Donaldson S Hunter J J Little M Robson 
1989 M G J Dunlop A Stewart D Law M Robson S Turner
1988 B Duffy M Lannon J Gorman S Smith C A Davidson
1987 N C Donaldson D Jeffrey V Smith S Smith C A Davidson
1986 C M Ramsay G Walker M Lannon R Halcrow R Ramsay
1985 I A Fraser J Allan C M Smith D Hunt W Donaldson
1984 N C Donaldson J Valentine S Smith R Halcrow G Pow
1983 I A Fraser G Patel R Waldie K Miller J Binnie
1982 I A Fraser C Thomson J McDermott M Hogg G Purnell
1981 I A Fraser J Bonnar A Trotter S Hunter D Oswald
1980 B G MacNamara D Naughton A Hay F de S Ramos D Campbell
1979 J Mason T Mckenzie A Fraser K Cooper G Anderson
1978 G Mackie E Anderson M Imrie I Fraser A J T Baxter
1977 I A Fraser B Gilroy J Duffield B MacNammara A S Robertson
1976 B G MacNamara B Gilroy D Walker A Smith N Cruikshank
1975 R Samual G Thorburn H Wilson H Bootland D W Halliday
1974 D Gordon W Little P Thomson  
1973 I A Fraser G A Young A Devlin /J Gaffney  
1972 G Mackie J Arthur J McMurdo  
1971 B G MacNamara D Whightman W S Oliver  
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 Petrie Cup Spenz  Wilson D A Arthur D A Arthur Senior
 Club Trophy ‘B’ Cup ‘C’ Lochend Handicap Champion
 Champion   Open  Open
    Champion

1970 C B Scupham G Hill D Scott  
1969 I Watt D A R Barnett L Salvona  
1968 J B Roche   H Williams J Proudfoot  
1967 A Smith R Smith J C Third  
1966 J B Roche   A P Robertson R McKay  
1965 J B Roche   M Taylor W Henderson  
1964 J B Roche   A Sandie    
1963 J C Dewar W Law    
1962 J C Dewar G Mackie    
1961 J C Dewar R Samuel    
1960 J B Roche (Jnr) I Mitchell    
1959 P McKay      
1958 M T McLaren      
1957 J C Dewar
1956 J Drysdale  
1955 A H R Neill  
1954 J Drysdale  
1953 J B Roche (Jnr)  
1952 T Brown  
1951 D J McHugh  
1950 J B Roche (Jnr)  
1949 T Adams  
1948 No Comp  
1947 T Adams  
1946    
1945    
1944    
1943    
1942    
1941    
1940    
1939 R D McLaren  
1938 R D McLaren  
1937 R D McLaren  
1936 R D McLaren  
1935 R D McLaren  
1934 R D McLaren  
1933 T Montgomery  
1932 A McLeod  
1931 A McLeod  
1930 R Morin  
1929 R Morin  
1928 J Robertson  
1927 J Robertson  
1926 A McLeod  
1925 J Robertson  
1924 A Robertson  
1923 J Mutton  
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 Petrie Cup Spenz  Wilson D A Arthur D A Arthur Senior
 Club Trophy ‘B’ Cup ‘C’ Lochend Handicap Champion
 Champion   Open  Open
    Champion

1922 J Robertson  
1921   
1920   
1919   
1918    
1917   A Fender
1916   G Waugh
1915   T Henderson
1914   A Robertson
1913   G McKinlay
1912   T Henderson

 Seafield Scratch Handicap John Alan Devlin J B Roche Salveson Spence Currie
 Medal Aggregate Aggregate Dickson Summer (Snr) New Shield Victory Cup
  Medal Medal Summer Knockout Year’s Day  Bowl
    Knockout Singles Trophy
    Pairs

2016 K McFarlane D Ireland D Deery J Fernandez B Werhun M Ramage P McCafferty J Harkins T Galloway 
    J Rodriguez
2015 R Murray A Thompson J Flynn B Ford  J Williamson B Richardson J Harkins J Fernandez B Ross
    D Ireland
2014 R Binnie D Ireland A Ferguson C Reid A Hutchison D Ireland G Chapman D Ross J Markey
    D Graham
2013 R Binnie D Ireland M Dalrymple B Ford & D Graham B Ford M Kyles (Jnr) A Murray D Graham
    D Ireland  
2012  R Binnie M Dalrymple M Kyles M Kyles N C Donaldson J Markey No Comp W Richardson 
2011 J Young D Ireland C Vesco M Kyles K Mackie (Jnr) R Richardson D Harper R Kay P Beveridge
    J Young 
2010 D Ireland A Thompson J Williamson II B Ford  G Sutherland A Young K Ross R Binnie S Robertson
    D Ireland
2009 A Thompson A Thompson C Vesco B Ford  D Ireland D Harper C Reid S Harper J Williamson II 
    D Ireland  
2008 S Robertson A Thompson A Thompson B Ford J Selcraig R Fenwick S Harper D Harper I Houston
    D Ireland 
2007 T Calder C Farwell C Farwell W & R A Thompson R Richardson S Robertson W Richardson P Edwards
    Richardson 
2006 D Cantley D Cantley A Smith P Anthony M Downie C Reid G Hill J Craik T Henderson
    C Vesco 
2005 K Liddell D Graham D Graham C Reid G Ferguson P Hunter D Oswald A Penfold S Renwick
    C A Davidson
2004 R Houston N Fenwick A Thompson D Cantley
    D Ireland G Hutchison R Edwards A Thompson B Alexander A Thompson
2003 W Morrice D Cantley A Smith D Cantley A Thomson P Hunter A Thompson B Alexander B Ford
    D Ireland 
2002 W Morrice D Graham D Graham D Cantley D Cantley P Johnstone D Fenwick C Moriarty D Ireland
    D Ireland 
2001 B Ford C A Davidson A Ferguson D Cantley
    D Ireland R Houston B Ford A Ferguson A Tipton D Fenwick
2000 C Thompson D Cantley G Hutchison T Keenan A Forrest D Cantley A Ferguson W Hamilton C Reid 
    C A Davidson 
1999 J Todd C A Davidson K Jeffs C Marshall J Hamilton B Coyle S Robertson J Greer S Robertson
    A Forrest 
1998   D Ireland   C A Davidson W Hamilton C Vesco No Comp. C A Davidson D Graham
    J Craik 
1997   C Davidson   A Berry A Ferguson A Forrest No Comp. A Berry D Lyall
    B Parrott
1996 C Shand     D Cantley J Carruthers J B Roche J Caruthers C Brown C Vesco
    D Ireland  C Shand
1995 T Kirk N Donaldson   D Smith   J Carruthers W Paul  A Sinclair
    G Wilkie
1994 D Cantley D Cantley   S G Melville   D Miller A Joyce D Glanville D Ireland
    C Vesco
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 Seafield Scratch Handicap John Alan Devlin J B Roche Salveson Spence Currie
 Medal Aggregate Aggregate Dickson Summer (Snr) New Shield Victory Cup
  Medal Medal Summer Knockout Year’s Day  Bowl
    Knockout Singles Trophy
    Pairs

1993 D Ireland D Ireland   P Edwards B Coyle I Watt C Vesco C A Davidson B Coyle
    D Brown 
1992   D Cantley   B Coyle K Haston (Jnr) C B Scupham R Smith B Bleakley R Dunn
    D Stevanovic
1991 S Hunter D Cantley   R Paterson  A Meyer D Ireland I Fraser D Ireland D Cantley
    B Bleakley
1990 K Motion C Ramsay   W Morrice I Foster G Lee S Hunter G Hill I A Fraser
    A McCluskey
1989   C Ramsay   G Patel G Tumblety R Smith M Glass C Ramsay J Duffield
    I Whitelaw
1988 D Graham C Ramsay   C M Ramsay  C M Ramsay R Paterson D Law D Law S Hunter
    A MacDonald 
1987 R Waddell M Dunlop   C M Ramsay G A Young R Harper M Dunlop M Lannon M Lannon  
    A MacDonald
1986 I Fraser R Simpson   D & J Cantley M G J Dunlop M Lannon M Lannon M Lannon H McManus
1985 D Cantley I Fraser   C B Scupham I A Fraser M Kelly M Dunlop I A Fraser D Cantley
    D J Naughton
1984 K Mackay I Fraser   W Clarke D Gordon I A Fraser G Good A Nelson A Binnie
    M Lindsay
1983 K Mackay I Fraser   W Clarke B Parrott I Watt J Valentine D Cantley W Anderson
    M Lindsay
1982 D Drysdale I Fraser   G Good  J Drummond I Fraser A Thomson R Dickson
    J Allan
1981 J Little G Mackie       H Wilson H Robertson T Hunter G Mackie
1980 I Watt B Macnamara       T Galloway P Hughes C B Scupham J Thomson
1979 R Smith A Mackenzie       R Gray F Mills I Watt C Martin
1978 H Bailey A Ramage       W G Simpson B Gilroy E Anderson T McKenzie
1977 G Lee I Fraser       I A Fraser A Sands A Fraser I A Fraser
1976 E Haining I Fraser       G Mackie G lee T Corner T Galloway
1975 H Wilson G Mackie       R Ogilvie S Turnbull T Hunter J Ramage
1974   A Mackenzie       A Binnie I Watt G Walker J R Nicholson
1973   A Mackenzie       A P Robertson J Bonnar J Halliday R Haldane
1972   G Mackie       D Ketchin P Hughes J Morrison T Hunter
1971   G Mackie       J Brytus W Armstrong R Ogilvie D Scott
1970   B Macnamara       J Brytus F Thomson R Williamson G Lee
1969   J B Roche        O Fairnigton C Scupham A Dick D Scott
1968           D Oswald (Jnr) R Samuels J Mason C B Scupham
1967           A B Sands H Shortell O Fairnington R Samuels
1966           C Martin R Smith G Mackie R Smith
1965         
1964           W Law W Ogilvie A Webber R Denholm
1963           T W Swanston W Law O Fairnington A Webber
1962             D Oswald snr J C Dewar E Swinton
1961             A Smith I Mitchell R Carroll
1960             J B Roche (Jnr) G Thorburn M McLaren
1959   J B Roche (Jnr)         T McLaren J Moore J B Roche (Jnr)
1958   M McLaren         G Burns (2) J Allan J Dewar
1957   J C Dewar         G Burns (2) T L Morton A Lourie
1956   J B Roche (Jnr)         W M Wallace M McLaren J B Roche (Jnr)
1955   A H Neill         G Burns No Comp. K S Williams
1954   J C Dewar         W Davidson No Comp. R Denholm
1953   No Comp.         A Hanley No Comp. Ian Bell
1952   No Comp.         H S Finlay No Comp. Ian McLaren
1951   No Comp.         T Brown No Comp. J B Roche (Jnr)
1950   No Comp.         J B Roche (Jnr) No Comp. D McHugh
1949   No Comp.         No Comp. No Comp. J G Wallace
1948   No Comp.         No Comp. No Comp. J B Roche (Jnr)
1947   No Comp.         T A Adams No Comp. A G McKerrell
1946   No Comp.         No Comp. No Comp. J G Wallace
1945   No Comp.         No Comp. No Comp. No Comp.
1944   No Comp.         No Comp. No Comp. No Comp.
1943   No Comp.         No Comp. No Comp. No Comp.
1942   No Comp.         No Comp. No Comp. No Comp.
1941   No Comp.         No Comp. No Comp. No Comp.
1940   No Comp.         No Comp. No Comp. No Comp.
1939   R D McLaren         A R McDonald J B Forbes D McHugh
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 Seafield Scratch Handicap John Alan Devlin J B Roche Salveson Spence Currie
 Medal Aggregate Aggregate Dickson Summer (Snr) New Shield Victory Cup
  Medal Medal Summer Knockout Year’s Day  Bowl
    Knockout Singles Trophy
    Pairs

1938   R D McLaren         R Gilbert A  E Burberry W Leithead
1937   R D McLaren         R D McLaren A  E Burberry J Young
1936   A K Fleming         D McHugh J Patterson A H Wood
1935   R D McLaren         J Thomson W Durward J C Morrison
1934   R D McLaren         H Mathewson R Smeaton H Mathewson
1933   R D McLaren         R D McLaren G Burns R Gilbert
1932   R D McLaren         R T Fowler E H Brown W Lawrie
1931   A McLeod         T Henderson P W H Fleming R D McLaren
1930   No Comp.         G McKinlay J Cameron G Waugh
1929   No Comp.         A S Baird D Dalziel G Waugh
1928   No Comp.         R Moran A Gair W Lawrie
1927   No Comp.         J Rough T Nicholson A Fender
1926   No Comp.         W Shepherd D Dalziel A Wimpson
1925         
1924   No Comp.         T Henderson G G Smith R Morin
1923   No Comp.         J Mutton J Addison S Montgomery
1922   No Comp.         A Imrie D Henderson G Burns
1921   No Comp.         W M Clark A Merrilees J Preston
1920   No Comp.         D Wilson R M McKenzie J  Bruce
1919   No Comp.         G Paterson R Morin W Robson
1918   No Comp.         W Morrison T Henderson J Brydon
1917   No Comp.         A Fender A Fender J Cowan
1916   No Comp.         R Fowler G Waugh G McKinlay
1915   No Comp.         W E Young T Henderson J Phillips
1914   A Robertson         A Foster A Robertosn P Stalker
1913   J Arundel         J L Edmond G McKinlay A Robertson
1912   A Robertson         T Henderson T Henderson T Westwater
1911   J Edmund         J Tait   A Robertson
1910   E Early         H Morrison   J R Clark
1909   E Early         A Baird   W Flint
1908   No Comp.         E Early   E Early
1907   No Comp.         A G Monaghan   J B Clark
1906   No Comp.         J W Gavin   J R Clark
1905   No Comp.         E Sinclair   R Forrest
1904   E Sinclair         A McKenzie   J Welsh
1903   E Sinclair         S Geddes   W Suthren
1902   P Barrie         A Cummings (Jnr) J R Clark
1901   R Gavin             R Forrest
1900   J McKensie             A V Drummond
1899 J Ridley G Mauchline             J Mauchlione
1898 J Fairgrieve P Barrie             P Barrie
 J Ridley 
1897 A Foster J McKensie             J B Clark
1896   J McKensie              
1895 J Farquhar 
 W Morris        
1894 A Fraser
 A Wilson        
1893 W Irvine
 S Notman        
1892 J Wilson
 S Notman        
1891 J Cochrane 
 A Wilson
1890    
1889 J Doig
 D Blair   
1888 J Anderson
 W Adamson   
1887 R Duthie
 T McFarlane   
1886 J Fairgrieve
 A Chalmers   
1885 W Donaldson
 J Henderson   
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 Seafield Scratch Handicap John Alan Devlin J B Roche Salveson Spence Currie
 Medal Aggregate Aggregate Dickson Summer (Snr) New Shield Victory Cup
  Medal Medal Summer Knockout Year’s Day  Bowl
    Knockout Singles Trophy
    Pairs

1884 P Hunter
 A Brown
1883 R Greir
 M Foster   
1882 J Henderson
 J McFarlane   
1881 W Sharp
 R Monteith
 C McGuffie   
1880 J Cockburn   
1879 A Brown

 Alex Gair  Rab Binnie Findlay Petrie Cup  Alex Urquhart W G (Faither)  Blaikie Wilson Cup
 Winter  Cup (Prior to club  Simpson Trophy (Prior to
 Pairs   championship)  Foursomes  C Section)

2016 D Ireland R Murray C Daniel  J Williamson II D Graham       
 B Ford G Wyllie   A D Ferguson C Reid
     J Harkins
     K Little
2015 J Williamson II B Ford C Farwell   G Wylie C Reid
 G Muir T Keenan   R Murray D Graham
     D Daldleish
     S Alexander   
2014 A Young,  M Dalrymple  R Sutherland   R Low D Ramsay
 R Sutherland J Harkins   M Devine, H Bell S Robertson
     J Williamson II   
2013 S McCallum Cancelled C Farwell   A Ferguson
 A Thompson    G Ferguson
     S Conlin
     R Edwards    
2012 P Edwards J Gray S McMurdo  W Richardson
 D Bennett R Kay, G Hill   D Ramsay
  T Galloway   C Davidson
     R Richardson
2011 W & R Richardson J McIntosh C Farwell   W Richardson    
  S McMurdo   D Ramsay
  D Deery   C Davidson
  G Ross   R Richardson
2010 T Reid   S Harper D Menzies   C Young    
 R Sutherland J Markey   M Kyles
  B Ross   J Young,
  C Owens   J Workman
2009 I Macfarlane M Richards J McIntyre   D Harper
 J Tetlow S Harper   S Harper
  W Grossart   G Markey  
     C Moriarty
2008 M Downie P Fyvie D Ireland   S McCallum
 D Glanville S McCallum   N Breeze
  J Gray   B Coyle
     G Patel
2007 D Ireland J Maclean, I Hoskin   W Richardson
 T Keenan C Moriarty   D Ramsay
  K Ferguson   R Richardson  
     A Young
2006 C Vesco J Gray
 D Graham A Penfold  
   J Foley A Fenwick    
2005 C Reid J Gray
 C Davidson D Fenwick  
  J Binnie      
2004 K & D Davis J Moriarty
  K Ferguson
  B Brown      
2003 K & D Davis L Hutchinson
  J Todd
  J Craik
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 Alex Gair  Rab Binnie Findlay Petrie Cup  Alex Urquhart W G (Faither)  Blaikie Wilson Cup
 Winter  Cup (Prior to club  Simpson Trophy (Prior to
 Pairs   championship)  Foursomes  C Section)

2002 C Vesco,  D Moncrieff
 P Johnstone J Thomson 
  G Hutchison    
2001 Cancelled      
2000 J Craik
 T Keenan      
1999 S Robertson
 P Edwards      
1998 A Berry M Paillou
 P Edwards G Lee  
  S Richardson    
1997 C Marshall E Reid
 C Vesco A Binnie  
1996 P Edwards M McCowan
 K Motion G Lee    
1995 R Peebles J Graeme
 A Stewart A Meikle    
1994 D Ireland M Law
 M Downie A Brown    
1993 D Ireland M Law
 A B Muller R Graham    
1992 S Melvile S Craig
 T Kirk R Paterson
1991 R McIntyre E Reid
 R Peebles A Meikle        
1990 J Valentine S Ireland
 A Sinclair R Paterson       
1989 G Patel E Binnie
 T Kirk B Bleakley        
1988            
1987 D Hoskins
 G Patel          
1986 T Galloway
 I Dey          
1985 R Binnie
 J Bonnar
1984
1983        
1982                
1981                
1980                
1979                
1978               A Butler
1977               R Lomax
1976               C Martin
1975               D G Scott
1974               A Little
1973               J B Roche 
1972               T Corner
1971               D Gordon
1970               D A R Barnett
1969               A Smith
1968               D Gordon
1967               W Law
1966               W Plenderleith
1965               H Peden
1964               T Barker
1963               A Webber
1962               J B Roche (Jnr)
1961               E Swinton
1960               I Mitchell
1959             J Allan R Thorburn
1958             D Oswald (Jnr) Lochend G.C.
1957             G Reid Lochend G.C.
1956             A M Lourie Lochend G.C.
1955             C Scupham Lochend G.C.
1954             S Stevenson Lochend G.C.
1953             No Comp. Lochend G.C.
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 Alex Gair  Rab Binnie Findlay Petrie Cup  Alex Urquhart W G (Faither)  Blaikie Wilson Cup
 Winter  Cup (Prior to club  Simpson Trophy (Prior to
 Pairs   championship)  Foursomes  C Section)

1952             No Comp. Lochend G.C.
1951             No Comp. Lochend G.C.
1950             No Comp. Lochend G.C.
1949             No Comp. Lochend G.C.
1948             No Comp. Lochend G.C.
1947             No Comp. Lochend G.C.
1946             No Comp. Lochend G.C.
1945             No Comp. No Comp.
1944             No Comp. No Comp.
1943             No Comp. No Comp.
1942             No Comp. No Comp.
1941             No Comp. No Comp.
1940             No Comp. No Comp.
1939             Ian Forbes Lochend G.C.
1938     R Smith       E Greig  
1937     W D Stewart       W Durward  
1936                
1935                
1934                
1933                
1932                
1931                
1930                
1929                
1928                
1927                
1926                
1925                
1924                
1923                
1922                
1921       W J L Dobson        
1920       W Paterson        
1919
1918       R Inglis  
1917       A Cummings  
1916       G McKinlay  
1915       J Sclater  
1914       J Hunter  
1913       Jas. Thomson  
1912       J R Watson  
1911       T Henderson  
1910       W Smart  
1909       J Phillips  
1908       A Cummings  
1907       J L Edmond  
1906       J Cummings
1905       G Knox
1904       E Early
1903       D Lumsdaine
1902       J W Gavin
1901       A Cummings
1900       James Munro
1899       W Stewart
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 John Batton  George  Lochend Christie Miller  Mackie Cup  J G B Muir  Quaich
 Trophy Rooney Invitational  - Silloth Scratch Trophy 
  Tri-Am    Handicap 

2016 M Wright A D Ferguson G Hill D Dalgliesh N C Donaldson D Ireland R Binnie 
 D Johnston S McCran A Edmond J Rodriguez 
  B Coyle          
2015 M Dalrymple  A McArthur J Selcraig D Ireland R Binnie J Valentine D Ireland
 J  Flynn T McCulloch A Selcraig R Binnie           
  G Muir           
2014 B Richardson,  A Ferguson J Markey D Graham A Thompson D Ireland D Ireland
 J Young G Glendinning K McGinley S Cockburn
  C Thompson  
2013 M Devine,  D Haining D Menzies M Kyles (Snr) D Miller G Markey S Smith
 R Low A Sinclair M Gilroy M Kyles (Jnr)  
  C Marshall 
2012 N Breeze,  T Quinn J Williamson II K Macie (Snr) & R Ramsay D Bennett S Smith
 C Lothian S Forrest R Ramsay K Mackie (Jnr)  
2011 E Cowan,  P Edwards R Richardson M Kyles I Stavert S Forrest K Millar
 P Young R Edwards D Cunningham  J Young
  D Glanville   
2010 R & P Edwards M Aitchison D Robertson C Thompson I Houston J Markey S Smith
  W Morrice A Crawford S Meldrum
  S Harper   
2009 C Farwell,  C Davidson C Marshall R Budge N Donaldson G Casey C Farwell
 J Selcraig J Valentine A Marsh E Mackie  
  G Gough   
2008 C Lothian, D Ramsay G Markey A Thompson A Chalmers D Harper D Miller
 N Breeze P McArthur A Smart I White  
  C Lothian  
2007 G Gough, A Thompson G Hutchison G Anderson N Donaldson K Dudgeon D Ireland
 W Richardson, C Vesco G Gray A Binnie
 S Cockburn C Houston
2006 W Richardson, C A Davidson G Hutchison C Vesco D Miller J Craik D Miller 
 C Reid, J Craik G Gray S McLennan
 N Breeze E Brydon  
2005 W Russell,  G Hutchison T Calder E Mackie D Miller B Coyle D Miller
 B Ford,  W Hamilton J Shepherd K Mackie
 W Hamilton C Marshall  
2004 I Hoskins, C Marshall D Graham A Smith D Ireland N Breeze G Munro
 E Dryden, W Richardson K Millar J McIntyre
 G Chapman I Macfarlane  
2003 W Hamilton,  T Galloway R Waddell D Bonar D Graham T Keenan I Stavert
 T Owens,  T Owens A McIntyre C Cowie
 A McArthur S Meldrum  
2002 J McArthur,  A Forrest J Craik M Downie C A Davidson T Keenan N C Donaldson
 R Harper,  G Scott S Jarvis D Glanville
 A Ferguson P Fyvie
2001   G Lee,   B Coyle D Ireland W Henderson I A Fraser
  C Vesco  A McDaid
  G Ewart    
2000   C A Davidson,   A Penfold C A Davidson S Roberston D Miller
  W Henderson  B Ford
  S Meldrum    
1999   G Lee
  W Henderson
  J Proudfoot          
1998              
1997         K Millar S Robertson  
1996       G Thorburn  K Ferguson C A Davidson
    S Dickson   
1995             D Ireland
1994             D Cantley
1993           C A Davidson  
1992   G Anderson  I Doig B J Smith J D Little B Duffy
  I Killin  K Reilly 
  R Glass    
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 John Batton  George  Lochend Christie Miller  Mackie Cup  J G B Muir  Quaich
 Trophy Rooney Invitational  - Silloth Scratch Trophy 
  Tri-Am    Handicap 

1991   R Paterson   G Santana A Sinclair
  W Law
  G Killin       
1990   A Anderson   A Sinclair D Hunt A Sinclair K Reilly
  M Lindsay  K Mackay 
  F Curran    
1989   C Golder  W G Simpson B Duffy D Scott (Jnr) M G J Dunlop
  R Smith  R B Todd
  T Owens    
1988   J Valentine  G Lawrie S Smith C Cameron I Randall
  T McSherry  G Anderson
  J Gorman    
1987   G Lawrie  W G Simpson S Gilhooley A P Robertson B Medlam
  J Morrison  R B Todd 
  D Cunnison    
1986   W Jardine  A Thomson W Aitken M Lannon N C Donaldson
  R Graham  C Thomson
  G P Anderson    
1985   J Morrison  W Clarke N Donaldson R Peebles D Campbell
  J Nisbet   M Lindsay
  K Gilchrist
1984   T Barker  J Hay G A Young A H Wilson B Duffy
  D Reid   S Ogilvie
  R Smith    
1983   J Knowles  K Baillie G Hunter M Lindsay D Shade
  G Wallace  W Marshall
  L Grant    
1982       N Cruickshank  G Santana W G Simpson B G MacNamara
    J Hume
1981       K Mackay B G MacNamara G Flynn C Ramsay
    H McManus
1980       T Galloway  K Millar W Whyte J Mason
    J Binnie
1979       P Hughes D Flynn T Galloway D Flynn
    I Watt
1978       S Smith S Hamilton H Baillie I A Fraser
    M Imrie
1977       B Gilroy R Denholm J Gray I A Fraser
    C McArthur 
1976       S Smith I A Fraser W Armstrong P A McGovern
    M Imrie
1975       G Hutton B G MacNamara B G MacNamara J S Hamilton 
    R Cooper
1974       A MacLean M Roberts G A Young G Lee
    D McCowan
1973       D Kelman J s Hamilton R Smith G I Shade
    R Burnett 
1972       J W Gordon  B G MacNamara A Binnie J S Hamilton
    G Walker
1971       A Thomson,  J s Hamilton W Douglas G Mackie
    W Armstrong 
1970       T Pow,  I A Fraser D Gordon I A Fraser
    A Taylor
1969       J Reynolds J B Roche W Black J B Roche
    G Thorburn
1968       T Wright A Easton A Dick R Young
    G Young
1967       W M T Munro A Fleming R Dudgeon W Clelland
    T Pow
1966       E M C Mackay J B Roche A Thomson W Clelland 
    R Montgomery  
1965       J Mittun  H Shortell   D Middlemass
    M C Brown
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 John Batton  George  Lochend Christie Miller  Mackie Cup  J G B Muir  Quaich
 Trophy Rooney Invitational  - Silloth Scratch Trophy 
  Tri-Am    Handicap 

1964       B G MacNamara D Middlemass   T A Slawek
    J C McEvoy    
1963       E Reilly J C Dewar  H R Smith
     W Douglas
1962       R McNab J B Roche (Jnr)  M Monteith
    G McArthur & J C Dewar
1961       R McNab J C Dewar   M Monteith 
    G McArthur
1960         J C Dewar   J Drysdale
1959         E Thomson   A J Hanley
1958         E Thomson   M T McLaren
1957       Lochend GC E Thomson   J Drysdale
1956       Lochend GC A H R Neill   J C Dewar
1955       Lochend GC J Roche   I C Campbell
1954       Lochend GC      
1953       Lochend GC      
1952       Lochend GC J Roche    
1951       Leith G.S. R C Napier   M R A Matthews
1950       Leith G.S. R B McLaren   I Alexander
1949       Leith G.S. T A Mackay   G Burnside
1948       Lochend GC J Roche   J Lumsden
1947              
1946              
1945              
1944              
1943              
1942              
1941              
1940              
1939         J Young   W E Young
1938       Lochend GC D Durward   J Young
1937       Lochend GC A B Ritchie   P W H fleming
1936       Lochend GC P W H Fleming   P W H Fleming
1935       Cosmo GC A K Fleming   J Shade
1934       Cosmo GC A MacDonald   A C Glennie
1933       Lochend GC J L Mutton   G Robinson
1932       Cosmo GC R D McLaren   H Howden
1931       Lochend GC A MacLeod   A A Simpson
1930       Dunedin J L Mutton   R Morin
1929       Lodge Trafalger A Cattanach   A Cattanach
1928       Cosmo GC A MacLeod   R M Alston
1927       Cosmo GC A MacLeod   A Macleod
1926       Cosmo GC A MacLeod   A Macleod
1925       Leith Unionist GC A Robertson (Jnr)   A Macleod
1924       Dunedin A Robertson    A M Carr-Brown
1923       Lochend GC A Robertson   A Cattanach
1922       Cosmo GC A Cattanach   Wm Cook
1921       Cosmo GC J Robertson    
1920       Leith Unionist GC A R Grossert
1919       Lochend GC A R Grossert
1918          
1917          
1916          
1915          
1914       Lochend GC A R Grossert
1913       Leith Shipping A Robertson
    Guys GC
1912       Cosmo GC A Robertson
1911       Lochend GC A R Grossert
1910       Lochend GC G W Millar
1909       St Paul’s Parish G W Millar
    Church GC
1908       Leith Unionist GC
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 McLean Cup  Persevere  Senior Open Winter League   Snuff Mill Lochend G.C.  Lochend G.C.    
  Trophy  Trophy  v Edinburgh Thistle G.C. v Portobello G.C. 

2016 R Binnie D Ireland S Fraser        
2015 R Binnie R Binnie B Gillespie Hackenbushes Not Played Lochend
2014 M Devine D Ramsay A Nisbet Hackenbushes Not Played Lochend
2013 M Devine K Fraser R Low R S Holes Not Played Portobello
2012 D Ireland C Vesco A Young Hackenbushes Not Played Lochend
2011 R Binnie R Budge W Richardson Hackenbushes Lochend   Lochend
2010 D Miller R Sutherland A Young Hackenbushes Edin Thistle Lochend
2009 D Miller J Dundas   R S Holes Lochend Portobello
2008 Cancelled Cancelled T Jarron The Latecomers Lochend Portobello
2007 Cancelled K Millar S Gilhooley The Mooners Lochend Lochend
2006 N Donaldson K Mackie R B Todd   Not Played Portobello
2005 N Donaldson G A Young R Smith Hackenbushes Not Played  
2004 N Donaldson B Coyle T Jarron No Comp. Not Played  
2003 A Smart C Vesco   Hackenbushes Not Played  
2002 N Donaldson C Vesco T Owens Hackenbushes Not Played  
2001 S Smith R Weir T Jarron Hackenbushes Not Played  
2000 I A Fraser A Thompson T Galloway No Comp. Not Played  
1999     T Owens Brushmarks Not Played  
1998     T Galloway Hackenbushes Not Played
1997     P Lees Hackenbushes Not Played
1996 G Thomson   R Hume   Not Played
1995     J M Gardiner   Lochend
1994 S Smith   D Scott   Lochend
1993     P Hughes   Lochend
1992 K Reilly H McManus G Walker Brush Marks Edin Thistle  
1991     J Kerr No Comp.    
1990 K Reilly J Binnie   The Beasties Edin Thistle  
1989 C M Ramsay     The Beasties Lochend  
1988 I A Fraser G Anderson   The Young Ones Lochend  
1987 M G J Dunlop G Wylie     Lochend  
1986 G Wylie A Hay   The Young Ones Lochend  
1985 K Millar J Valentine   Hot Shots Edin Thistle  
1984 B MacNamara G Patel   Rubber Balls Lochend  
1983 B MacNamara B Hewison   Cornies Lochend  
1982 B A inglis J Veness     Lochend  
1981 K Millar G Lawrie     Edin Thistle  
1980 F D Ramos J Binnie     Lochend  
1979 I A Fraser W Marshall     Lochend  
1978 S Hamilton N Cruickshank     Lochend  
1977 B MacNamara T Galloway     Edin Thistle  
1976 R B Thorburn G Mackie     Lochend  
1975 G Mackie P Thomson     Lochend  
1974 I A Fraser K Dudgeon     Lochend  
1973 M F Roberts I A Fraser     Lochend  
1972  T C Davidson F McSorely     Lochend
1971 W C Davidson T K Towsey     Lochend
1970 W C Davidson D Dwyer     Lochend
1969 W C Davidson W Matthews     Lochend
1968 A M Lourie       Lochend
1967 A Easton       Lochend
1966 A Smith       Lochend
1965 J B Roche       Lochend
1964 J C Dewar       Edin Thistle
1963 M T McLaren       Lochend
1962 E Thomson       Lochend
1961 I Watt       Edin Thistle
1960         Lochend
1959         Lochend
1958         Lochend
1957         Lochend
1956         Edin Thistle
1955         Lochend
1954         Lochend
1953         Lochend
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 McLean Cup  Persevere  Senior Open Winter League   Snuff Mill  Lochend G.C.  Lochend G.C.    
  Trophy  Trophy  v Edinburgh Thistle G.C. v Portobello G.C. 

1952         Lochend
1951         Edin Thistle
1950         Edin Thistle
1949         Edin Thistle
1948         Lochend
1947         Edin Thistle
1946          
1945         Edin Thistle
1944          
1943          
1942          
1941          
1940         Lochend
1939         Lochend
1938 Lochend GC       Edin Thistle
1937 Murano GC       Lochend
1936         Edin Thistle
1935         Lochend
1934         Lochend
1933         Edin Thistle
1932         Lochend
1931         Edin Thistle
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We are sure you will enjoy reading about the history of your Club!

20. Some thoughts for the future, taken from the past
This great game has a habit of sometimes kicking you in the backside and sometimes lifting 
you to an all time high, so if you think you are struggling and getting a wee bit down with your 
scores, then take some inspiration (adults and juniors) from this lad from almost 80 years ago 
in 1937.

Mackie Cup
____________

Schoolboy Winner At Craigentinny
____________

Leith Individual Champion
A 15 year-old Leith school boy, A.B. Ritchie of the Lochend Club, on Saturday, on the Craigentinny 
course, won the Mackie cup and the individual championship of Leith, a tournament in which 
many experienced local players took part. His aggregate scratch score for 36 holes was 148. 

Ritchie, who has been playing regularly over the Craigentinny course since he was about eight 
years of age, early played himself among the leaders in Saturdays event, and his fine form 
at the start was maintained throughout. He was driving well, but it was chiefly to his second 
strokes and his putting that he owed his victory.

Be Happy, and smell 
the flowers along 

the way
Another cheery note to 
end with, is this happy 
group of Lochenders 
enjoying a new years day 
presentation after a game 
in 1957. Every individual 
has a smile on his face 
(probably helped by the 
consumption of some 
sort of liquid). I have no 
idea who they are as the 
inscription on the back 

simply says ‘New Years Day 1957’, however, we do know that the lad 4th right at the back 
is J.B. Roche who achieved great things at both Lochend and Duddingston. It is groups like 
this (Men or Women) who have kept the flame burning throughout the years and I could 
not resist the inclusion of this image as I feel it demonstrates the everlasting enthusiasm and 
commitment of the members of this great club. And so Lochenders, I lift my hat and raise my 
glass to your next journey, and remember, Be Happy, and smell the flowers along the way. 
(Harry)

And its goodbye from us
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